
ESTIMATESANDFINANCIALOPERATIONSCO

Tuesday 25 October 2011

Heritage Council of Western Australia

914es!ionNO CI Ho, ,KTroversosked

QUESTIONSOFNOTICE SUFPLmMENTARYINFORl\^IATION

(1) The reuso"why the correction to the 11n""o1 Report w@snoriob!edineach house

Answer: The Heritage Council acted on information provided by the Public Sector
Commission on its website section 71n"2101 Reporting G",'dellhesFAgs'
(WWW. ublicsec orwa. ov. u/ enc Res onsibilities/AnnualRe ortin GuidelinesP

es/FA s. as , FAQN028notes:

"28, 0317 annual reporihas been tQbledi, ? Parliome"land" coffeeiio" must be made,
how is it done?

There is OSe!process/br making alley"!ions lopopers onddoc, ,merits that have been
tabled in Pan^^meni. Refer to !he Legislative, ssembb, ofihe Parfi@meniqf, ,'ester, ,
A"strong, Stand^^gorder156 killerattonof'payers 'Tabledpayersand
documents will only be afteredoroddedto with Ihe approval of the Spe@key who will
i^form Ihe Assembly'- "

TTEE

Consistent with this instruction, a letter was forwarded by the Minister for Heritage to
the Speaker of the Legislative Assembly on 18 October 2011 advising of the error in
the Annual Report and seeking his approval to an amendment. The Speaker approved
the request and tabled the amendment to the Heritage Council's Annual Report on 20
October 2011.

22 Nov 20/1

A further letter from the Minister for Heritage advising the President of the
Legislative Council of the error was forwarded on 27 October 2011.



ESTIMATESANDFmANCIALOPERATIONSCOMMITTEE

Tuesday, 25 October 2011

Heritage CouncilofWestern Australia

Qttestioi? No. C2 : Ho?I K Trovers asked -

(1) KPlpl@ce assessmenis-How moriywere e, ;peered to be done when ihe bardge!
was toblec^ grid how mony were gemal!y done o11 which the drillt, o17<ponts based?

Answer: 35 place assessments expected in 2010-11 whenthe budget was tabled. 43
place assessments were actually completed.

QUESTIONSONNOTICESUPPLEllyl!ENTERYmFORllylATION

A

I '



ESTIMATESANDFmANCIAL OPERATIONS CONl^inTTElE;

Tuesday, 25 October 2011

QUESTIONSONNOTICESllPPLEMBNTARYINFORMATION

Heritage CouncilofWestern Australia

g, ,es!ion NO C3, . Ho}a KTrQvei, ,s OSked. .

(1) -Provide Ihe breakdown of the cash andcosh equivalentsforthe $6,559,964 and
thepreviousyeorqfS7,300,328? A*
17no!we need is a break, fowlz of the cosh gladc@sh eqt, iyo/emus, how much 91that Is*'
gelt, allyolloca!edto spec!/icprqjects, gridhow march is 1101allocatec4jbr both I
2010/11 ondiheprevio"syeor?

Cash and cash equivalents end of period

Goldfields Earthquake Restoration Fund:
Opening balance
Payment for grants made in 2009/10
Payment for grants made in 2010/11
Payment forteclmical and engineering service

Uricommitted technical and engineering funds
Administration for 2011
Administration for 2012

Committed grants
Uricommitted grant funds
Closing balance

Heritage grants program - committed grants
Conservation incentives - committed grants
Emergency grants - committed grants
Payables
Leave liabilities

Contingent liability

6,559,964

Total Allocated

Uriallocated I(Overcommitted)

4,983,450

7,300,328

9,742
256,241
151,692
417,675

5,000,000

42,016
125,000

10,258

125,000
1,589,437
2,684,322

6,292

o

16,550

4,565,775

1,012,692

o

o

4,973,708
9,742

o

4,983,450

4,750
189,524

o

525,328

1,347,098

85,494

509,741

6,383,563

258,909

176,401
6,559,964

471,715

o

7,570,913

o

270,585
7,300,328



(2) Then we needo breakdown offhe acct, inn/oredst, }pills

Accumulated surplus/(deficit)

Statement of comprehensive income

Cost of services

Expenses
Employee benefits expense
Services and supplies
Accommodation expenses
Grants and subsidies

Depreciation expense
Other expenses

Total cost of services

Income

Revenue

User charges and fees
Other revenue
Total revenue

Net cost of services

2010/11

$

Income from state government
Service appropriation
Resources received free of charge

Total income from state government
Surplus/(deficit) for the period

Accumulated surplus/(deficit)
Opening balance
Surplus/(deficit) for the period
Closing balance

2,410,726
1,734,499

115,495
2,599,572

16.51 I
65,585

2009/10

2,670,747
1,483,246

126,638
976,766
28,988
62,801

6 942 388

The accumulated surplus forthe period ending 30 June 2010 of $4,716,889 is mainly
antibutable to the $5 million received in June 2010 towards the Goldfields
Earthquake Restoration Fund.

The accumulated surplus forthe period ending 30 June 2011 of $3,525,257 represents
a reduction of $1,191,632 from the previous year. This is mainly atInbutable to the
Goldfields Earthquake Restoration Fund expenses and grant acquittals during the year
together with grant acquittals from the Heritage Grants Program.

19,945
180,576
21 018

5 349 186

221 539

6 720 849

I I I

138,289
22 943

5,474,000
^LZ

161 343

5 187 843

5 529 217

^^. 21

10,085,000
26 501

4 716 889

^21
3 525 257

10 111501
4 923 658

L^21
4 923 658
4 716 889



(3) 11 breakdown of the 82.6mi!iron 31ndergroizisp^,@618.

Grants payable as at 30 June 2011:
Heritage Grants Program
Goldfields Earthquake Restoration Fund
Emergency Fund

A breakdown of outstanding grant acquittalsftoin the Heritage Grants Program and
Emergency Conservation Grants program is shown in the following tables:

I. Heritage Grants Program

Fiscal
Year
2006/07

2007/08

Grant
Amo"int

2008/09

$109,278

1,012,692
1,589,437

4,750

2009/10

$987,300

Balance
28/6/11

2010/11

$1,032,900

$100,000

$875,100

2,606,879

2. lEmergency Conservation Grants
(formerly Conservation Incentive Program)

$700,700

$6,615

$113,655

TOTAL

Project Title

Fiscal

Year

$264,809

Piston Inn

2010/11

$527,612

Mechanics

Institute

Grant
Amount

$1,012,692

6 projects remain

A fulllist of grants allocated under the Goldfields Earthquake Restoration Fund was
provided at Appendix IV of the 2010-11 Annual Report,

$4,750

Status

14 projects

TOTAL

remain

Arranging updated
uotes.

Balance

28/6/11

16 projects

Due for completionJun
11

$4,750

5 near completion, I on
hold

$4,750

Project Title

3 near completion, 11
due for coin lotion,

Fonty's Pool, Manjiump -
Structural Re on

I near completion, 15
dueNov 11

Status

Inspection end of June,
re ortto come



ESTIMATESANDFlI^'ANCIALOPERATIONSCO^^mmTTEE

Tuesday, 25 October 2011

QUESTIONSONNOTICESUPPLEMENTARYNFORMATION

Heritage CouncilofWestern Australia

Question No. C4. . HornKTrovers OSked-

(1) How march wosjbrm^/ly o110, died, "t ofth^ G, I, #i^Ids 0000"retire 2011~12 polo.
111? So how march, o73dto what, was the money o110catedto over thennonciolye@r?

Answer: In 2010/11the amount of $2,122,370 was formally allocated.

Being:

Grants

Heritage Architect/Engineering Services for Owners
Administration
Total

$
1,845,678

151,692
125 000

2 122 370



lE;STlllylATESANDFIN'ANCIAL OPERATIONS CON^"ITTEE

Tuesday, 25 October 2011

Ql. TESTIONSONNOTICESUPPLElvlENTARYmFORMATION

Heritage Council of Western Australia

911estionNo. C5 .' HonKTroversosked-

(1) Is tipossib/e io ge! @copy offhe frameworkiha!was developed/67the Goldi!ie!ds
earthq"ake restoration IIJi?d?

answer: A copy of the Goldfields Earthquake Restoration Fund framework is
provided at Attachment I.

(2) Provide ahis!o77 of the $5 million andhow march has been drmv?z down from the
1141, d?

Answer: Draw downsftom the fund over financial years 2009-10 and 2010-11 are
summarised in the following table.

Opening balance
Less paid 2009/10
Less paid 2010/11
Closing balance 30/6/11
Committed as at 30/6/11

Not yet committed

Grants

4 550 000

10,258
265 983

Engineering

4 273 759
I 589 437
2 684 322

200 000

6,292
151 692

Admin

42 016

250 000

42 016

o

125 000

o

Total

125 000

5 000 000

125 000

16,550
542 675

o

4 440 775
I 589 437
2 851 338

,



Goldfields Earthquake Restoration Fund Framework 01.1ay 2010)

I. Situation Analysis

Through consultations with the City ofKalgoorlie-Boulder (the City), Goldfields-ESPeranCG
Development Commission (GEDC), the Insurance Council of Australia, ICOMOS, structural
engineers and other infonnation gathered, the following analysis is offered:

Number of Places Affected:

The structural engineer engaged by the Office of Heritage completed 35 inspections and
found that there were no places at critical risk orcollapse. The damage, whilst extensive, was
considered substantially superficial and repairable. The engineer is estimated to have
inspected 50% of the affiscted heritage-listed buildings in the area; therefore, it is reasonable
to expectthatthe total number of damaged places will be in the range of 60 to 80.

Cost Range of Repairs:

No information on the overall cost of repairs to the heritage portfolio is available at this time.
However, advice from loss adjustors in the field is that repairs will vary in cost from a few
thousand dollars to potentially significant sums; some well in excess of the market value of
the properties concerned.

Discussions would indicate that, in general, repairs to single-storey buildings, which
representthe int!ionty of buildings in the area, are more likely to be in the lower cost range.
However, some of the larger two-storey buildings will require costly repairs.
A number orcase studies demonstrate the available information;

. A portfolio of six single-storey premises has been assessed by insurers and, although
the buildings were under-insured, they will be fully repaired due to the overalllow
cost of repairs (i. e. lessthan 5% of the overallsum insured).

. A hotel on Butt Street has been assessed as requiring $1.8 million in repairs against
an insured value of $1.5 million.

. A former bank, now office building, is said to require $800,000 in repairs, but is
insured for only $100,000. The owner will receive a cash payment and is likely to
seel< approval for demolition. Fullrepair, while costly, is achievable.

. A hoteloutside the Burt Street precinct suffered significant damage (of a similarscale
to example I). It is understood the building is substantially covered for the full cost
of repair.

. Some of the larger buildings that have been darnaged are in government ownership
and are not anticipated to require assistance.

Insurance Coverage:

The Office of Heritage is aware of a number of places that are un-insured, including two on
the State Register, As noted above, there is also evidence of under-insurance in some cases.
However, of the ten places about which the Office of Heritage has received advice, most are
substantially covered and only one is significantly under-insured.

Insurance Response:

One of the unknown risks is the extent to which insured repairs will be compatible with
heritage conservation principles. In general, an insurance policy will allow for the
reinstatement of a building on a like-for"like basis to its condition prior to the insured event.
This, however, requires that the evaluation of reinstatement cost, and the level of insurance,
have been maintained and reflect current values,

QuestionNO C5 -Attachment I

,



It is also unclear whether there are any variations in the interpretation of policy wording that
could interfere with effective repair.

Advice from the Insurance Council and assessors on the ground is that a standard building
policy should provide for the repair of a heritage place on a like-for-like basis to its condition
prior to the event. This includes use of appropriate materials and Inethods. In these cases,
there is not expected to be any cost gap for owners.

Responding to Key Risks:

As noted above, the potential cost of repair to some of the area's larger buildings is likely to
be in the region of $1 million or more. Where these are of high cultural heritage value,
retention and conservation are a priority. From a community and heritage perspective, one of
the considerable risks in the current situation is that heritage buildings will not be repaired
and, in the long run, will be lost. This reflects the high cost of repairs againstthe low marl<et
and commercial value of property and is aparticular concern where places are notinsured.

While it is recognised that the community does not generally support the use of State funding
to offsetthe losses of private and commercial interests, uninsured and under-insured heritage
buildings present a significant challenge in this environment. Therefore, it is important to
offer a sufficient level of funding to maximise owner participation in conservation works,
particularly where incentive to retain is low.

Exposing owners to the full consequences of their business risk is likely to result in loss of
cultural heritage to the community, which is inconsistent with the objectives of the grant
funding announced by the Premier. Proportional grants are therefore proposed at a level
considered sufficient to encourage owners to participate in the program, while stillrequiring
significant private financial input.

In addition, it is proposed that the commercial viabinty of repair should be considered when
agreeing the level of owner contribution to repair. This may take into account the cost of
alternatives (e. g. demolition and replacement with a modern building) and the commercial
value of a property after repair, In some cases, the Heritage Council may propose majority
funding of repairs, with an element of the grant being repayable on completion, once
commercial finance is available. Using such an approach should inal<e retention of the
heritage building a more commercial option than demolition.

2. Objectives of the GER Fund

Consistent with the Premier's announcement and subsequent Cabinet decision, the primary
objective of the Government's response to the Goldfields earthquake is heritage conservation,
taking into accountthe importance of the historic streetscape and individual buildings in the
affected area.

A parallel objective is mitigation of the financial stress incurred by owners of heritage-listed
buildings as a result of the earthquake in the region. This recognises that, as natural disaster
was not declared, disaster relieffiinding was not available, and costs and time associated with
the reinediation of heritage properties is generally higher,

The GER Fund is not intended to reward owners that have nottaken appropriate measures to
protect their assets (for example, through suitable levels and quality of insurance cover),
provision will need to be made to ensure the possible loss of important heritage buildings is
miniinised,

3. Eligibility

Consistent with the principles previously announced for the GER Fund, it is proposed to
make grants available for the restoration of heritage-listed places damaged in the earthquake,
including those on the State Register and the City's Municipal Heritage Inventory.

Page 2



Noting the broader significance of the Burt Street, Boulder precinct and the desirability of
maintaining the largely intact and uniform presentation of the area, it is proposed to off;3r
assistance to owners of places identified in the City's Burt Street Conservation Plan (2008) as
being contributory to the heritage significance of the precinct, thus extending eligibility
beyond those properties listed in the State Register orMunicipallnventory.

The situation analysis, risk analysis (Attachment I), objectives of the GER Fund and
eligibility criteria leads to the proposed grantftaineworl< as outlined below:

. Provision of easily accessed 110w value Emergency ReliefGrants to assist with incidental
costs and minor repairs. These grants are likely to capture a large segment of the overall
places affiacted, and bridge insurance gaps where minor repairs are required.

. While early indications are that for the manority of minor repairs the proposed works will
be adequate, there are likely to be occasions where heritage architect advice leads to the
off;;r of a Prefi3rred Works Grant to achieve a better heritage outcome for the place,
These should be mitequent and generally of relatively low cost.

. In order to encourage engagement where a place requires significant owner expenditure, a
realistic level of funding needs to be available to subsidise financial input by the owner.
Earthquake Restoration Grants are therefore intended to give a tailored solution that
requires substantial owner contribution, but is able to meet costs that would otherwise
leadto the repairs being unviable.

. Once the costs of repair to prior condition have been Inet, the Fund will assist in further
restoration and conservation worl<s in the affected region through Conservation
Improvement Grants.

The following table provides a summary of the proposed GER Fund streams and an
indicative requireinent based on estimates of likely demand.

. et. .^, lit IQ^SI:rintj^I!.'!~^!^tpo$^.'-.;"'. .- ;
,, .. .... . . ....

I. Emergency ReliefGrants
A minor grant of up to $10,000 will be available, on application, to any
owner of a heritage property for Ininor works associated with the initial
response to the earthquake. This will be available retrospectiveIy on
evidence of ex Griditare. U to $2,000 available without evidence.
2. Preferred Works Grants

Funding may be allocated to any works that are considered, by the
heritage architect appointed by the Heritage Council, to be a better
heritage outcome than the restoration of a heritage place to prior
condition.

3. Earthquake Restoration Grants
Grants will be available on a matched-funding basis to underIal<e
conservation worl<s required to return a heritage building to its condition
prior to the earthquake. Owner contribution may be capped depending on
commercial viability of re airs.

.. *

, .

. ,

4. Conservation Improvement Grants
Grants of up to $250,000 will be available to undertake conservation
works in excess of those required to return a heritage building to its
condition prior to the earthqual<e. These will require a minimum
contribution by the owner of 20%.

*.. .

" .

.

I. , ,

Terms and Conditions forthe GERFund are at Attachment 2.
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$ 350,000

$ 200,000

$2,500,000

$1,500,000



4. Accessing IRUnds

Applications for Emergency ReliefGrants will be a simple form, with opportunity to attach
proofofexpenditure and written declaration.

Preferred Worl<s Grants will be initiated by the Heritage Council's architect, with the for. in of
application being a report and scope of works.

Earthquake Restoration Grants will require an application from the owner, giving information
on anticipated costs and funding requested. A scope of works will be required and, where
necessary due to the scale of the project and the proposed contribution, a business case.

Once the level of funding required for the first three grant streams has determined, the
Heritage Council will open applications for Conservation Improvement Grants. The form
and process of application winGlosely followthe currentHeritage Grants Program.

5. Assessment and Approvals Process

Assessment and approval of grants under stream I will be undertaken by the Office of
Heritage.

Assessment of grants under streams 2, 3 and 4 will be underIal<en by the Office of Heritage
under the advice of the Heritage Architect and such other professionalservices that might be
required to make a judgement on the efficacy, appropriateness and reasonableness of the
proposed works. Recommendations will be submitted to a sub-committee of the Heritage
Councilfor approval.

Any variation to the framework, including the provision of repayable grants, assessing
business cases or capping owner contribution, will be approved separately by the Heritage
Council and advised by independent professional advice. Such advice may include property
valuation, commercial property management, business finance consultants or others'

In the event of over-subscription, priority will be given to works that are essential to
returning the building to prior condition.

6. Consultation

The Office of Heritage visited the Goldfields on 7 April 2010 to discuss the general ternis of
the financial assistance package witlithe City and GEDC, and consult on an operating
framework for the fund.

Noting that the State Government's response to the earthqual<e was to target assistance to the
restoration of heritage listed buildings, the City has proposed a further scheme of works
intended to stimulate economic regeneration of the Butt Street area, It is understood the City
will pursue funding opportunities through the Royalties for Regions program.

The City has offered support and assistance in delivering the planning elements of restoration,
and will act as a focal point for community information. At present they have expressed a
preference forthe Fund to be managed by the State Government.

Following discussions with the GEDC and a review of its processes, the Heritage Council's
heritage grants frameworl< would seem the most applicable to this current need. Its use will
also reduce the number of government agencies involved in activating assistance to owners.
Distribution of the GER Fund is consistent with the purpose and legislation of the Heritage
Council, but would be at odds with the general purpose of the GEDC.

7. GERFund Ddivery

Providing Early Advice:

One of the lessons learned from the Newcastle earthquake of 1989 and other natural disasters
in which heritage places have been affected, is that owners, insurers, planners, builders and
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other associated trades need access to professional heritage advice at the earliest opportunity.
Cabinet has already acl<nowledged the need for professional services and the allocation of
$200,000 will allow for'the appoiniment of a heritage architect, who will be engaged through
the BMW Architectural Panel contract.

Ongoing works will require updated information about each place and the elements of
cultural heritage significance that contribute to its overall status. Where there are no existing
conservation plans, it is proposed that assessments of each of the places listed in the State
Register will be initiated in the form of briefconservation management plans,

Cost of Delivery:

Administration and disbursement of a major fund incurs costs, This includes the
development, gathering and management of program data, program documentation and
communication (eg, information packages, application forms, hard copy and web publishing
and customer contact support), fund administration and incidental costs associated with site
visits and increased hours forthe Regional Heritage Advisor service.

an estimate of these costs is $250,000 ($125,000 per annum) over the expected lifetime of
the fund of two years' This is consistent with the cost Inodel used by the Development
Commissions of 2.5% of program funding.

These funds will assist with the cost of hiring temporary personnel for the 1800 helpline,
owner liaison and additional grant assessment and administration. It will also cover the cost
of printing applications forms and related communications collateral. Additional costs (travel,
accommodation, car hire) will also be incurred in providing on the ground support for owners
by Office of Heritage staf;^ Regional Heritage Advisor and contracted heritage professionals.

8. Implementation

Subject to confirmation from the City, it is proposed to integrate information o11the GER
Fund with the City's proposed advice to property owners on the works approvals processes it
will establish for heritage-listed buildings. This will include an overview of the Fund,
Frequently Asked Questions and Application Form. These will also be available for
download on the Heritage Council's web site.

An appropriateIy trained Customer Service Officer will be available on the Office of
Heritage's freecall number and via an emaillink from the web site to provide advice and
assistance to owners on issues relating to the Fund. The City has also indicated it will
provide this information as part of its 'shop front' services to owners,

A media statement will be released to coincide with the mail out to owners, to be followed by
a community workshop to allow affected owners to meet directly with staff to discuss their
situation and access to the Fund.

Subject to demand, an Officer of Heritage officer will be placed in Boulder two days per
week in an appropriate "shop front" for owners to access for advice. The officer will also be
available to meet owners at their premises and will co-ordinate visits by heritage architects I
engineers providing professional advice ITeports to owners.
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Attachment I

Goldtields EarthquakeRestoration Fund -RiskRating Matrix

Risk

Additional works identified

part way through

Works

Works identified as
substandard

Consequence

Increased cost- funding gap

Furtiier damage to building
during works

Liability lies where? Costs of
reinedjarion

impact

Wrong advice givenby
HCWA architect

High

Increased cost. Further

claims I delays.

Treatment

Unreasonable or

uricompetitive business
practices used

Allowance ingrantprogi'am for
flexibility of funding.
Defined policy for funding

Moderate

Cost of remedialion

Damage to reputation

increases.

Regular inspection/ monitoring
by architect
Requirement for appropriate
supervision
Scope of works checked with
tender doc. andplanning
approval

Moderate

Damage to reputation

Loss of controloffuiding

Potential claims for. liability?

Development referral
contradicts advice given by
heritage architect

Regular inspection I monitoring
by architect
Requirement for appropriate
supervision

Moderate Professional liability cover
required in contract.

Sign off by separate architect
where scope and supervisionare
managed by first.

Moderate

Confusion over preferred
solution.

Delays to repairs.
Possible increase in costs
incurred.

Take lead from insurers in

accepting 'prior condition'.
Use independent valuers/
consultants.

Ensure competitive tenders are
carried out.

Compare quotes with industry
standards.
Monitor invoices and costs.

Moderate
Coinmunication maintained
betweenHA andDevteam.
Advice documented and
circulated,

Panelreview orcomplexor
majorworks.
Disclalmer to be provided by
heritage architect, especially for
state-registered places.
Degree off10xibility to be
exercised by devteam on works
advised by 11A.



Attachment I

Goldfields Earthquake Restoration Fund -RiskRating Matrix

Risk

Governamce

Roles andresponsibilities
an'e unclear

Delays in allocating
funding

Consequence

Delays in payment to
owlersI contractors

Confusion, delays, mixed
messages to community

More applicants than
money

Cornmunity dissatisftiction,
complaints, increased
paperwork through
responding to complaints

Impact

Applicantfails to fundttieir
commitment

Possible damage to personal
financial situation,
community dissatiSf;ICtiOn
etc.

Low

Claims of bias/ conflict of
interest etc.

Treatment

Moderate

Full documentation and policies
dotennined priorto start of
program

Applicantnotpassing
HCWA funding to
contractor

Contractor unpaid I breach of
contract

Damage to reputation

Process established andresource

allocated at an early stage.

Moderate

Low

Clearprocess communicated to
applicants.
Assistance with claims.

Perception of conflict of
interest for HCWA

consultant(s)

Provisionofgiants leads to
ongoing reliance or
expectation of govifuiding

Defined policy for prioritisation
Iobjectives I criteria. Ongoing
updates on status of funding.
Transparent and equitable
decision-making process.

Contractorunpaid I breach of
contract

Damage to reputation

Moderate

Pressure exerted from

individuals orgi'oupsto
achieve specified goals not
consistentwiththe agreed
framework.

Require funding up-front?
Promote HLSS for shorttemi

cash flow. Require pre"payment.
Staged works/payments to
minimise individual invoice.

Require owner to pay full
coinmitrnent before GERF

funding released.
Applicant to demonstrate ability
tofund,

Darnage to reputation -
owners wary ofengagement

Limits owner's plans for
future invesinient,
Reduced maintenance-

expects works to be funded
ifbad enougli

High

Breach of standards/ ethics

to provide outcome.
Damage to reputation

Option to pay contractor direct?
Grant agreement- specified
penalties I options
Requirepre-payment.
Staged works/ payments to
minimise individual invoice.

Moderate

Low

Use of alternative to avoid one

individual controlling whole
process.

Clear messages aboutpurpose,
scope and hinttation of fund.
Specified ing. ant conditions

Moderate Limit decision-making capacity
of any individual.
Peer andpanelreview I approval
of significant funding.
Independent consultants/
vainers used where possible.
Clear standards I criteria I
norities etc.



Attachment I

Goldfields I^arthqiiake Restoration Fund -Risk Rating Matrix

Risk

Engage^,. erut

Owner unwilling or unable
to fundrepairs to unitisured
place

Consequence-

Worksnot achievable

without full funding.

Potential loss of heritage
place

Costofrepairwould lead
to over-capitalisation

Impact

Owner not engaging in
program becauseof
conditions (heritage
agreement, need for
insurance Innaintenance)

High

1.10 incentive for owner to

invest I repair

Loss of heritage place

Treatment

Disputes betweenowner/
leaseholder with regardto
responsibilities

CK-B commitment to retention

of heritage places and
willingness to use powers.
Clearmessagesthat fund will
not meet all costs.

Publicise CK~B facility to malte
repair notices,
Generate community desire for
heritage precinct=> peer
pressure to undertake works.
Grants to be made sufficientto

encourageparticipation,

Works not initiated or are
done to lower standard.

Loss or degradation of
heritageplace

High

HCWA caught in legal
debate.
Potential mis-allocation or

misuse of funding.

Grants to be Inade sufficientto

encourageparticipation.
Option to negotiate position in
special circumstances.

High Clear guidelines and
commitmentsrequiredwhen
receiving grants.

Moderate Party responsible for care and
maintenance of building fabric
identified at an early stage,
Ask for declaration ifsituation
is unclear.



AtIachinent I

GoldfieldslBarthq"ake Restoration Fund - RiskRating Matrix

Protecting State
Investment

Risk

Future damagenotcovered
by insurance

Funds considered to be

used for purposes other
than stated

Consequence

Loss of reputation

Pressure for funding

Funds distributed without

sufficient evidence of
expenditure

Impact

Damage to reputation

Loss of controloffUnding

Duplication of hadirig to
an individual orplace.

Moderate

Damage to reputation

Increased financial
restrictions

Treatment

Heritage agreements formajor
funding
Written ag, 'eements for
insurance andmaintenance.

Use grant ageementsto specify
requirements.

Moderate

Conrrnunity discontent
Demands forequity

Clear objectives, policies and
funding priorities.
External auditor instructed to

review progyam asseparate item
in amualaudit.

Low Identify levelofrisk.
Specify extent of self-
evidencing and authorisation.

Moderate Clear internal processes.



I. A place will be eligible for funding ifit is:

a. Included in the Municipal Inventory of the City of Kalgoorlie-
Boulder;

b. Listed in the Register of Heritage Places; OR
c. Listed in the City of Kalgoorlie-Boulder's Conservation

Management Plan for the Burr Street Precinct as being
contributory to the cultural heritage significance of the area.

2. A minor grant of up to $10,000 is available for each heritage property
that can be demonstrated to have been damaged by the earthquake of 20
April 2010. This can be claimed retrospectiveIy to cover coststhat:

a. have not been metby an insurance claim;
b. have been, or will be, incurred as a direct response to making the

building safe or repairing damage;
c. in the case of claims over $2,000, are supported by proof of

purchase/expenditure;
d. in the case of claims of $2,000 or less, are subject to a statutory

declaration by the property owner;
e. may relate to one or more items orexpenditure; AND
f. are NOT associated with the following expenses:

I. InsuranceeXCeSS;

ii. lossofbusiness;

loss orreplacement of goods; or
iv. other costs not directly associated with approved works.

3. The costs of repairing a property to its prior condition are considered to
be the responsibility of the owner and their insurer. Funding for such
works will only be made available where:

a. the full cost of repair is not met by the insurer, or the owner is not
insured, in which case:

i. up to 50% of the cost of repairs undertaken will be paid from
the Fund (except as determined under s, 4);

ii. the scope of works must be approved by the Heritage Council
of Western Australia;

in. for works over $50,000, the owner must appoint a heritage
architect approved by the Heritage Council of Western
Australia;

Iv. the owner is responsible for obtaining all planning approvals,
licences and permits required for works; and

v. works must be signed off by a heritage architect.

b. the Heritage Council considers that repairing to prior condition is
contrary to good heritage practice and that an alternative scope of
works should be proposed, in which case:

Attachment2

Goldtields Earthquake Restoration Fund

Terms and Conditions

111.



Attachment2

Goldfields Earthquake Restoration Fund

i. the preferred scope of worl<s will be proposed by the
Heritage Council, on advice from the heritage architect;

ii. the Fund will meet associated costs in excess of those

accepted by the insurer;
where possible, all works will be carried out under
instruction of the insurer;

iv. where responsibility for works passes to the owner, funding
may be given for employment of a heritage architect, if
warranted by the additionalworl<s;

v. works Inust be signed off by a heritage architect.

Owner contribution will take into accountthe commercial value of

the property after repair, the cost of any alternative commercial
options and any claims paid out by an insurer. The Heritage
Council will consider any business case presented and may accept
a limitto owner contribution on a case-by-case basis. Ifthe owner
can demonstrate that they are unable to meet the level of
contribution agreed, the Heritage Council may Inake available
further repayable funding,

Grants will be available, by application, for heritage conservation
works in excess of those required to bring a place to its condition
prior to the earthqual<e, These will fbnow the standard criteria of
the Heritage Grants Program offered by the Heritage Council,
except that:

a, eligibility is determined by the criteria noted above;
b. the Inaximum grantis $250,000 and there is no minimum;
c. grant applications may be submitted, and may be approved,

at any time, untilthe Fund is fully subscribed;
d. the applicant must demonstrate that the worl<s are over and

above those needed to restore the place to its condition prior
to the earthquake;

e. a property may be the subject of more than one application,
as long as:
i. worl<s funded by aprevious grant have been completed;
ii. the Heritage Council considers that all owners have had

sufficient opportunity to make application to the Fund;
and

in. the contribution from the Fund for the second and

subsequent grants is, atmost, 50% of the cost of works.

Where works receive support from the Fund, no money will be
released until works have been assessed and approved by the
architect or other agent appointed by the Heritage Council.

Grants will be paid on provision of a receipted invoice from the
contractor undertaking approved works. Where partial funding is
in place, the proportion of each invoice paid will reflect the
proportion of overall funding offered by the Heritage Council.

111.

4.

5.

6.

7.



Attachment2

Goldfields Earthquake Restoration Fund

Total payments in relation to any one place will not exceed the
ainount approved by the Heritage Council.

Grants will be paid only to the applicant, and on receipt of an
invoice from the applicant supported by such documentary
evidence as is necessary to demonstrate that funded works have
been carried out and that the costs incurred in carrying out those
works have been paid. Staged worl<s can be paid at each milestone,
subject to prior approval and signoff from the Heritage Council's
agent.

Ally grant over $100,000 to a place included in the Register of
Heritage Places will require the signing of a Heritage Agreement
between the Heritage CouncilofWA and the property owner.

Legal and administrative costs of establishing heritage agreements
will be met by the Fund.

Allocation of funding, including the variation of any of the above
provisions, will be at the absolute discretion of the Heritage
Council of Western Australia.

Owners of eligible places may apply for an Earthquake Restoration
Grant to fully relmburse the cost of their insurance excess, where
the insurance claim is as a consequence of the earthqual<e of 20
April 2010 and where the claim has resulted in repair of the
eligible place. Repayment of insurance excess will be made once
works are substantially under way.

8.

9,

10.

I I.

12.



ESTlllylATESANDFmANCIALOPERATIONSCOlly^nTTEE

Tuesday, 25 October 2011

Heritage CouncilofWestern Australia

gales!ionNo. C6 .. HonKTrovers Qsked-

Ql. TESTIONS ONNOTICE SIJPPLE^^inNTARYINFORMATION

(1) Services gridsz!17pli^s onpoge 61, "Other", wh@r do rhose Service contracts-
other, apply to'

Answer: The coin orients of this item are:

Services and contracts-other

Freight and mail services (couriers, mail services, postal general)
Sectirity (contract security)

Computer and information technology (development, maintenance, planning)

Labour hire (general office and clerical, professional/technical, temporary personnel)
Professional and administration:

Audit fees - internal

Board fees

Finance

Human resources

Legal expense general
Laundry and tailoring

Occupational health and safety

Photographic service
Public relations

Valuation

Website development
Records management
Research

Reviews

Security bins/keys

S

Resources received free of charge - State Solicitors Office

Searches (title documents)

Document lodgementfee
Survey lodgements

$

Projectmanagement
Other

27,610

Other contracts:

2,789

25,050

61,909

111,984

244,866

Managementservices- Regional HeritageAdvisory Services

77,263

Other services

1,886

1,874

407

255

750

23,260

8,566

1,129

9,654

26,054

3,900

55,217

10

29,229

24,024

26,397

6,210

2,413

268,476

435,532

12,909 281,385
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ESTlllylATESANDFlNANCIALOPERATIONSCOMMITTEE

Tuesday, 25 October 2011

QUESTIONSONNOTICESUPPLE^^inNTARYIN'FORMATION

Heritage Council of Western Australia

Question No. C7. ,IronKTrove73 asked-

(1) Page 20 of the annual report 43 Places OSse, 38e4; how mony of!hose ore in the 16
andhoi-" manyj7'Qin the previousyeors' assessments andhoi, P many of!he 14 ore o180
catculotedin the 16?

Answer: In 2010/11, of the 43 places that were assessed, three progressed through
interim and penmanent registration in the same financial year and were therefore
counted as assessments, as well as in the 16 interim registrations and 14 penmanent
registrations.

(2) Provide a breakdownforeoch of!keyedrs Ihoiore listed mrhe grint, airepo, ,I of
the some ingformation

Answer:

In 2007/08, of the 56 places assessed, I place progressed to interim registration in the
same financial year and was counted as an assessment and as one of the 30 interim
registrations.

In 2008/09, of the 41 places assessed, one place was progressed to penmanent
registration in the same financial year. As it was already interim registered, it was
counted as an assessment and as one of the 34 permanentregistrations.

In 2009/10, of the 32 places assessed, one place was progressed to interim registration
in the same financial year. It was counted as both an assessment and as one of the 15
interim registrations.

(3) For each of theyears 11^ledih the grinz, o17epori-How many tidalulplaces were
assesse4 how mony of those res"!ledin Q recommendo!ion 10 the minisier, how mony
offhose recommendations to the inI'fitsterwere aceepied?

answer: The following table provides a breakdown of the heritage assessments
completed in each of the years listed in the annual report and the outcome or current
status of each assessment.

A

2007

2008

Number of
Assessments

2009

08

2010

09
10

11

56

BelowThreshold -

Register
Committee

decision

41

32

43

12

Places Recommended to
the Minister

4

5

12

Supported

26

21.

Not

SU

It

9

orLed

Stal<eholder

Consultation in

progress

3

o

2

o

15
16

14

22



Ql. IESTIONSONNOTICESUPPLlLilylENTARYmFORMATION

Tuesday, 25 October 2011

Heritage CouncilofWesterm Australia

Question No. C8 ., Ho, aKTroversasked-

(1) Easiern Hi/!s SeniorHigh School-161.0 copy qfthe docz, menigiw7zg ihe Minisier's
78030?is 0'6r notirzcl"dingthe schoolo?Ithe Slate Register) and a copy of!he assessment.

answer: Copies of the following documents are provided:

I. Document giving the Minister's reasons (Question NO C8 Attachment I),
2. Assessment documentation sentto the Minister arthattime (Question NO C8 Attachment

2).

ESTDll:ATESANDFIN'ANCIALOPERATIONS COMMITTEE

I

,

I
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Author: KBrmen Grzetic

Office of Origin: Office of Heritage
Our Reference: 9014

MINISTER FOR HERITAGE

EASTERN HILLSSENIOR HIGH SCHOOL

ISSUE

Consideration of Eastern Hills Senior High Schoolfor entry'in the State Register of Heritage
Places on an interim basis

RECOMMENDATION
That the Minister approves the entry of Eastern' Hills Senior Hi^h School in the State
Register of Heritage Places on an interim basis.

.

.,

.

'" 11^ I:GII^ NII^ D

-~~~~~*"~-~"~~

APPROVED - If approved, please sign the 'Minister's Direction to the
Heritage Council'in sectio. n one of the attached registration document;

Reason Of nqt
approvedbeterred):

NOTAPPROVED

DEFER

^

^. I, ~

BACKGROUND:

In 2004. the Department of Housing and'Works commissioned a thematic study of post World
War Two secondary schools in Western Australia. From this study four' metropolitan
government high -schools of the 1950s and 1960s were identified as the best I'epre. sentative
examples of theirtype, and were earmarked to be assessed at a later'date for possible ihclusion
in the State Register of Heritage Places. In 2005, the Office of Hemage revised this list to
include the following schools; Eastern Hills Senior High School; Hampton Senior High School;
Baicatta Senior High School and Applecross Senior High School,

The place and its ownership
Eastern Hills Seijioi'}{19h Sonoolconsists of one lot, which is owned the Crown and managed
by the Education Department,

Significance
Eastern Hills Sehior High Schoolis a predominantly single storey linear plan brick and clay tile
roof high school complex in a simple adaptation offhe California Bungalow style, with elements
of the Post War International style. It is set in a rural residential environment, principaly
developed between 1951-1960 in three main stages, with numerous additions in matching and
contrasting styles.

The place is a good representative example of the secondary schools builtin Western Australia
d\!ring the early post World War Two pel'iod following the introduction of the Education
Department's 'Co-educational Comprehensive Community High Schools' policy and
subsequent changes in response to Education Department policy

I
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Eastern Hills Senior Hi^h School was expanded from 1959 to 1963 to become a senior high
schoolto cater forthe wave of children born after World War Two who began reaching high
school age in the late 1950s.

Its combination .of Inter-War California Bungalow style based buildings and landscape setting
make an aesthetically pleasing environment.
Owner/stakeholder comments

On 19 October 2010 stakeholders were 'requested to comment on the possible entry of the
Eastern Hills Senior Hi^h Schoolin the State Register of Heritage Places on an interim
basis.

Owner

The Department of Education supports registration,

^r!^
The Shire of Mundaring also supports registration.
Other

Eastern Hills Senior High-school' Principal, John Dunning raised concerns that registration
may become an impediment to development. The Office-of Heritage met with 'Mr Dunning
and advised that registration is' not intended to prevent works to the school, and that the
Heritage Council supports work to help assure ongoing use whilst maintaining the heritage
values of the place, Following this meeting, no further objections were raised,

The National'Trust supports registration.

Please retorto correspondence included in the package.

.,

I
Grae e minie

ExE I DIRECTO*R

HERITAGE
COUNCIL
in, ,""14n".",,

16 May 2011

Attachment: Submission for interim registration of'. P9Qil Eastern Hills. SeniorHigh School
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DOCUMENTATION OF PLACES

FOR ENTRYIN THE

REGISTEROF HERITAGE PLACES

9011

Eastern Hills Senior High Soh0. o1(1951; 1959/1960; 1960s;
1970s; 1980; 1985/, 986; 1989/4990; f996; c, 4998)

FORMER NAMES Mount HeIena Primary School Mount. HeIena Junior High
School; Eastern Hills High School

LOCATION Keane Street East, Mount He Iena

DESCRIPTION OF PLACE INCLUDED IN THIS ENTRY

Reserve 228.09 being Lot 380 on Deposited Plan 19326i and being the whole of
the land contained in Crown Land Title Volume 3158 Folio 737.

Shire of Mundaring

State of Western Australia (management order to Minister

DATA BASE No.

NAME

3.

4.

5.

6.

LOCAL GOVERNMENTAREA

OWNER

for Education)

HERITAGE LISTINGS

o Register of Heritage Places:
. National. Trust Classification:

. Town Planning Scheme:

. Municipal Inventory:

. Register of the National Estate:

CONSERVATION ORDER

7.

8.

9. HERITAGEAGREEMENT

10. STATEMENTOFSIGNIFICANCE

Easten7 Hills Senior High School, a predominantly' single storey linear plan brick
and clay tile roof high school complex In a simple adaptation of the California\
Bungalow style, with. elements of the. Post War International style, in a rural
residential Setting, principal!y developed between 4954-1960 In three main
stages, with numerous additions in matching and contrasting styles, has cultural
heritage significance forthe following reasons:

the place is. j^. 999. d. .representative ^?;^nip!.^:. of the secondary schools built in
Western Australia during the early post World War Two period following the
introduction of the Education Department's 'Co-educatiohal Comprehensive
Community High Schools' policy and subsequent changes in response to
Education Department policy;

Register of Heritage Places Eastern. HillsSenior High School
Place Assessed December 2009.
Documentation amended; August 2010; May 20.1
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its combination of Inter-War California Bungalow style based buildings and
landscape setting make an aesthetically pleasing environment.

.,~

*

Register of Heritage Places Eastern Hills SeniorHigh School
Place Assessed December 2009

Documentation amended: August 2010; May 20.1
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It. ASSESSMENTOF CULTURALHERITAGESIGNIFICANCE

The criteria adopted by the Heritage Council in November 1996 have been
used to determine the cultural heritage significance of the place.

PRINCIPAL AUSTRALIAN HISTORIC THEME(S)
. 6.2 Establishing schools
. 6.4 Building a system of higher education

HERITAGE COUNCIL OF WESTERNAUSTRALIA THEME(S)
' 402 Education & science
. 107 Settlements

11.1 AESTHETICVALUE*

Eastern Hills Senior 1.11^h School is an example of a non-specific style of
architecture with its roots in Inter-War design precepts and which is a simple
adaptation of the California Bungalow style. (Criterion 4.1)

Eastern Hills Senior High School in its rural residential setting has some fine
landscape elements that contrast with the buildings in a pleasing manner. It
shares these qualities with a number of high schools developed at the same
period. (Criterion 1.3)

11. 2. HISTORIC VALUE

Eastern Hills Senior High School has associations with the settlement of the
Mount He Iena area at the turn of the twentieth century and its rapid development
in the post World War Two period. (Criteria 2.4 & 2.2)

^:':?^!^in. !:try!^., S^rillar. Ingfy. .:^:qt!(!91. x!. as .!^;:P^L!;!:^!;.. it9. !!!. I^;.^i;^. t9.19^;^. IQ. !;^. 9.91!!:^. a.
.s^. o19r. b. 19:1. ::9119P. !19.9^t^!.!!?.!. ill!^. y!^!,\!^^. 91.91:!I. ^1.1!^!,..^Qin. .^it^.,.!!!!Qrld .14!:^. r. Tw9. .vv!1.9
^.^g^!j, !!^^g^j!:1.9. ^jg^..^gtigg!..^g. ^. inn. ^. I:^t:^.. I. ^!!^p^.*.(!:;Tit^!:jgn. 2. ,^I"""""""""""""'~"
Despite being initially established as a primary school, Eastern Hills Senior High
School has associations with the reorganisation of the existing secondary
education system following the introduction of the Education Department's Co-
educational Comprehensive Community High Schools' policy in the post World
War Two period, (Criterion 2.2)

Eastern Hills Senior High School has functioned continuously as a schoolfrom its
opening as Mount HeIena Primary Schoolin c, 1951 up to the present day
(December 2009), (Criterion 2.2)

If. 3. SCIENTIFIC VALUE

,."

*

For consistency, all references to architectural style are taken from Apperly, R. , Irving, R. , Reynolds, P.
A Ploton'al Guide to Identifying Australian Architecture. Styles and Terms from 1788 to the Present,
AngusandRobertson, NorthRyde, ,989, "
For consistency, all references to garden and landscape types and styles are taken from Rainsay, J.
Parks, Gardens and Special Trees: A ClassiiiCatibn and Assessment Method for the Register of the
National Estate, Australian Government Publishing Service, Canberra, 1991, with additional reference
to Richards, 0. Theoretical Framework for Designed Landscapes in WA, unpublished report, 1997.

Register of Heritage Places Eastern Hills Senior High School 3
Place Assessed December 2009

Documentation amended: August 20.0; May 2044
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11. 4. SOCIAL VALUE

12.

,2.1. RARITY

Eastern Hills Senior High Schoolis unusual in that the building format is
predominantly single storey, in a non-specific architectural style. (Criterion 5.1)

12.2 REPRESENTATIVENESS

Eastern Hills Senior Hi^h Schoolis representative of other schools built in rural
areas of Western Australia where the changing needs of the ^91i9. Q!::^g^. e!
children of the local community have impacted the development of the site. At
^;^^!^{!!.. tnn^:.^!:^0^?r_. t!!91y. .:$9h. 991 this is reflected in its transition from primary
school and junior high schoolthrough to senior high school. (Criterion 6.2)

Eastern Hills Senior In^h Schoolis representative of the secondary schools built
in Western Australia during the early post World War Two period, following the
introduction of the Education Department's 'Co-educational Comprehensive
Community High Schools' policy. Since this time, the development of the site has
continued to reflect changes and patterns in Education Department policy. Some
of these have included: the construction of the science block in 1966; the
construction of a more specialised library complex in 1972 due to the developing
role of library services as part of the general curriculum; the establishment of the
manual arts centre in o. 4 978 following the introduction of a streamed educational
program; a community recreation centre (including a gymnasium) in 1980, an
Arts Technology and Enterprise building in 1996, a Year 8 teaching block in
c. ,998 based on school design changes focusing on flexible learning areas, and
a Music Centre in 2006. (Criterion 6.2)

12.3 CONDITION

Eastern Hills Senior High School has had regular care and maintenance in
recenttimes. Overallthe place is in fair condition.

42.4 INTEGRITY

The place continues to serve its original function. There have been changes in
teaching methods and in the available subjectrange, and the school has adapted
to provide spaces forthese changes. It retains a high degree of integrity.

12.5 AUTHENTICITY

Eastern Hills Senior High School has continued to evolve through time with a
series of cumulative changes. Most of the changes involved further development
of the site and the construction of new buildings, either to provide entirely new
facilities, or to replace or upgrade previous ones. The existing buildings have
been adapted to accommodate changing standards and courses. Typical
changes include the introduction of carpets, improved lighting and ceiling
mounted sweep fans, introduction of air conditioning, and softening the
landscaping in the quadrangles. Many of the changes have had little impact on
the original fabric so that overallthe place retains a high degree of authenticity. It
is one offew schools that retain its original metal lockers.

DEGREE OF SIGNIFICANCE

I.

11)

Register of Heritage Places Eastern Hills Senior High School
Place Assessed December 2009

Documentation amended: August 20.0; May 2041
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13. SUPPORTING EVIDENCE

The documentation for this place is based on the heritage assessment
completed by Philip Griffiths Architects with Kristy .Bizzaca\ historian, in
November 2009, with. amendments and/or additions by HCWA staff and the
Register Committee,

13.1 DOCUMENTARYEVIDENCE

^5:^^!^!!0. ^!!!!^:.^!^^!!ip!:.!!telti. ^;Qt!99n^. P!!^!^. groin^oily. .^!.!^!!!g!^..^it9r^;y:.!ill. ^^^ip!^!n. .b. !19^
i^. r!e!. 91^Y. it!^.:9.9f_high. .^;;bgg. I. ^ginp!!^x, .. Q!!..!^..!^^!!^^!.^it!^, 1.1. a. !:!!ra!,!!^:^!d^. 0. t!^!.::!^!I, m. g.
I^Ling!P^!!Y. .e!.^\!^!9P. ^d. .b. ^^tW:^!^IIJ. 9!^. I. =:If!^;. Q. !D. .to I^.^. in. ^!in. ^!.^. g^:^. in. .:^.. 090::5.91^9!^9
^jy!.^:. jb^1:1^,. a. .;:!!!!PI!;;..^!!^.^t^!jigp. .g^. tb^.. g. ^!itqr!:!j^..!^. ung. !^.!Qy!I ^ty!^^,. With. ,n. 14_L!!:^!:q. ^!^
.a. gl. ^!jig!:I^,!I, .. in:^to^!!rig. ^!. 0. ^I. !;9171rg;^ting. ^ty!^^,.:Ib!^.;^!y!^.. gf. ^!. 1.9f the e^!!y st^g:^;^.. Q. t
^b. ^:..:^!;lip. Q!..!^., 0:19. !^..,!!^I!^!?1.1v^... Qt. ^. cgbit^. Q^^!r;^!...^I. ^^^!911. .. 10. .. to^...!!lI^!:. YY^I. .. P^!!9. d. *
It. ^!^it. ip. c!^..!!!!;!!!^^..:tt!:^... s^:i^!:!^;e. .^!!?91s. ..(1.91^.!^),.. Ib. ^..!!^I^!Iy. .(I. ^!72).*., to!^..^!v9. :;:ipi^y
I. !^rig!!^g. ^^. wing. .(197. ^:),.. t^^^.. in^!!!!, I. ^!.:^it^. g!^!I^c!^..(1.97. ^^),. it!^^.^. Q. mmu. nj^y. I^!;9r^^tipn
.e^. att. ^..(1091!!!:. in. g. :^. gymn. ^.!^i. u. in)..(19:3. Q),. it!^.^. r!^. i. e. c. bog!99y. .:^n!^..^ot^.!PIi^!^.,;;^^nil^
11.99.61, .Ib:^.. s. Q;;!^ill. .^n!!..^11yir9. o111^. n:!. b. 19. e;k. .11. ^^!^)...^. o:1. ^t!:^..^o:1;^IPLc, e^!!tr<!.. 12. Q9!^I.
9th^!..^!!^. 1:1. ^at^.. ing!!!!!!^.. j^!I. r!!^.:^11. ^!.,!^^^!:!^j. I?.^!!!. 99.9. !j;^,.. a. .s:y!. I, m!!!!rig. .PPP. !.{c. *1.99;^I
.^. j!q. :^!:1.9\!a!,

The Mount He Iena area was first settled by Europeans in the 4880s following the
opening of the Eastern Railway and the development of a timber industry in the
Darling Ranges. At what was to become the town site of Mount HeIena, a mill
was established in 1882 by the Wright and Company, owned by J. W. Wright and
Edward Keane. This was eventually taken over by the Lion Timber Yards in the
early 1890s and became known as Lion's (Or Lions) Mill; after which the
associated settlement of workers and their families took 'its name. The town site
Was declared in 1899 and became part of the Greenmount Roads Board in 1906.
In 4924, it was renamed Mount HeIena, I

The first Lions Mill school was started in. the local hall in 4892 and in 1897 a
purpose-built single classroom 'was ejected by the Education Department. This
^^;b. 991 served the community up to the late 1940s at which time increasing
numbers of school aged children. . due to a rapidly growing population and
reside. ntial development of the district, . resulted in the need to 'provide larger, up-
to-date accommodation, 2

In 1951, work commenced on the construction of the new Mount He Iena Primary
School(now known as Eastern Hills SeniorHigh Sohoofy on land in Keane Street,
Mount He Iena. The single storey brick building took the form of an L-shape with
too connecting lineal classroom blocks, 3

\
J

~..

Battye, J. S. (ed), The Cyclopeofa of Western Australia, V01. 2, 1913, Facsimile Edition, Hesperian
Press, 1985, pp. 407 - 408: htl ://WWW. lionmillwine ,coinlhisto .himI, 10/12/2009; Eastern Hills Senior
School Diary, 2008, .p. 3;

2

hit ://vJww. land ale. wa. ovau/cor orete. nsf/web/Histo +offmetro o1itan+suburb+names+"+M,

a Mount- HeIena New School, Elevations & Sections, Drug No. 4. 9/11/1949, BMW E-CADD; Mt He Iena
Consolidated School, Conversion of Class Rin to Science Rin, 14/3/1956, BMW E-CADD.
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Not long after, further demand 11. e. !;^:^;^!t:^j. ^. g!.. school facilities for pupils of different
ages. In 1954, the place became the Mount Halena Junior High School with
pupils attending both primary and secondary (Years 8 - to) classes. 4

Inbi^!!.. i. r!^P^9:9!:..^^. eir!91:^.!.. 91. .!^. e!L!!:;^^1.9. c!...^;Y!:i!...^^!:^;:9n. ..\!!:^^...!!EQ. ught. _. Q!!tomfr9, in
,^!19!^. 0^. in. .i. ^^.^i, .P^. T!. 9this. !^!!t!:^^!^. tQ!.^^^..^!^!, I^;;at!90. .Q^;Pi^!!!!!^0!.;!!(^^. t9. .^:^Y^.!OR
^... i. e. Qt!!!!!:::!...^^!!p^It!go. ..^y^t::!:!I. .. 19.1. .99^:t. .. prim. ^!y. .. ag^. d. ..!s. ^;!;!!DEI. ^!!y)...!;nil^. c^^0, ^
^.^, 9^^90. ^,..^r!!!..!at^^c, !o. 5_P^^ct9. i. .!^^. 0. ^!^!..^;.^911, !!.. 0. ^I^!!!. s',... vv. 91^.. I^;^!!!t!^!^:..!n. .in. ^
^^tat?!!^bio. I^at. .. i^. T!d. ,P. 19Yi!^19n. .. 9f. .^... PIQ9!^. S. SiY. ^;..^!^.\!9^!tipD. ..^IIS;t^!11. .. from. ..!nil^. 01^:
^. Q^. QQ!^.. tinQ!!g. b. .. t!?...^!!!!\!:;!:s. ity. *^..!!I. .:!t!^...!.^!99^,...!;-!I. ^!I!^!!!^..!^.^;\!^;!9P. !^.<1. ,tb^..!;:^!!if^!!
,59/1.991. ^y, s^^In. .tg, .^of^!?. I. ^!;. in. ^.. 91:!!!^. I!^. n. .91. !!pp. ^r. .!^:y:^!.. 9,1a. ^, S, ^^. IQ. g. :^!!!. tt!^^..!^:\!^!.. qj
i^!_o19r. .. g^^!tinP^t^. !:ig. b^... gj. ., tb. ^.,,!^, rg^^t. .!ri. ^t:91;!q!!tan. ..^cbg. 9.1$...^11. ^!..^wp, .. of. .j. b. ^
^. Q!^f!:^!^^..^91/9. Q!^..:w. ^:!^... 11:1. ^!,^!^..!:;^!jin^!..$. 91!991^.. 9i!:c. a. .. 1,999. ..^.!!^.. ill^. .tb:^^:Y!^^.!
i^1.0. !Q!.. c. ^^!nil!;:^t^;. 99^!!^^^^^. yv^.:^^. intr9!!!, 1.9. ^;^! I A^.. P^I, d. Pi. tb. ^.. n^w!y:.^:^t::!?.!i^11. e. d. P. Q^t
P. dan^. r\:!^^9901^.^!y. ..^!!. 14.9. ^ergo. ..^y^t:^!!i. *.. in. .. 19n. ... W^.^. t^ro. .. A!!;^t!:a. !!a's. .. fir^. t. .!I. ig. b.
^9. b. 991, ...!;^!th. .. I!!9!!.!^. In. ..^^. g, b. QQ!,... VY. ^.^...!;9.0. ^t!!!!?^<;.<1. .. an^... gif^!:E;d, ..^!!.. ill, e. ..!::I. qq!^!:t!
tag!jin^.$.. j^. y^. 11a. !!!^:.. tg. .I^!jy^j^...!^!;119.9!,^I^!;!^njs. .^^..!11^!!..^^,^!;rinj!;:^!,.^du. 0^tip!!.^ 1.0
I. ^I. ^,. fly. ^;;. Y;^^. c. 91:!;:::!^;^. y!!^.!^^. 91^^!:^!^..^t. E. ^!t. b. .!!!91:. e:!0. .^!;!!99.1. ^

.Up. .t. Q. it!;^.. 99n:^jL!!^ip!!.. pi. !I!^^,. high. .^g. bgQ!..^t. .I^^^at. .^tr^^. t. .IC!.. 1.9;^911940 ^ri. ^!..^^:
^^I. !!^^g!4. ^at. .^^91^!^:^jigat!911. .^q. .:^.. fly^.:y^^^!:.. high, ., 5.91!991. .in. ..!. 9:1!^,...!;^. r!b. .!!!10^^IT!
;^:9b9P. t_yy^^,.^t!^^.. Qiny. ,9.9. \I^^In. in. ^at. .;::^!,.!qr. .high. .. 5.9ti. 991. .!11, ,ill^... R!^Jin. .!!!!^jigpp. lit. ^. n
:^. c!^:^.,..:11!!!^..!:^:1/1:^1,109. ^.^99n!!ary Etchgg. I^.. in. .ill. ^.. in^!!:9991j!^. n. ..^:!^^,. y!!^.!^:..:;;^!!if^!
^Pti. 991;::,, with. :!b^.. girl. ^r. .^!^pi. qr. .high. .^p. b. <191^:..!99aj^!;I. .. i. DJ^!:^.!.:yj!^^^^^in. .E!!!:^jL^!Ia. ,
.^:^99/1. ;!:!!Y. .^:!!!!9. ^ti. QT!. 111^:^.. SL!. b. S;t^!!!i^!!Y. PigY!^!^F1. !^y. pity^. t^^,;^9/19. q!s. 10
In the early years' of the post World War Two. . period, Western Australia's
secondary education policy was considerably changed and, in the eyes of the
administration of the time, in so doing b. ecame a more- non-selective,
comprehensive, . co-educational system. I, The reorganisation of this area of the
state's education system was due to various factors. which induded the
implementation of a new Education Act in 1944 that allowed for free secondary
education, increased economic prosperity, changing educational techniques, and
also an. awareness within the community of the benefits of education. 12 In July
1946, the central schools. with the exception of Boulder' and. Ka. 1900rlie, were

-\
.,

4

5

Eastern Hills Senior School Diary, 2008. p. 3; Information from
htt ://aeon. sro. wa. ovaullnvestt atomnvesti ator. him. 10/12/2009.

6

eel^5.51$.!!I!:c!I^^9!s*.:990^e. cv^tip!1.81a. o. 19!. E^t!b. !!!9.0^in. ::sky991',. PIeP^r^4,191.91^M^;,.!dens!!,!:^9:! .\:91=
~ . .......

Q^1111^. toy. y!!^.,!!!gip!y. .j!^. Leggty, .,!,.^,..^!Din!,.!. J, .If\.!!!!9.11!:!ti:;.!J. i^tg!y. pi. !?!!!!!19.1:$!!!gat!gi:. in. West^!!!
^^!^tr^111^:,. 9:9P^I:^!jig!.!^.^.^!!it^!o9. M. aji::gem$:0!.^^I^. 9. d^;;I^^^,. PP*.?:I. t. ^:;':^^.* """"""
Ibi^*PR*;!9. =.^P,
I;:9!:^eJ:!^tip!!. at^!!. tQ!:E!?!!!!. 149^. 9111. ;^:;b. !99!;, 99. :;!t. ,. Y9!*t, .PP. ..;;0, =.^I. .
t!^tin^9e. .^. Co_0. !^a. cv:^tipn. RIPte, ^^sign^. I!:,.'^obii. 91!!!!0. .9.91!99!^. glib!^, A, !SI, _2^!!^!^. 99i. ,. LIP!!!e. ,^s. ^^$. 5:0. grit
!!99.1!!!!grin^tqqn. p, .j. 5. ..

LIS^t^^9^.^. 99.0^e, :v^!!Qn. ergte. ^;i. ip!!@!^, PP, .9.1!,,, P. ,. I!:;.^^.!!pango. .P^. Pi^!tip. eat. An!1.14;:!.^eP, Q!!,, 1.9:3Z. .P, .:!^;
I=!!!!c. ^!!90.9^P^. Lt. 11:1^Diegonu^!.!^^99n, .1.9.5, .,. P_-.,. Q, """""""""'~"""""
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11
Education Depar!merit Annual Report, 1965, pp. 9 - 10; see also Centre forWA History (Gtego'ry, J. &
Smith, L. ), 11\ Themallc History of Public Education in Western AUStrelia', prepared forthe Building
Management Authority, 1995, pp. 41 -42. 43 - 44.
Education Department 'Annual Report, 1948, p. 9; Education Department Annual Report, 1965, pp, 9 -
1'0; Gregory & Smith. op, cit;. pp. 41 - 42.
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reclassified as high schools resulting in the establishment of ^j?; five-year senior
high schools and It three-year high schools; 17 high schools in totalt3 This was
followed by the reorganisation of all high schools and staffin order to meet the
new requirements and the introduction of 'Co-educational Comprehensive
Community High Schools', thus allowing children from the age of thirteen to
attend the comprehensive high schools withoutthem having to sitthe Secondary
School examination. 14

In the late 1940s and throughout the 1950s, there were many reports of over
accommodation in the existing high schools primarily because of the increase in
population in the post war period and the higher numbers of students staying on
to secondary education. ,5 At the same time, yet another change in education
policy saw the reduction in class sizes leaving the existing buildings unable to
accommodate the larger number of classes. '6 By f 949, it was recognised that at
least two new high schools would have to be provided in the Perth metropolitan
areat7; however, in 4951, the Education Department reported that no money for
building works had been allocated for high schools since the construction of Kent
Street in 1939.18

.Q!. I, d rig. .to!:.. j. ^!^p^..!!y^;^:t:^!:C!.^:!!^!I^!!;^:^.. PPP!!!:^!ipD. .!!!91. ^.^^:^!^..!^Pi!^. ly. .:^;:..^.. C^^!!!t, ^
in, ^. Pg. s^.\!!^!.. b. ^!^y. !^. 99ni, .:!:11^.:!v. ^;.\!^:, Pi. ^^!?y. .^99/11^r qb. inn^n. .b;<:9^!I. .r^^. Qb. !!!g. ti. ig. !!
^. q!j. qg!..:!g!^;. month. ^.. j. 959. ^..^!!!^.. pill. j!^11:1. ^!!^p. ^!^.. g!:^:^^!, 11^.. pn tt!:^ !^^j^:ting. ..!^!:!1.99!
I^!. 91n^i^. s. .I^..!. n. ..^!;!;!!tipn, ... to!^... E. ^^!:^I^!!..!^Qy!^.:!!in. ^Lit. ..^::!!...\!!9919!!^!y. .}^^!r^!!^^!..^.^
illi. In!9111^^!Qo. .. p9.119y. .. to. ...!^99. ^j. .^j!:^...!:!!, lint?^I^:... gj. ..^:!!:^j!^.!i^, 11. ..^911^!^.!;^,...!!!!:!!!!!. jog
.SI. IPPg!:ting. py^r. .I. ^!, 999. .g!;^PI^^^^!;I. .p^!:^90^.. tq. !?girl, ^. t9_lit^^t;^in, !^gL!^tr^. Ii^..!!:^11N^^;;c!
^.^^!I. ^. rid. .I. ^!^;^,.. T!1.9^.^.!ing, c^nt. s. .to:^t. ^!^^:^t. It. tb^..!^!I. !!!!91:^t!Qn. .^!^^P^. ct!!!!^!I. t:s. .:;Lit^it^!
I!!^!:^^.. yg!, 1.0. g, .^!:.^!!^..!!!911$.^;J^*..!Ij. a, !!\!.. 91. y!11.9!!I. .lie. !!.. yp!, I. r!g. .fj^!:!!!!!e. 5.20 !3y_.. tb!^..!^^^
I. ^^:Q^,.. to^^^.. gnu^!:!^n. y!^;. c^;..^y!.^;.!ling. ill. g:.^!I^^^y. .11!g!^.!a. s. in. g. !j. ^!!!!!?^1.9i. :^!!!^:tile_!I^. r!
,^. b. !lei. r^^!I. .r^^. gj!!rig. .t^^..^!g^., 191. ^!^. 9.90^;^!>j. ^:^!!!;::jig!:I. .. I^!^!I:^.;t^^.. PPP!,!!^t!90. .orpyy^^

^,

w^^,. f^!t. .ing^t. .k, ^:^o1y. .90. i. b. ^;.^!, I. ^!un?.^.. 91. .tt!:^..^;q:^;^t^!.. PI^!n, .. tb^..^;!in^. Pi. !!!^I. r!d:^!:!1/9
^.!^^!:..^^^;p^p!^,^;g!,..!^.^;. t!y^;:^DJg. ^;^..^:!!!.. 1.9^.:;:. it!^..:^11.1L^^:^.. p!?PI, 11^, jig!!..!rigr!^ase!!.. f!pin
I. .;^0900^.^,;^. qQ . 2i"""-.__......_......................., ....,..................... ... ...............,..,.......................
Recognition of the need to accelerate the Department's high school building
program was reinforced by figures released in 1953 recording an increase from
57,000 high school enrolments in 1946 to 87,000 in 1954 and estimates that this
would grow approximately f, 200 to t, 500 students per annum in the years to

13

14

15

Education Department Annual Report, 1947, p. 6. The five-year senior high schools provided for the
education of students towards the awarding of the "leaving' certificate, and the threeyear high schools
for the earning of the junior' certificate.
Gregory & Smith, op. cit. , p. 44; & p. 43,
For example: Education Department Annual Report, 1948, p. 5; Education Department Annual Report,
1949, p. 5; Education Department Annual Report, 1950, p, 5; Education Department Annual Report,
195i, p. 10;seealsoEducationDepartmentAnnualRepoit, ,965, p. 12. '
Education Department Annual Report, 1965, p. 12.
Education Department Annual Report, 1949, p. 5.
Education Department Annual Report, 1951. p. 10.
Gregory & Smith, op. cit. , p. 37.
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$9,110^!!.. Ken".!.^:e. v!^$.!!!^an!, to. !!911:?!^:. Q9, ?!!!!!@!!}:@!!;t!, 99a!.!^9!:gin{:1.91i!. toll!e. .^bit^PIMu, !!^. ct!g.
.^!!i:::. 91. !!I. FIJI;!atIng, 299^,. p, 9. ;^*
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come. 22 Consequently, the Education Department announced that 'unless some
buildings for High Schools can be provided during 1954, working the schools in
shifts will become common practice'. 23 In this same year, the Director. of
Education, T. L. Robertson, recommended that construction immediately
commence on high schools at Mid!and Junction (later known as Governor
Stirring), Mount Lawley, Fremantle (later known as John Curtin) and Armadale
with the first sections to be opened in 1955. He went on to suggest that work also
soon begin on high schools at Tuart Hill, Hollywood and Applecross. 24
Work on the first of Western Australia's post World War Two high schools,
Governor Stirling, Mount Lawley, Armadale and John Curtin, commenced in
1954/4955.25 In February 1956, classes began in the first stages of the high
schools, with Mount Lawley and Armadale offering three"year courses and
Governor Stintng and John Ounin offering five-year courses. " :!'.^t*,^t!!^.!*!:^^.. QO!Y
tb. ^. fii^t. ^I^g^.. Qf. .^;^9b. .Qt. ^!!!^..!c!;!!\!!^!!^!.. high. .^:::^p. q:I^..:^!I^I. .!^pits. .still. .99nti!!!!^.^!. p. ^
jb. ^.. 90.0^tj. ^!.^t!90, .91. .^.^!;911. ^..^.!!^.. tt!!T!^..:^j^. g. ^:^.^j. it!^:..^^;^991^..!!pontg. .::pp. Tg^jin^^^:!y
a. ^!^!^,^!...^:^!^. c!^!v^..^!!^1.1ti. 911^,, 11!;^1:9. ..;^!^9.00^111^^!!... Q!!t. ..!^t. .to!^.. PI^^:!!Y9!:I^I. ..!!Y^r. .:Iw. g
^^.^;911!!:^. Lit. .^!:!!9^!..!!!!j!^ing^... tg. ..^.!!rig. .it!:^!!I. ..!T!..!in^.. With. .. Q\!ri^:at. .^tan^^. L^^..^. I, .q.
I^. 91!!9^!i90. .t!^piling. ^!^^. 28

1/11!^.. Q\!:^I^11!.^!^;^ig. 0. .PI^!:I. .f9!:. t!!^. PP. s^. YYQr. Id. .IAI^!c. T\!!Q. .high. .s. Qt!991^. y!^.^.. b^. s^:!.. Q. c!
jb. ^..!!0^^!.. 91:^^;^1990!..!?. 19.9K. ^!^^!go. .^. cg!!!11:1. ..^..:::;nil^!.. q!!^!^. c:!119.1^..(:!,.:.. d, ^^^!g!11;.. a
!;I. ^^!90.14!high. .ba^.!?.^^^!!.^SI^$1. !?y, to. ^^. E!!^119. y!!91k. s. .!?^p:^!^r!!!^!I^. t9!.^!;:b. 99!.!?!. 1.11!!ing^
IQr. in!!!:!!.. Qf. it!^^,^^. I!t!^ill. .;;^^11:1,11Y, .:111^..!in^^:^!..^;I. ^. s. ^cQ9m. .big. e:. k. .^^!^igr!.^!!9w^;d. .iQ. c
^^^. 9:^!:... 919Y!Ith. .. 9i. .^. 9^1.99!::...!C!.. 91:^^I. .!P. .. in. ^et. ..^GOODi. ,0.9^.;^tip. T!... D. ^::^!!^...^^rid_.. it?. L
^.^;, t^!!^iQD. ^..!?.^Y9L!!^.. I^!^.. 9911/10. ^;^.. Qf. .ill^.. g. \!:!!!!:e!!!91^..^0. ..^^^..:^ei:9.1::I, m!?!^. I^^^9, ..:Lt!!^
w. !^^..^!:I. .!!!^^1.1. in. .tb^.. P9^^. Y!!91n^.. YY:^!:. Tw9. _;^in!.^!. t!90, .^^. i^.^!!91!v:^!;I. .!1.19t!.:^. 9:1.991^. iQ
t^!,!;^^..^:t!!!^^.!!t:^..:^.^..^. QQo. .^^Jt!^.. inst. .^^^!g!^^..^t. .tb^... 9.1^. s. $199!I!..!?!9!;!::^..!!.^.;!..^:^^.!!
I^9.1!!P!:^!!;;.^!. it!!!;^..^!!!^xi^ting. ill. ^;.. Q\!^r. .a9cg. IT!!!:pi^.^t!90. .piQ!^!^!!I^.. 9t, ill, e. ,^^!. 99n^.!^I!!
^y. !^^^^!!.. in. .!11. !^.. jin. 1:1^!^, i. j^^g:.. p!^!:1.9:!. 29 Tj!:^..!?.^!.!^!!9.1!I!0. r!;:^.. Q^^IQ^. c!!!!^!it. 11.1^;t!!t^^!:t!!!:^!
Plyi^:iQi!.. b^d. .90^.. 9. t. !t^.!t!!!^^..;!I^:!ving. !?tin;e. ^..^^!1.1, c:at^^.. tQ, tb. ^..^!^. sig. 0. .91. ^^!!!!:^jig!!
19. \!it^jogs, ..:gj!^^..!^Jini^^_. g^.^I:!!!^.. pi, ^^^..^!.^, wing. .girlg^.. of, .this period prod!!g!^..!Jig!!
^!^Ii. 99!^. 9/1. ,tt!^.^^. r!I. ^.;^!^.^tb^jig. PLir!!;!PI^^^,

FF

22
Education Department Annual Report, 1953, p, 6. ::tit:$9. ,!!g. ^!^^... 99!!;e. .!!!!:^91!YamtQ!n. .!:FILLQa!!Q!!
P^P^!!to^!!t. ADP!!^!.!. R^P9r!s, .!It^.!!9t. lyn9\!!!x!t!^!!!:^!. tb^x. !o91!!!!^.. th^, Ruin!^e. c. of. RF!Pi!$.^!!^. lining. prtv:^!^
schools.

I^!;!LP, .:i.

Ibid, pp. 6 & 7. It should be noted that concurrent to these recommendations was the preparation of a
report of inquiry into secondary education under V. Box, Superintendent of Secondary Education. in
1952 to 1954. A majority of the issues raised in the report echo those In the annual reports of the time
with the Box Report recommending the establishment of large, efficient, comprehensive high schools in
the outer suburbs of the metropolitan region. (Gregory & Smith, op. cit. , pp. 43 - 44. )
Education Department Annual Report. 1955. p. 11.
Education Department Annual Report, 1955, p. 11; Heritage & Conservation Professionals, HowA
Register Documentation, John Ounin College of the Arts, 28/8/200i, p, 15.
See Education Department Annual Report, 1955, p. I.
Education Department Annual Report, 1958, p. 9.
Is^!!;:!!!.^!!!^:. A. '91/1\^9!^. in. a. as. 0^!^!!go. :!!!\b. !sjis, ^;. i^z^^a. . '!^. E. !9tQ!i^!.^!!in^.!0, ^^ta. 11:1^. Ld, Terming!99x. tQ!:
I;^!!. v^!!!in^t. ^91i90J^L!i!ding^. Lt^99n. 94.51, .9:9P^!^d. .toy. !^^.!:e^M. ^,. 2.99;^;.^:^e. .^;;d!!. 9^!190, .Q:;P^!!!Dent
Aji!!!!^!.!^^99.1tJ. i. 9^!:,. P. ^. 11. ^^!. u:^^. tipr!. Pep^!!in. ent. ADD!,!^!. I^. eP9r!,. 19^6, .n, .1:41.
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In I 9721/973, a new library was finished at Eastern Hills High school. 54
Work continued at Eastern Hills High Schoolinto the re70s where a number of
buildings were !^!!!I^.::!!g!!^!!. to complement changes in educational policy and
associated grants programs, Completed under the direction of The White winning
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!^. ill;.!^d, ,!9^!ipo_qePa!tm^!!!.^DDJ!^!!3^P9r!.:!96^,. 9.2^,
!::!U^:^!IQ!!. Q:^P^!!in^. I!i^\0.01, !^!. E;. 9P9!!,. I;!:!^.. P, .!:Z,
^:!I^I::^!!:?!!. p^p^!!inept. All:1.14^!!;^^DPC!..!. g!:g, .p, .^p,
!:!!11. ^^tip!!p^P^!tm. e!!!. A!!o1.1^!. 11^epg!!,.!. 9^6. .p, .7.1
!:!!pi::!19n. q^p^!ting!!j. ADO. 143!. I^;epg:!,.!^!:5. *p, .^p,
G!:^991Y. .!^..:^!!!^!!,.. 99, ..!:^.-,.. P, .. 5:!;..!:!!U. gallQn. .!?^R^!tin^, It. ,ADDu^!.. I^^90.1j, .. i. ^6.6, .. P, ..^.!;..!:$!Up^I!QD
9.9P^it!0^n!ACID!!a. !B^PQc!.:I. ;!^. 7, .9.2, .,
Education Department Annual Report, 1963, p. 38; Education Department Annual Report, 1964, p. 181
Education Department Annual Report, 1965, pp. 30 - 31.
Education Department Annual Report, 1968. p. 21; Education Department Annual Report, 1969, p. 13;
Gregory & Smith, oP. o1t. . P. 54. I:b. Q. ^!991;. V!^S, On!^. 9t. to. e. ills. t^P^. 91^I^!~!9911/5. ip. !?!!.^lull!.^!!.!. bis. .high.
^grip9!.^!Id. .^i9!!3.19. d. .^.,:!!:!09!^. ip. .tb. 9. .9.14!!i9i!!:!!0. .^S. .P^L. !^^.. I=.^!!gaily. ,..^^P^. din^:Its. _I^!!!Q:!I. .gj. it^
^^lei;!!V^S, @11!S. .S!^99.01!^!Y. .$9bP9!. SX^i^!!!.^!I^.. Pia!9^iX9^:I^ip. !9, .. Leg!!!'91/1!^tit^..!^^!1.9:^!19n. !^. QP:^!!,!^!!i
I^!:!!!!^!. B^go. ^;. 1.9.6^,. P. *^: """"""' """"""" """"""""""' ""' """""""" """""""""' """"""
!;:!g^^1191!., g^p^!!!I!gilt. .!\!!o. 9^!..^^pg!is. ... I:^6^,.. p, .. 211. .1.9!:;^,.. p, .. I. ^. t 'A, .!!!!e!11!!I!:..^!sign!. pi. .I;!!b. jig
!^!!!!9. ^!!9.0. !0. YV:^^tel!!.!^!!sir^!!a:, PRa. cit, .P, .;^^.*
toIQ!!;!aji9!!pigv. i!!^d. !:y;E. bit:;^!!to!!!s, .!!I. ^1:9!!2994, .
Education Department Annual Report, 1973, p, 4; Eastern Hills High School Library for the HDn, Minister
for Works, May 1972, BMW E-CADD.
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Partnership, this included a new ^:p^pi^. I^I. science ,b. !q;;!;. in c. 197455, the creation
of an up-to-date home economics activity area in 197556 and a manual arts
centre in o, 197857.

It was during this time, in 1976, that the first five-year students were enrolled at
the School, thus making it Eastern Hills SeniorHi^h School. 58

As Was the trend With othe'r central regional schools, in 19.80, . a community
recreation centre was erected on the site, Designed by architectural firm I^. J.
Ferguson and Associates, this building was located to the south-west of the main
school buildings and effectiveIy served as the school's gymnasium/hall. 59

The in Id 1980s saw further expansion of facilities at Eastern Hills Senior Higii
School. This comprised the modification of the administratiQn area, a new staff
room, additions to the library as well as the manual arts block, extra classrooms,
the removal of temporary buildings and the realignment of the--oval. 60

In 1989/1990, the Education Department Annual Report announced that major
extensions had been undertaken at several schools including Eastern Hills Senior
High School. 6t A significant number of alterations and additions were done to the
school at this time including to the English, Science, Social Science and Manual
Arts faculty areas as well as-the health .centre and to various staff rooms, Work
was also done to the courtyard areas, grounds and oval. 62

, .~..

I

55 The White Winning Partnership Architects. Eastern Hills High School, Key Floor Plan, 7/3/1974, BMW E-
CADD. This was likely to have been completed as part of IL;^!jg!!91 Commonwealth Laboratory program,
16thi9b. .!y:^^.. i!!iti:!!I!!. I^!!^. g!!.. by. .a. .99m!!19nv!!^a. !in. .9:9v^!rim^!!t_91::nt. ^y. stem, ..@DJ!..!a!^:. i9!oily. ,!!y. .!!!e.
9.9!!!!!1.9!!!V^attb. .^Jilt. .SL^!!^,.:!!!^. j!:11.1h:9^=!99/11, .5.91eii!:9. .}!!!!t:^.. 91!^9.1^!!.^^. pelt_. qj, this. .;:911:^!!I. !^..\^re.
^!!!den^^. e!:!... aj. ..!!1911/1t. .!,^why. ..^;e, !gc. .t!1191!...,^:0!!99!,,.:1.14^!!... t!!11. .. an!!.. Apple9:95^... ill. ..!:^!:^;...:111^
^9i^!!9^!!^b9!9191x. ^ip9^. wager!^. gill!^. if^t:sP^ci:^!I^ifq. 9:11^. ip. !^e. ^!!:It. :^!. jig^..$96.99is. !:s. J!!!:r!tipn. 91!.!!!
169, ipPi!!9. t^..!a^9. V^*. I^^u, cab9!!.^^Pa. '11/1s::I!. ADD!!^. I. i!^PP^:. 11^^^,. 11*.^^:.!^^!!g. ^!!on. !^. eP^^!0!^!!I^Drill!ai
B. eP9^.:i^^^,. PI!*i:^:I^:):"""""" """"'~~~~~~~~~' """" ""' """" ' """ """""""""'. ..................._-.
Education Department Annual Report, 1975, p, 18.
The While Winning Partnership Architects, Eastern Hills High School, Manual Arts Centre & Additions,
Aug. 1978, BMW E-CADD. The early 1960s also saw much criticism about the large size of'the
comprehensive high schools and in particular about the level of individual principal or teacher/student.
eontact. - Director-General of Education T. L. Robertson instigated a review of the secondary education
system in 1963 with the main results being the abolition of the scholarship 'system and raising of the
compulsory school ^g^ to fifteen years 'In 1965. Subsequent to this, the secondary curriculum was
changed so- as to accommodate the now 'much wider range of academic abilities'. One of the ways this
was done was through the introduction of preyocational courses. for students riot proceeding to external
examinations'in 1966. Purpose bunt centres were cqnStruqted for the practical courses; the first of Which
was built at Belmont in 1965 and followed by centres at tohn Fortest and Bentley in 1967. (Education

.56

57

.. ,

58

Department Annual Report, 1960, p. 7: Education Department Annual I^eport. 1964, p. 7; Education
Department Annual Report, 1966, p. 21; Gregory- & Smith, ap, oil. , p. 51. )
Eastern Hills Senior School Diary, 2008, p. 3; Information froni various item listing$,
hit :"aeon. sro. wa. ov. au/Investi atomnvesti etcr, htm, 10/12/2009.

59
R. J. Fenguson & Associates Architects, Eastern Hills -Senior'$1ig!I Sohbd, Proposed Community
Recreation Centre, Site Plan, -As Constructed, June 1980, - BMW E-CADD.
Eastern Hills Senior High School, Improvements '83. Drug No. A1. September 1983, BMW E-CADD;
Eastern Hills Senior High School, Alterations & Additions 1985, Ding No. A1, Nov. 1984, BMW ECADD;
Eastern Hills Senior High School, School Devebpment Plan. Drvvg No. A1a, June 1986, BMW E-CADD.
Education Department Annual Report, 1989/1990, p. 34.
John L. .SIIbert & Associates Architects, Eastern Hills Senior High School, Alterations & Additions reus,
Sheet No. A1, Nov. 1988, BMW E. CADD; John L. SIIbert & Associates Architects, . Eastern Hills Senior
High School, Alterations. & Additions ,989, Sheet No. A2, Nov. 1988, BMW E-CADD.
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Plans were drawn up in 1996 for a substantial new building with up-to-date
accommodation and services for the arts, technology and enterprise staff and
students dater the performing arts building). This was designed by the
architectural firm Darryl Way and Associates and was built to the south of the
existing manual arts buildings. 63

The 1996 site plans also indicate that at some stage after the 1989/1990
campaign !pro. b. ^^!y. !^... 1.99;^)... a pool was installed to the west of the recreational
Centre. 64

Subsequent to this, the most significant work completed at Eastern Hills Senior
High Schoolwas the construction of a learning area block for Year 8 in c. 1998 65
This type of school design was firstintroduced in Western Australia in 1977 as a
move away from planning based on faculty blocks66 and with a view to 'year-
based sub-schools with flexible teaching and learning areas. It also encouraged
co-operation between disciplines, cross fertilization of ideas and the co-operative
use of resources. '67

.!0.2L!Q4, .. th;^..!^^p^It!11!^11:9j. !IQ!!^jog. .:^!I^!. yyQj. ^.$..!;91/11C!!^^:.!911^^I. .^.:!h:^!jj. ^!!^,^. 14, ^!y
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^:!;!!99.11. !^^.!^;^t!^.^:^I?.!9.1. ^!Ig!!..^:grip. Q!.^!!!!.!!^PPI!^, 9195:^,.^:^Dip. r. !Jig^..!^9b99. !..

With announcement of the Australian Government's $64 million plan for
rebuilding schools in May 2008, came the news that Armadale Senior High
School would be earmarked for major works as part of the Building the Education
Revolution program. {\.!^.. g^!t. .Qini. !^..;!r9. Q. ^s. ^.,.^!I:;I. .!0.1i9!!.:. Qf. tb. ^. PI^. I^^:.!!^ying. ,!?^^.^
in^.!!tit:^!^..!?y. .^.. 99/01;!an^jiy. ^. s^L!^y. .in. ,^99:41. ^^..!,!;^IC;^rin!19. j!!!itI. ^^1.10\!!^;^jig^^19:1, ..!t
We^..:!^t^. 10/10^.^!. t!I^. t. ^..^!^lit^g. ^^.^:^. s^;.^sin^0^. gj. .^^in12:9p. .^^^nior 11.19j! Sc^991, y!:^.^
I^g!!ir^:e!.!^. s. .^. in^^t^;c. Pi. PnP!:!tit*

In 20:1. I. , Eastern Hills SeniorHigh School continues to operate to the purpose for
which it was originally constructed. ;^t, ^!g!^!:Its. ..;^!:^..!^I^!!!DJr9!::I. .. tile Sui?.^!L!?^_11
199!!iru^..:^^,.!!!^. 1.00^I^...!!!!:^!!..!;pining!!!in:^^..!^.^!^:t. .:^0^!I_O!?. c!b. .Qt. .!!!t. .!:!^!^0. ^,..^!!91i. ..^;^
^;!Ii!^.!Q. v!!,..^:^!!!y:^I'^,.. 11^!!^y, ..:!ypgrg!99. *... R^!:I^^.!!!!!!^,...^!!!!rin. ^!!!rig, ... 11/1!!n!!. Qwi. ^;;..^!,.:!
.e^. i^19. ^^g^. LID!!p. ....!n. .^!;I. d. !t!90. .ip. .. agg!:.^;role. .^^!^I, !ggt!g!!,... tt!:^..^91,991. _pig\!1:1^^..:L{!,.!;!:.:

63
Danyl Way & Associates Architects, Eastern Hills Senlor High School, Site Plan, Drwg No. AmB, Jan.
1996, BMWE"CADD.

John L. SIIbert & Associates Architects. Eastern Hills Senior High School, Alterations & Additions to89,
Sheet No. A1, Nov. 1988, BMW E-CADD; Darryl Way & Associates Architects, Eastern Hills Senior High
School, Site Plan, Diwg No. AmB, Jan. 1996, BMW E-CADD.
Dorialdscn & Warn Architects, Eastern Hills Senior High School, Year 8 GLA Block, Location Plan, Drwg
No. A101, May 1998, BMW E-CADD; Dorialdson & Warn Architects, Eastern Hills Senior High School.
Year 8 GLA Block. Site Plan, DMg No. AID2, May 1998, BMW E-CADD.
Public Works Department Annual Report, 1977. p. 33. Education Department Annual Report, 1977, p.
30, Education Department Annual Report, 1980, p. 26 & Education Department Annual Report. 1983, p.
45, all cited in Gregory & Smith, op. cit, , p. 57.
Gregory & Smith, op. o1t. . p. 57.
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.^1,991^^!^. it. !^. e!. I^99;^jig. D. ^!!.^11. d. .!^. e!!!g;^tip. I:!^!.:!:!^;!!!!!19.1Y!^:!:)..^!Ld. ill. 9114, ^!^;^.^. E!.!^. d!!!;.!^^19.0

.!^!!pp. g!i. .Q^. pa!tm^^at. IQC. Phil^. I^:!!. With. .^1.010i^!!^. qt^!;!!.^j^^. b. !lily. 68

13.2 PHYSICAL EVIDENCE

Eastern Hits SeniorH!^h Schoolis predominant!y a single storey linear plan brick
and clay tile roof high school complex, on a level site in a rural residential setting,
principalIy developed between 1951-1960 in three main stages in a non-specific
style that is a simple adaptation of the California Bungalow style, with numerous
additions in matching and contrasting styles, The style of all of-the. early stages of
the schoolis more reflective of architectural design in the Inter-War period
Additions include the science block (1966), the library (1972), the two-storey
languages wing (1976), the manual arts centre (1978), the community recreation
centre (in duding a gymnasium)..(1980), the .arts technology and enterprise centre
(1996), the society and environment block (1998), and the music centre (2006),
Other elements-include tennis and basketball qourts, a swimming pool (!;, 19^!:!).
and an oval.

Eastern Hills Senior High Schoolis located to the north east of the Mount HeIena
town centre, on a large site that includes the Mount HeIena Primary -School*
located in the southwest corner. The site is bounded by Kingswood Street to the
north, Neptune Street to the east, and Keane. Street East to the south. The site
has. single residences to the we. st and the north, natural bush to the east, a'rid
larger residential lots to the south, A small reserve (Austin Eijie 'Reserve) is
located to the west of the site.

Site and setting

The main building group is .set on the east-west axis, normal to Keane Street
East, with the main orientation being to the north and south to capture northern
and southern light and flushing breezes. The buildings are predominantly located
in the cehtre of the site extending to the' south* with tennis and basketball courts,
an oval, a soccer-field and an aquatic centre located to the south east of the main
buildings. Several car parks are located to the west and to the north of the
buildings.

The jaildScap^,- setting include^ a small grassed area to the 5.9. \!it!IN'^. SI of the
buildings, with a border of heritage roses to replace the original rose garden, .and
mature plantings of red gum trees and lemon scented gum 'trees, and an oval to
the east of the school, surrounded by mature gum trees. Access to the school
comprises a driveway off Keane Street East located to the south west of the main
buildings, a driveway off Kingswood Street located to the north east of the main
buildings, . and pedestrian access off Keane Street East located to the south and
to the east of the main buildings. There are lawns and tree plantings in two
quadrangles, the earlier of which is being upgraded to remove unsuitable densely
planted mounds. The grounds feature expanses of lawn and plantings of many
different types of EUCaiypt, FiddleWood, Bottlebrush, Box Trees, and 'Cypress.
Rose beds that were a long time feature. of the school entrance area were
replanted in association with the development of the music centre in 2006, Bed
plantings also include GOProsit'Ia, Agapanthus, Dietes, and Kangaroo Paws,

.~
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68 ^;^.^i!^L!!.^!i!!^.:^i^!!!Q!.^. 19b. .$. 91/99!. W!^!^Site;^^I^::9. Q^S^^;d. !^. A!!9.1!^t2Qi. Q. .
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Hard surfaces are generally bitumen with concrete kerbs, in-situ concrete, and a
small amount of unit pavers in the courtyards. Where there are fences, they are
generally chain-link and galvanised frame, together with a decorative steel grille
powder coated fence at the front entrance.

The site plan indicates the general disposition of the built and landscape
environment, together with building names and dates of construction where these
are known.

Principal Stages of Development 1951-60 (three phases)

The main elements of the school, which realised the majority of the extant fabric,
were established over a short period and these elements were planned to develop
sequentially as demand justified the provision of further accommodation,
gradually completing an overall master plan. The first three phases of
development, designed by the Public Works Department, were laid out in linear
form, starting with the major south and west wings (including the canteen), then
the east and north wings, resulting in the full enclosure of the southern or main
quadrangle. T!I. ^;.!!n!^^!:. ip!:!!!. yv:^^.. d!^,!^19.0. ^^.^Q. P!Qin9!^.!;!P. ^^^.\!:^!:!ill^ti. 9.0. .^, Ile!.^.!19y!;
jigb. t, 1:9m. .in!900^!^:^^,. In response to the large level site the buildings are single
storey.

A striking feature of the place is that its plan form Is along the lines of traditional
Public Works Architectural Division planning principles, with its linear form
planned around quadrangles, butthe size of the site has allowed a sprawling
development of single storey buildings, joined by walkways.

The group of buildings that make up the firstthree major phases is designed in a
non-specific style that is a simple adaptation of the California Bungalow Style, and
resembles that of Kent Street SeniorHi^h School(, 939), and Bentley Senior High
School (1959) (finr, now Canning College). The style is typical of that used for
earlier primary schools e. g. Daikeith Primary School(1939).

On the south side the key external features of the single storey administration and
south classroom wing are red face brick walls with domestically scaled panels of
timber framed sash windows, a red painted concrete porch leading to the main
entrance, and prominent brick planter boxes. On the north side the key external
features of the south wing are red face brick walls with panels of timber framed
highlight sash windows with clay tile sills. Key external features to the north wall of
the north wing include timber sun hoods over the sash and hopper window
panels. The clay tiled roof has wide eaves, with a hipped section over the porch,
and gables at the east and west ends, with timber board cladding to the top of the
gables. The verandah roofs are lined and are supported by heavy brick piers
(west and north wings) or steel posts (east wing), the latter including a steel
balustrade.

The interior of the typical stages 1-3 wing is planned in a linear form with corridor
or verandah access to all rooms, via timber sliding doors. There were no metal
lockers in the south wing corridor, which lends a domestic feeling to this space.
The west, north and east wing verandahs retain the original metal lockers. A
typical original south wing classroom is rectangular, with a blackboard at the front,
without cupboards under, unlike in the later north wing classrooms, and a brick
fireplace in the ^q!!!!!y!!^.^. t corner, which enhances the domestic feeling. The
classroom windows comprise a single panel of south facing timber framed sash

..^
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windows over steel framed hopper windows, with red clay tile sills and steel posts,
and an array of single paneltimber framed highlight horizontal louvre windows
with timber sills, set in the internal north wall. The interior brick walls are rendered
and painted, unlike the face brick finish commonly used in later schools. Most
rooms retain some original finishes and elements.

Toilets have tiled floors, glass"faced cement rendered walls and original terrazzo
partitions.

The interiors, fittings and finishes are typical of high schools of the period. There
are many minor modifications including the installation of carpets and ceiling fans,
but the basic planning and main features remain much as built. Fireplaces and
later convection heaters are disused in areas where air conditioning has been
installed.

A particular feature of the planning in high schools of this period 14!^!^ the creation
of the quadrangle as an assembly area, This is the internal focus of the school
and, in common with other schools of the type, features perimeter verandahs, unit
paving, sections of lawn (currently being reinstated) and tree plantings.
All of the buildings in stages 1-3 are generally in fair condition and retain a
moderate degree of authenticity. There is evidence of internal wear and tear,
particularly to the strawboard ceilings. The tiled roofs are sagging, and the
exterior brickwork has cut and struck joints that are deteriorating.

Science Block (1966-1989)

The south wing of the science block, designed by Kenneth Waldron Architects in
a style and materials that complements the original buildings, is located to the
.0.9!in. .!!!!^^t of the first three stages of the school. Additional wings, designed by
the Public Works Department, The White Winning Partnership Architects and
John L. Salbert & Associates Architects, were added to the north of the original
science wing in a matching style and materials, The various wings retain a high
degree of authenticity, with the original science benches and cupboards largely
intact.

Library (1972"1985)

The library, designed by The White Winning Partnership Architects, is located to
the west of the main buildings and is a single storey building constructed in red
brick, with expressive brick detailing around the east facing windows, and
windows in the south and north walls set between brick blade piers. To the westis
a strip highlight window. The interior walls of the main space are red face brick,
while the minor study rooms to the east have painted face brick interior walls. The
main space has a south facing highlight window where the two pitches of the
opposing skillion roofs meet, and a raked strip metal ceiling, while the study room
to the rig!:!!!^^^^ has a raked timber ceiling with prominent beams. Later
extensions to the north and the west (1985) were designed by M. R. Hannell
Architect, using the same materials and repeating the original brick blade piers on
the north fagade. Entry is from the east with staff areas located to the east of the
control desk, and the reading areas and stacks occupying the remainder of the
space. The building is in good repair.

, .
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English Block (1976)

The English block is located to the north of the main buildings. It is a t!!!9. .^. tQL^Y:
building designed by The White Winning Partnership Architects, in a style and
materials that complement the earlier buildings, with both the north and south
fagades comprising full width glazing to all rooms, set between ^!!p. .:^!91^^y high
concrete columns. The north fagade has prominent horizontal concrete
sunscreens over the windows. A central section of the roof comprises two
skillions, sloping in opposite directions, with a south facing high light window
where the two pitches meet, allowing natural light into the space, The building is
in good repair,

Manual Arts Centre (1978-, 989)

The manual arts centre is located to the o9.1!11. :!!:^^t of the original buildings, and
was designed by The White Winning Partnership Architects. The square free~
standing building replaces earlier It!99. ^!,!!!g!.^. and 1:1^j^!.. yyp. !!: rooms located in the
original east wing, and comprises four rooms for'!6:9Q!^...!!!91^, ill. ^t^!... Y!tQ!!S,
prevocationaltraining and technical drawing, seven store rooms and a tea
preparation area. The exterior walls are red face brick, and the interior finishes
include red face brick walls, concrete floors in the pre-vocational area, and a
timber parquet floor in the litgg!!..!!!9115 room. Large windows run the width of the
building to the north, and doors to the south lead to a verandah with brick piers. A
metal deck saw tooth roof lets in natural light through south facing highlight
windows. A linear addition to the south in a matching style and materials (1985)
has enclosed the original south verandah, and a similar addition to the west
(1989), but with a tiled roof, has created a corridor. The building is generally in fair
condition and retains a high degree of authenticity.

Community Recreation Centre (, 980-1989)

The community recreation centre, comprising a gymnasium, a lesser hall and
associated facilities, is located to the south east of the original buildings, and was
designed by R. J. Fenguson & Associates Architects, in a standard style for this
type of facility. The exterior walls are red face brick, the interior walls are cream
face brick, . and the shallow pitched roof is metal deck. The gymnasium has
highlight windows to the north and south, and raked ceilings. A small extension to
the 11.9!t. b. .!!!!^;^j (, 989) was designed by John L. Silbert & Associates Architects.
The building is in good repair.

Canteen (1989)

The canteen is located to the rigLtb:^^^j. corner of the original buildings, and was
designed by John L. SIIbert & Associates Architects, in a style and materials that
complement the original buildings. It has a timber board clad lintel over the
counter. It replaces the original canteen, which was located centrally in the west
wing. A small student services office to the east of the canteen was constructed at
the same time. The canteen is linked to the original buildings by a covered
walkway, and an undercover area, with a metal deck roof, red brick tier seating to
the east and north, and a low concrete stage, is located to the north of the
canteen, The building is in good repair.

".
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Arts Technology & Enterprise Centre (1996)

The arts technology & enterprise centre is located to the east of the original
buildings, and to the south of the manual arts block, and was designed by Darryl
Way & Associates Architects, in a style and materials that contrast dramatically
with the original buildings. The building is located at an angle to the original
buildings, and the two main sections of the building are oriented at relatively
different angles. The prominent overhanging metal deck roof of the east section,
supported by sculptoral steel columns, covers the paved area between the
building and the manual arts building to the north. The exterior walls are cream
coloured face brick with decorative bands of red brick, and the interior finishes
include red face brick with decorative bands of salmon pink brick, painted face
brick, carpeted floors, and exposed steel beams and columns. An east facing
highlight window located where the curved and skillion roofs meet provides
natural!ighting in the corridor.

Society & Environment Block (1998)

The society & environment block is located to the .!!g!tb. .:^^^j of the science block,
and was designed by Dorialdson + Warn Architects, in a style that complements
the original buildings, but has a metal deck roof with skylights that let natural light
into the classrooms, giving the space a lighter feeling than the earlier buildings,
The building comprises several classrooms accessed off a central corridor via
glazed sliding doors. with windows to the north and the south. The interiorfinishes
include painted face brick, carpet and metal strip ceilings. The location of the
building completes the enclosure of landscaped quadrangle (Gill Park).

Music Centre (2006)

The Music Centre, comprising a 240 seat auditorium, a foyer to the south and
associated facilities, including a percussion room, is located to the south of the
original buildings, on the site of the former heritage rose garden. It was designed
by TAG Architects, in a style and materials that contrasts dramatically with the
original buildings, and provides a new gateway to the existing school facilities. It is
constructed using painted pre-cast concrete panels, face brickwork and
corrugated steel cladding, with prominent inclined concrete columns along the
west fagade supporting the overhanging metal deck roof. Interior finishes include
painted rendered walls, carpet and a timber parquetfloor in the auditorium.
Miscellaneous Structures

Transportable classrooms are located to the north of the recreation centre.

A shade structure with picnic tables is located to the east of the transportable
classrooms.

Various transportable buildings used for education support are located in a cluster
to the west of the society & environment block, including a free"standing wc. A
second free-standing wc is located to the Dpi:t!.!or:^^^ of the school.

Transportable buildings used for the uniform shop and administration store are
located to the east of the library and to the north of the staffroom, respectively.

A bus shed is located the east of the manual arts block, and a gardener's shed is
located to the north of the school.

Water tanks are located to the north west and to the east of the school.

I)
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13.3 COMPARATIVE INFORMATION

^:9^. t. y^!?. C!!!.. War. Two Hig. !!.^:!;!i. 99. !^

Over accommodation in the existing high schools in the post war period resulted
in the acceleration of the Department's high school building program commencing
in 1954.69 The first ip!!.! of Western Australia's post World War Two high schools,
Governor Stirling, Mount Lawley, Armadale, and John Curtin, 91;!^;!!^!^.. in. .1.95!^ 70
With. ,!^!t:^!:.^t:^9. ^^.^!;I. ^!^!!.,^!nt!!.. approximately 4958.71 Other high schools that were
opened in the metropolitan area in the years following 1956 were: Tuart Hill and
Belmont in 1957; Applecross, Hollywood, Kwinana and Scarborough in
1958/1959; Bentley and Kalamunda in 4959; John Forrest and Swanboume in
1961; and, Cyrii Jackson, Churchlands and Hamilton Hillin 1963.72 By , 962 there
were 37 government high and senior high schools in Western Australia, 26 of
which had been built since 4952.73 Extensive additions were also carried out at
the pre"World War Two secondary school buildings to bring them in line with
current standards and education techniques. 74

in!^.. Q\!^!:all_!!!^:^ign. .PI^!:!. ip. c. j!j^., pp. s^. yyg!!^.. y!!^r, T\!!9. ,high. .s. ^:^991^. y!. a. ^..!?:^.^.^^!. 9.0
t. b. ^.!!n^.^!. 91^^^!:99/11, .^!99!s. .^:^::1911. .^r9:^!!!!:..^,^. atr^, I. .g!!:^di:^1:19:11^. I. ^!:..^^^!91n. ,.:!:!!!^:
9.1^1.0. d9. in!^:^j^. q. .high, .s. gt!991.1^^.^;. 19/1. !!Lindytb:^.. I^^^. 1.9!^:q^,.^;^p^:91^!!!y. .top^^..<1^^^igji^. q!
by. tb!^..!?11!IQ*..!!. gt. poly, w^r^.. tb!^.. p!::!!s cQr!Imp. 0. .y^. Lying. .9111y. ip. .:;:^!^. 1.1!?. r. ^!t^.. s. i;^^:
^. c!^!..$19.9^^,.,^!!t. :!b^^..^^!!!^..^^^i^!^^tie, !:r!g^!^!.. was ^. etapLe. ^!. to. .^!!i^,.. with. .!Qx!.. pit9!I^. SI
^i!^!;I. .. 91. .. i^. s^!^;^t9^.. 9. !^. in^^0^. 199i^,... si. ^^^!.. w!@914!^,.. 990.9r^:;t!^., fr:^!1:1. e:^..^n!^._,^1:9^..!Dull
19. ^!!!9. ^b. ^^.!!Pinto::!I^.^^i. ^;.!!^!^,.!. lit^EQ^.!.^Q!!!:t\(^!C!!. S. .VV^. T^.^in:1.91^. 91^^^:^!!..^I^^. S. ;V!!^t!
te. VV. .t!:^.^^. P. !a. attog. s, ..^!!ICQ!!!:I. ^.^^..:!Y. in^.^!:^::^LQQ!!!..!:^!i9^^^:,. With. .!99!;^!:^...^^^. t^.:^!:I. ^!
11. jg. t!...!:^y^!.,.!91.1yj^!!... w!n!^. Qws. ..^g. .. piq\!!^:^...^IQ^.^..,\:^;rin!:^j. IQc!*...!!:^!:^!I, d:^!b:^...!!!!^I^
9. r^!!9.11tb. !^.. tin!:^!!^. d. *,. with. ..^. t:^^I, .. 99!^inn^...^rin. ..^t:^!^. I. ..^!^!!!^if^!;!^^,... witt!..!^^. t^!!!!.^. d.
P. !^.^t!9. .b:^!:I^1.1;^j!:^... Wh^.!!.. piy^. t^..:^. c^t!!t^^!^t!^., x!:^J^^.. 99.00. rot^^!90^^!... ip. .!;I. ^;^!gn. .!jigt!
^91,991:^, jigm. ^11:^.. in. tel. .I^!.^:Q:^,. i. ^:^.. By!!!;!'$00^t:^!:I^I. all:.. PI^rin. jog. !!!!^^..^<19P. t^^.^I. y;. tn!^. in
^. 11^..^!^!^Pi^d. .margin, a!!Y. t9. ,^!!it. .tt!^ii, !:^^Q:^!:!!Y!^.. d^^i9. ^.^. I^.^^tb:^tig. .Pr^d. !!^. 9t!grit:..^^
^, x^^!!!pini!^!^..^i. .Qyr!!.^^. Q^s. 9:1, ..!!.^!coptQ. r!.^. o:1. .^^. I!?^^!^..^^:^n. !Q!..!!. 19. b. .^:!;rigP. !s. ..!!!.^. r!y
Pi. i. b. ^.. b. Igb. ^. Qt!991^..^!;:!; have a short wing (usually comprising a toilet block or
canteen on the ground level with classrooms above) within the enclosed 'u' space
that serves as a division between two quadrangles/courtyard areas. The high
schools vary from one storey, two storey and three storey construction; however,
the majority have lineal wings in some form with some type of open verandah
area ventilation.

I:b^I^..^I^.,!^:4. ..^^.^. 9Q!!d^. Iy. .^.!;tip9. !^... Q!!.. ill. ^;..!:!QYYA_..<1. at^. b. a, ^^^,.. 4. ^:.. Pi. XY. b. !Q. t!.. 91^
19.9^. t^^!!. in. .tb^.. co_etcQ. 9911t:^!I. .1:1!!^.^... Qf. in. ^:^^:,:^^.. p!^9^:^,.. I. ;!.^. t^^. 9/1. ^b^.^t^t^^.!^^gj:^j^. L

. ,.

69

70
Educatbn Department Annual Report, 1953, pp. 6 & 7,
Education Department Annual Report, 1955, p. 11; Heritage & Conservation Professionals, op. cit. , p.
15. Note: John Cuntn has elements of an earlier education building campaign on the site. This is the two
storey brick Manual Trades Block, which was constructed circa 1943 after the existing manual arts
building in South Terrace was taken over for defence purposes in 1941 and In view off he then proposals
for the erection of a new Fremantle Technical High School. (Heritage & Conservation Professionals, op.
cit. , pp. 4 & 51)

See Education Department Annual Report. 1955, p. I.
Education Department Annual Reports, 1955 - 1963.
Education Department Annual Report, 1961. p. 7.
Education Department Annual Report, 1958. p. 9.
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Pi. .!!.!^.!!tag. e;.. B!^!;.!^:s. ,.:I:b^.. 19.119!!!ing. .^:^t!:QPQ!!t:^n. .!1.19b. .^;;^99!^..^!:^^.. PI^. d. 90nn, antiy
^!!9. ,^:!Qr!^y. .^!!!!!,^!t:^.^I^sign^!^..!^!. in!^..!;p^^. Y!!q. !!^. yy^^!:T!!!9,111. t^r0. ^^!90^!,^y!.^:.

. EQ. ^:^^!^. I:!!^!t. !^!!I. .^nipj. !:!!g!j, ^^!?Ij. 9.9!.(,^^jZ, .fillyQ. q^^1911^:^!);.

. EQ. 4:2:19. .I!1.9!!!!j. .L. .^!, y!!!^:I. .;^^:'19/1. ^Ig!!..^:!:b9. Q!..(i. 9;^:^;*!?WL!..!!^.!^19n. ^^,..!?^.!0. w
t^!!^^119!^.!!!. 29, Qi. )

' EQ. ^Zip. .M:^!\!!!!^^.^.^:!!!9L. !!. ig. t!.;^. QbQ!;!. Li. ;!!^I, .. By:!!;!.!^^.^ign^^!!).

. EQ. ^!^!2!^.. 49t!!I. .EQ!!e^^t. :^^^:Digi. !1.19.11. !^. 9t!991.1i. 9!^. I*.!?Wig. d^:^^19:1:^!!I

' .EQ^.^;:9_. t!^1.11!!!t9!!.^!ill. ^;.^:!!!!!!:.!Jig. t!.^.^;t!991.0.9^:^I

. .!?9. ^^^21. .!^^!:^. i!!^!I!!^,.:^.^;!!!91. ^. 19b. .^^;. t!991.0. ^!!^2, .. By!!Q. !!!^.^. ig. n. ^!^).

. .!;'Q^;. Ql!^.. Min. ^.!!9915^.^!^. o. 19r. 1.11g!j. .^;!^!ip. Q!.(,^!.^5, _By!!!?.. e!:^^!9.0^;!).

. .119.6. ^!^:!.. I^, 9.1^I^. 9.9^^._.^I, .!q!..!:!!gb. ,.^91j. 9.9!..(^. 9. ^Z, .. fly!!!?...^^^ig!I. ^^)...!!!., jb!^.
g!. ILL. !^. n. t. a!^^^^^!::I. ^^!!ip. !991^In, .

Q^t!:^!... t!!9b. .^. CLI. 99!:^..:ti. ^t. .}!V^!^.. P. F1^0!^.^...!!!.. in. ^^..!!I. ^!tL9P. 911taD. ..^!^^...!0. .^b. ^.. Y^^. L^
tQ. !!Qvv:ing. .1.95!^..^!:!e!. y. ary. .j!9,111!.^t!^:.. t!yq:.!^ip. r!^y. .!?^s. t. WPI!^.:!Y^. r. :!:\!!!?..!!!:^. L!!^tip. r!^I
^:!y'. I^!..!c!;;!\!!!!^;,

. 11.1. ^^::!., 9:9y. ^. ing!:..^:tit. ling. ...^^!:!!or. ..^119^.,.:^. g:t!!!g!... Lj. ^^^:!:,... EQ^t. ..!!y^!j. ..:!y!. q
I. r!t^ID^!t!90. !^. I. ..^Ix!^,... 1211^9191n. !0. ^!!!!!y. .. tint^!^...^191!^y)._. There are plans to
demolish the school in 2040.

. 11.0. ^;;:^:4. .!^^nil^y. .^.^o191.1119/1. .:^;;b99i. .Li. ^!^Q, .. EQ^t, W^.^..!ot^!:!^!!9!!.^.!.::!y!^,.
^ing!^,.;^t9. r^)!..!?!, 1.11!!. 10.9::)..:I:b:^... F1^in^1:1. ,9t. .^!^y^.!Q. pin^!it, .e!lit^. I^,. 119. in. .pit!^!
^. 9:1, .qg!^.!?y. y!^y;. qf. t!!^. j;!!!!:y!!10.9^, I^?::^!:I. ^!!!g. jLQ!!!. it!!^. 11. ^!^q!^. q9!^^..^y^j!^!!!,

' EQ:4:1. ;^5. .!;, I:!!I:^!^.^I!^..!^:^!, ip. I. .b!191, __^^. g. t!99!..(1.9^.^i. .EIA!D. .d^^ig. r!^g, ..!;. 9.5. t. 11:19!:11:1.
Wg!:. Ting. .!!it. !^.!!!:^tip. I!:;!..^::y!^,.. PI^e!910.1c!^!, at!y. .::!rig!!^..;^ip. !^^y).. ill. .j. t!^;..!;!!I. c^11^
^. S. S. ^^^!!!!^!i^. PIP9!:^!:Of

' .!;p. ^;^!!^:^-.. gy!:i!..^^^!$^9.0, .;^;^0. jQ. r. .!!.!g. t!..^^9/1. Qg!..(19^j;!,..^^j!y. !^. r. .E^jj!;. Cgj. b. ^^!..:^D!:.
!^^^9^i^t. ^^... EQ^t. .W^^..!!ite. !!!^ti. 90:^I. ,sty:I^.,.,^!o91^...^tQ!:^yJ. .!n. ..!^^;..!;!!!. c^!!:
^.^.^_g;^^!!!!^. I, ^. PIPgL:^!!:I, *

' !^9. ^!^^;^...!^:!!!!!:^Li^....^^17. !q!...!:!!911. ..!^;;bgg. I. ..!1.9;:!^.,.. EQ^.^.. yj!91!^...!!!^!... T:!v9.
.I. c!t^!. I, ^ttjg!!^. I. ..:^ty!:^)...:Lj!^.., orig. 1.1. ^!...^^!!!^ing. .. f9!:in^:... I^_^i. rig!^... s;tgr!^y. ..^!t!!.
^^. par. at^;.!}!!g. :^j. gr:^y. .:^. d, ^!!t!gn^,.

' .!?9.9.995. .;^9. ^tb. .E!^;.!!!:^!!^I^..^.^o191. ^1.19b. .^9119.9.1. Lj. ^^I, ..;!r!^^1.90jjn^.!!t!\!.:^ing!^
^i^!r^y. .. EQ^I:!11. ^i:. R^^Ith. .I^.^919n^. I. ^jyl^)

' EQ. ^!:^;^;^...!^^!!!P. t:!!!...;^^Dig:...!^.!gb. ..;^91i. QQ!,.{1.9^^.... EQr!?.^s;..^... E!t^^:^. ce!!:!g^..
.^!. u^^!!^t, ^!y!:^)..!r!. till^.. gun:^^r!t. ^.!^.^^. s. ^^in:^at. 9199. I^^!:0. *

. .!?. I^!^j. ^.. Q. Qing. ^::^dpi. ^!19^.!:!^bQ9.1.11^!^.^!*.!?. q^!. yy^;!., R^. c!^. I^^9191!^. I. .^jy!.^:)

. EQ^!^12. ...!^^!!^^^t^!... 11. ^t:!^,....!;9^I. ..\!!Qr!^.... Vi!:^!:... TIN9. ,.. M. ^^!!!!^. rr:^11. ^:^!!...^iy!.^.
Pr!^!!pm!n^!lily. ,5,109!^.^ip. c^^y).!. c!. t!!!^.. c. \I. !!:^ot. :^^^^. s. ^. rr!^!1:1^r9g. ,^!!!..

Kewdale, whipb. .. opened in 1966 ^^... a. .three-year secondary school:^!!!:..:!!!^^
reclassified a senior high schoolin 1972, was. ..^!^^Igoe^j. .by architectural firm
Forbes and Fitzhardinge. It. .is. .o9.190g^, L. i^.. 99:{^^trim. ^!!t. .high, .^;9t!99!,.. b:^yin9. .b^^.!!
^9.1d. .tg. in, ^^. AL!^tr:^!. ian ISI^!!!jig. ^;;91.1^g. ^.!o. 2. qqg. ip. r. !!^^.^^,.^.!^:12, .s. q^99.1, ,
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T!!!^.. jq!!9111jng. .. EQ^j. .!!!^!!.. p. ^!ip!^.,!!!^^Lgpp. !it. an. .;:gbp. g!^..!j^.\!.^.,!?^^!!..!!.^!!!gj!::!!^.^!.;
.^9.1. Iy!!!99. d:...^!^nipr, .. 1:11gb_,.^;PnP. 91. .. Li. ^!;:!^).....;^9^!r!?9.19^1.9t!...^;^nip!...^!!91!....^!?!J. 99!
11.9!^^.!I. ;^!^9);..;^^wari!?9. ^!111!^...^!^Digr. .!:!19n. .^;!:b99!..(19!^. I. ),..^. r!e!._91ty. .!^.^^;gb. .^:!^!!. ip. L
.^19. b. .:^!:. b. 991.0. ^^^)..

Four high schools, which still operate to their original purpose, have been
entered into the Register of Heritage Places. These are Perth Modern School
(1910), Northern Senior Hi^h School(1921), Kent Street Senior High School
(1939) and John Cuntn College of Pertormlng Arts (1943). 75 !^pitt. .E!^!in. !VIP;!^!0
^.:!;!. 4911. !!.!^!!!tlc!.!0!:!!!!^.^..^\!^:;t^!I. t!^!!. I. ^^i. Q^.^!^. d. !tlQo^.!i!.^t!:^..^9::t. Vi!^!:.!!!t!^. L!!:at. 19. c!^!
^jy. I. ^;.^!909. s. !cm!^r. $!^;^. Igo. j9. .t^^.!;19^j. y!!911. ^I. .!^!^. j. :Cy!!q. ^:gbgp!^..

,9^.!!f9. t!!.;^!.!^.!!!^. g^!9/4!.;^t\!!!^

lit!!^.^tY!^..!I^.. 9^!i. ^^!^!!Y. .^.^^.<1:;!^!t^!^, W. i^t!. ill^..!!!t^!:VY. ^IJF^!IQ!^..^!!!! ..^^.^!!. 9. b. .. 91i. !Y, fly^
.9:11^^;c. PI:^. 9^.^.,!o00^:^., Q^i9:^.. 9f. .!!.^^tit^g. ^^.!^.^!t:^!?^.^:^.:^. L^^..^Qt^!^..^.!^..^:^jog. .in. .!b!::..^ty!^
and. !:9.11. ^t!!!pie. e!. at!^1.1. ;!:!!^,.. T!!!!^ot\!:^!^.!;;;^!!f9!:Q!^!D. .^!!!:!. 9. ^!!9:11, :^t:!!:^.. PI^!!;!^^.^.!^. 9.1!
tb. ^.!:^^91^^^i, .9t. 11!^!!;rip. 0!^. i^!^..^.^!;rip. <11;, e. Qa2:42. .!:!;^!^.::;9h. 9.91. fin?, 0, ,.!!!!^;.^:t. R^!in. ..!^
P. r^;dpi!!!0^!iLly, !rin^!:!v. ^. c. !;!900. ^t!:^^!2. ^!^;.^!,. d. .E^. d. :^r^jig!!.!;^9tt!!^:.!c!.^Iy!^,..^!!t. 1:19!^!^.^:^
I^^f^I^rig^^.. t9. .Canto. Eatao. .!^!!!!g. a. !qy!!.. sty. I^:*._EQ!41j:^en_.. Q^, lit0. !o1:^p. ,!^!!oga!Qw. .s^\!!^
P, !^^9^^^. ^.!^.. in. ;;!^!!!^^!!.,!n. in. ^^.!^.^!t^!!?^. s^:, wit!I. .^!o00^^!!9^jigna!.!. 1.5. ^.!,. Qt^^,.. Qf. it!^:^:^,..!o
^.^!;!!1190. .. t!?... t!^, I. ^..^ii. <!..^:::^i!^. r!!... tnn^,... 90!y. ..^;I;^. Q^I. ..^^^..!4^.!y. ..^;t^r, .gj. .the se^
99.1^!I!!!^;^,.^;9^!^;;^!Q^. in9.11^!.^!g::^.:^.^. q^!991, .!!!. j^!$009g^::^.^..;!!jin. ^I!t. ^gbpp. !*

.EQ. ;a^. 12.1^!^IIJ. ^;tr!?^_t, ^:^!!iQ^. t!ig. fy. ;^. 9t!;?91. (I. ^:^^!i. ^.!!!!.!^Q!^2. ^i-^.!:!:^!in^:t. :^.^. Dig!..!!. igt!

.^;9b99!I_Q:^Dr!!c!g. ^;9.11^. g. ^^..(I. ^!^91. ^!::^.. o. 9t^!^..:^^..^.^^!rig. .^!!!!!!^!..!c!.!!^.^.!911. ^Q. .!^^:^tiara
11/11^..^!^.{!!91:.!:!!g!!..!$911QQ!... T!}^y. .^. I!^..:e!^^jin:^^:d. .^!. s. .!?.^!o9.10. tilt^..!lit^. r!!!^!r. .^^ripp^.^!
^;!:^^^jg^. I. .^.!!q. EQ;:j. )!yg!:!d. .!!!!^!. TV!!q. !!it^;. r!!:^^19.0^!.^!y!!^^.. r^^I?^!;jjy. !^Iy. .

fig^. t. Y^91:!!!.. Y!!:^. r. TV!!9. !.!!t!^.!!!.^tip. !!:^!.^^I!!!^.

I:^^I^.^. c^^.. Z2. .PI:^9;^^..!n. .to!^..!;!jig!^.. Qf. .!!.^!it:^g. ^^.!;I. ^!t^!?^. s. ^:. rigt:^!!..:^!^..^^ing. .!n. .B. Q^;t
WPI!^. Yy^I. :!:!vQ. !!It^!!I. ^!, tiQo^!..^jy. I^.*. T:!!!^. 0. tv:. gj. it!:^^:^.^. r^.!:^91^j^!:^^., in$;. 11.1. d. Ing. b. jg. b
^!;17. Q!!!^.:!. 0. ^!!.. Q!,t. r!!0. .^!!I!!.,!?.^.:!!I. ,M9:;,^:!0, .. wt!!9h. .b:^v!^.. t^;^91nng. !?. 19.9. k. s. .!!!.. to!^..^. t;!!^
^.^.^I. ^^^911^^.^!..^!^9y^:.*.. Q^b:^!:. I^gj^j^.!:::!.. PI^!?.!^.^...!o. 00^!^...^^\t!^..^r^.. g. ^!!!^I^!!y. .. Flu!!!!!:
^I. \!!!^ing^,. nip!!. I, ;!.!rig_!, 95;pita!^,.!I^.!!s. .^!!;!.^Nip. 91n. Q. ^.^.

I^:!!.,!!!!,. a. !y.

^::^^!^{!!..!:!!!!$.,:::^^!!!Qr. t. !!gb. ..^;!:!!991.1^. J^Pi^^^:^!:!^at!v^^.. of. ,to:^.. I^9^t. YYQil. d. .Yl!^!:.:Iv!(9
big^..$9. b. 99!::..^!!!!.. 91th!^.. q!^:^19.0. ,914. tp!!j, .gf. .to!^ .^rob. !t^^gt!, Ia!, diy!sip!I of to!^ E!.^!^!!!;
W9!:kS. .. Q^^Pi^!:!!!!!^!:I^.. Qf. .IN^;:t^!:11. .!^g^!^t!^. Ii^.*..!!..!!I^.!^^:^...!!:^^.. Pi. .^..^t:^11. d. ^!!!..^tip!!9.11
!^. QL!!^^jig. ^. Q. ^.!^d. !^jig!!ag^._and. ^. g!^pi^, It_tQ. suit_^..!^rg^..^!t^:.\!!!I^!:^. ill. ^..^I^^!,. gj!^!:1. <!
^.\I^!!!^!^!!^ I!!^^.... rigt. ...^.... d^Y^.!Q. 9111^!It. ..!:9n^traint, ... T!!.^....^!!!2^!^9. L!^F1t. ..^t^!9^:^.... Qt
I^.^^\!^19p!:0. ^;!!j. ,^I^,.!^piesej!j. at!y^^. 91. q!^!!I. Qg!.!^p. !!!9,911^. rig!^,^.!!!!.. 911. ang!^^.. to F^!!!^!:^!
^. c!;!.^t:^g^..^^!!Pi^^!90. pP. !ipy, .

13. 4 KEYREFERENCES

No key references.
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13.5 FURTHER RESEARCH

fig!!^b. ^r. .r^^.^aleb. .!!:I. ^!y. .fin^!..!!!91^. j. ofQrm. ^tjg!}.,:^!?:q!!t. .the sogj^!..!!j!^ip^t qf. .!^!^,:!. t^!!!.
till::..:^^. o19c. ^!ISI!!..^. 91b_991*..!!. Q. .I^^!!^y^ci^.. 10:9!!I?^. tlQo. .\!!a^. iQ!!n!;I. .yi^ 9111. in. ^^. s. 0. ^!r!;^.!^.
^. T!;!,..!!!!iQ!t!, I. C!^!if^!Y, ..^!!!?. S. ^9!!.!^. C!t. .99nt^^:I. With. .It!^:..^;;b99. !.!I. ^. S. .y. ^t. .t9. .!:^. 9^!Y^..^DY.
I^:^!?9.0. ^;^;=

I)
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ESTlllylATESANDFm'ANCIALOPERATIONSCOMMITTEE
I" .

QUESTIONSONNOTiCESUPPLE^^IENTARY^FORMATIO^;}'

I^,,., 22Tuesday, 25 October 2011
,, .

Heritage Council of Western Australia

934es!ionNo. C9 . HornP Gaydr"erosked- 11: I,

(1) Does the legislation allow the council to yesa, biniiihe site 10 the minister? Coll the in jin'SIer
change h!^ mindoi? o Fewbmissioi??

Answer: There is nothing in the Heri!age of Western Allstr@fig, 4ct 1990 that prohibits the
Heritage Council from resubmitting a recommendation to the Minister for Heritage to enter a
place in the State Register on an interim basis.
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Tuesday, 25 October 2011

Heritage CouncilofWestern Australia

gales!ion No. CIO .. Horn K Trovers asked-

ESTIMATESANDFIN'ANCIALOPERATIONSCOMMITTEE

QUESTIONSONNOTICESUPPLEMENTARYmFORMATION

(1) Ihdi, e similar 91, estio, ?s to the one 11'31st dskedregarding Ihe BeverleyJ?;/'antHealth
Centre andthe isSI, e of moving in>om mienm topermone, z!. What recommendn!ion wentt!p
there, rindwh@tIgoso?is were you givenjbr jiltoiprogressing?

Answer: The Heritage Councilrecommended that the Minister enter the place in the Register
on a permanent basis. The Minister did not approve the recommendation, stating it was 'Nor
of State signtf;calico",



ESTIMATESANDFINANCIALOPERATIONSCOlkyUmTTEE

Tuesday, 25 October 2011

QUESTIONSONNOTICESIJFPLlBMENTARYusFORMATION

Heritage Collncil of Western Australia

93, estion No. Cll .. Hoi? K Trovers risked-

(1) Rockinghorn Hole/- 17ha! recommendations wentto the minister @12dwhq, were
the reasonsjbr norprogi'es^7.1g registration?

Answer: The Heritage Councilrecommended that the Minister enter the place in the
Register on a permanent basis. The Minister did not approve the recommendation,
and stated "Ido?z't consider it to be of $3!tincieizt volt, e, has been redevelopednot in
keepingwi/h original heritage, andbeitei, examples elsewhere ore already on the
regis/er".

(2) Whatis the process 10 rest, biniti! to Ihe minisler griddoes !he Cowriei!Intend to
rest, binititto the minister?

Answer: As a result, the interim registration lapsed, Under Section 55 of the Heritage
of lyes!8111/1/1stroftaAct 1990, the place cannot be reconsidered formclusion in the
Register for a period of5 years'

UV



ESTIMATESANDFmANCIALOPERATIONSCOlly^11TTEE

QUESTIONS ONNOTICESUPPLEMENTARY^'FORMATION

Tuesday, 25 October 2011

Heritage Council of Western Australia

Question No. C12 : HonK Trovers OSked-

(1) Heritage Marvels - what was the costtoprint? How many orepi, intod?

Answer: The cost was $7,391.90 to print 6,700 copies of the 32-page bi-annual
Heritage Matters magazine.

V~^



11^STlllylATESANDFmANCIALOPERATIONS CON^11TTEE

Tuesday, 25 October 2011

Heritage CouncilofWestern Australia

911es!ionNo, C13 .. HonKTroversasked-

QUESTIONSONNOTICESliPPLEMENTARYruFORMATION

(1) Poge 40 dorpoi"! 4, "Continue 10 develop strong relationships wiih the medio
gridde!I^87.8d@proaCiive mediaprogrom that resulted in exlensiveposin^e exposure
throwghot!i2010/11". Do you maintain and monz'toy stars oboniyot, r e. ;!post, re?
Could we fro've a copyjbr both Ihisyeorondtheprevioz!81noncia!year?

Answer: A summary of media exposure for 2009-10 and 2010-11is provided in the
following tables:

2009-10

Media

Television

News a er

Radio

Other Publication

Online
Internet/website

Total media exposure = 629

Positive

2010-11

12

Media

238

Television

58

News a er

o

\

Radio

21

Other Publication

Online

(Internet/website

Neutral

329

TOTAL

17

156

Total media exposure = 618

98

Positive

2

14

6

154

Negative

287

39

3

o

34

8

4

Neutral

236

o

17

232

13

61

o

26

NG ative

336

3

34

o

4

46



ESTlllylATESANDFmANCIALOPERATIONSCOM^inTTEE

Tuesday, 25 October 2011

QUESTIONS ONNOTICES[ipPL]BMENTARYmFORMATION

Heritage CouncilofWestern Australia

911estio?, No. C14 .. Ho, IK Trove73 asked-

(7) Page 43, "The review of the Sidle Register of Heriioge Floees, 1,114nched in
2010/11, is examining assessmentprocesses 10 improve irQn$porency, ... " Series of
stokeholdero?Idcommt, ?Ii^, workshops under!okei, - When were they held who was
invite61 who attende4 ondo summoiy of!he o141comes of those cons"Itattons?

Answer: Five workshops were held between February 28th and March 23" 2011. The
workshops were each aimed at a particular stakeholder group:

. Local Government Authorities

. State and Commonwealth Departmentowners

. Heritageprofessionals
' Community groups

. Ouniersofregisteredproperties.

All relevant groups or individuals represented in the Office of Heritage mailing lists
were invited by letter to participate in the workshop relevant to their stakeholder
group (almost 1,800 invitations).

A report summarising the outcomes of the workshop was made available on the
Heritage Council website in April2011 (Attachment I).
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ESTIMATESANDFm~ANCIALOPERATIONSCOMMITTEE

Tuesday, 25 October 2011

Heritage CouncilofWestern Australia

Question No. C15 : Ho, ?KTrovers asked~

QUESTIONSONN~OTICESl. IPPLEMENTARYINFORMATION

(1) Hole House-Provide Ihe dole, Ihe timeli^e of when ihe q6'ice of Heritage were
firstco}It@atedondthe q#ice of Heritage involvemeni, when Ihe q6'ice of Heritage
received the formo!proposolondwher, theformolproposol\, POS o83essedby the
Heritage Councilandiickedqff'by them?

Answer: On 29 September 20/0, an officer attended a meeting on site at Hale House.
The site meeting was to inform the Office of Heritage that the Office of the Premier
and Cabinet had commissioned a reportto study the feasibility and viabinty of using
the building as its offices. The Office of Heritage provided preliminary comment at
the meeting,

On 9 May 2011, the Office of Heritage received the proposed additions and
conservation works via the architects. The Development Committee, under
delegation from the Heritage Council, considered the proposal at its nounalmeeting
on 24 May and provided in-principle support subjectto conditions.

On 7 June 2011, the Office of Heritage received a revised proposal forthe additions
via the architects that addressed the issues raised in the Development Coriumittee's
advice of 24 May, It also received the same revised proposal on 23 June 2011 from
the Western Australian Planning Commission. The Development Committee
considered the revised proposal at its normal meeting on 28 June and provided
support subject to an interpretation strategy and implementation plan for the place.



ESTIMATESANDFmANCIALOPERATIONSC0^^I^11TTEE

QUESTIONSONNOTICESllFPLEl\inNTARYmiE'ORltylATION

Tuesday, 25 October 2011

Heritage Council of Western Australia

91, estion No. C16 .. H'on KTra\, 87s asked-

(1) Hole Howse ~ Provide a copy of the formolplo?? signed q, a"in toyms of heriiage
components?

Answer: The Heritage Council does not become the owner of plansthat are submitted
as part of the development referral process and, as it is notthe determining authority
forthe purposes of approving a development proposal, does not seek an owner's
peruiission to publish or make available plans.

In order to assist the Committee, the Office of Heritage has sought permission from
the owner of the plans, the Department of Finance Building Management and Works,
which has advised:

'The barnding is being redeve/opedto accommod@/e Ihe qdice of!he Premier, Ihe
Cabinetsecretariot gildthe CabinetRoom. The use of the blinding will require o
degree of security coinmenst, rule with the nature of the occz;pants andthe/i, norio?Is
carried o11t, Dronings of the proposal, apartf, om external\, iews, ore 7101in Ihe
pubfic realmjbr this reoson.

There is apossibilio, that the provisibn of droppings beyondihe limited range of
persons necessary to enable the focilio, to be developed could endanger the security
of!he redevelopedHQ/e Hoarse on Ihe basis thot;Ithe drawihgst, uere gymlob!e to o
person considering breaking in10 the property, orcoriyi?, go"! o1hermischte\, oars
oc!ion, !hey wowld indieoie accesspoin/s, the building layot!! undthe buildingform,
undoot!/dassist a bz, rglor 10 OSsess the quickest access andegresspoints. The
potential interest of SI, chpersoi?s COM1dreas0, ?o66, expec!ed!o be high due to Ihe
highprq/ile of the building gridihe intended o003!pants.

For Ihis reason the DepartmeniqfFi?lance is controlling the dis{ribw!ion of SI, ch
drawings o71dwot, Idpr</'errhotthe dramings were notprovidedto Ihe Standing
Coinmiiiee on security grounds',

It is therefore respectfully suggested that should the Committee stillwish to obtain a
copy of the plans that it consider approaching the Department of Finance.

11



ESTl^^I. ATESANDFmANCIALOPERATIONSCOMMITTEE

Tuesday, 25 October 2011

Ql. JESTIONSONNOTICESUPPLEMENTARYmFORMATION

Heritage Council of Western Australia

Question No. C17 .. HonP Gordinerasked-

(1) Provide Ihe travelbz!dgetjbr the regional adv^8017service?

Answer: $64,147

.
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Executive Summory
The Heritage Council of WA (HCWA) engaged Steve 81ake Consulting Pty Ltd to
facilitate workshops of stakeholders to gather input towards the Council's
strategic review of the State Register of Heritage Places.

Five workshops were held between February 28'' and March 23'' 2011. A sixth,
scheduled for Bunbury was cancelled due to the low number of responses. The
workshops were each aimed at a particular stakeholder group:

. Local Government Authorities

. State and Commonwealth Department owners

. Heritageprofessionals

. Community groups

. Owners of registered properties.

All relevant groups or individuals represented in HCWA's mailing lists were Invited
by letter to participate in the workshop relevant to their stakeholder group
(almost 1,800 invitations).

The workshops were conducted in a modified strategic planning format. Following
an introduction by an HCWA Board Member, the participants were asked to
discuss at their table the present state of the State Heritage Register,
emphasizing positive attributes which should be retained going forward. Each
group reported its discussion and the facllitator then re-organised the table
groupings. In the second phase, the new groups were challenged to describe a
perfect future, free of all constraints, where all the things that should be done
had been achieved completely.

The tables below list recurring themes. They only list themes raised by more
than one group at any workshop and are based largely on the facilitator's
workshop summaries.

Present Stole

The main findings with regard to the positive value delivered by the Register
were:

. All stakeholder groups saw value in the State Register of Heritage Places
as a historical record, of (predominantly built) heritage places, and the
recognition provided by Registration which leads to preservation,
especially given the Register's legal authority. If the Register did not
exist, it was widely felt that much more of Western Australia's heritage
would have been lost.

Stakeholder groups involved in heritage preservation by virtue of their
employment - heritage professionals, Local Authority representatives and
Government owners - were likely to report that guidelines and rules for
registration provided value.

Owners - both Government and private - and community groups reported
that the Register has value as an education resource. Community and
owner groups also reported that it represents diverse view points. It

.

.
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should be noted that a greater number of groups across other workshops
felt that it did not represent sufficiently diverse view points.

Historical record of buildings

Recognition, preservation of heritage places

Legal protection for listed places

Listing guidelines I rules

Educational resource

NumberOfgrQQPs

In addition :

. Owners were relatively likely to see value in the access to advice provided
through registration, tourism benefits and access to financial support such
as grants.

. More than one group at each of the Government owners and heritage
professionals attributed an intangible benefit flowing from the Register as
a source of cultural identity and a sense of belonging.

The importance and value of adaptive re~use of heritage places was raised at
most workshops without being raised in the present-state discussion by more
than one group at any single workshop.

21 1.00%

19

1.6

13

10

9

5

909'

769'0

6291'

4891'

43%

3

5

2

4

5

The areas for improvement the Register's present state reported by more than
one group at any workshop were less easily explained by the role of the
stakeholder group. Main findings with regard to areas for improvement were:

. All stakeholder groups except owners reported that the Register was too
heavily weighted towards buildings, and in particular buildings erected a
long time ago.

. Local Authority representatives and owners - Government and private -
were likely to report community perceptions that Registration restricts the
rights and choices of owners.

. Heritage professionals and owners were likely to comment on the financial
cost of owning a heritage property both in the sense of higher
maintenance and insurance costs but also in the sense of reduced property
value.

. Owners - Government and private - and heritage professionals were likely
to report a frustration with heritage places being denied Registration on a
basis which appeared arbitrary or political.

3

3

2

2

4

4

3

3

2

5

4

3

4

3

4

4 3
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Number. of 19, joupS

List perceived to be too heavily
weighted towards 'old buildings

Community perception that listing
restricts rights I choices

Community perception listing adds
cost I reduces value

Potential for listing to be blocked on
grounds which appear political or
arbitrary

21

Other areas for improvement raised several times without being raised in more
than one group's present. state report at any single workshop were:

. The multiplicity of heritage registers at Local Authority, State and
Commonwealth level as well as separate Aboriginal heritage lists.

. A concern about a sense of impotence in the face of resistance to listing or
inappropriate management of heritage places - particularly in relation to
interim listing .

lobby

10

8

489'0

5

7

38%

3

6

Fu*ure Store

While only one aspect of the ideal, unconstrained future state - increased funding
- was reported at all workshops, many themes emerged at four of the five
workshops and from at least 1.0 (48%) of group summaries. These included:

. Greater use of technology to make the Register more accessible to wider
groups and improve its functionality as a database for research and
education.

. Expanding the Register to cover and/or have direct links to other registers
covering more heritage artefacts beyond old buildings such as: moveable
heritage, flora, landscapes, archaeological sites including Aboriginal
heritage, 'new' buildings and so on.

. Integrating the existing Register and I or clarifying interactions between
municipal inventories, the Register, Native Title, Commonwealth registers
and so on.

. Providing, through the Register, a repository and access to the social
history and stories which contribute to heritage value of the places listed.

. Greater transparency and independence in the decisions about which
places are Registered.

. Better usage and more flexible options for continuing, productive use of
heritage places.

3

33%

4

29%

2

3

4

2

2

2

5

2

3

2

4

4

2
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. Proactive protection of heritage places, with several groups suggesting an
'opt out' process and/or authority and funding for compulsory purchase of
heritage places.

More than half of all groups, and more than one group at each of three different
workshops, included in their ideal vision:

. Improvement in the clarity and transparency of guidelines and standards
for Registration, and

. Greater use of the Register as an educational resource and/or heritage as
an element of the school curriculum.

1.1'; .,-
.,

Greater funding

....,. ..,. .., . .. ... .. .... .. ....,. . , ,.. . .. .

Nun. belqf. grou^$:-; ';;;-,:-;::;:.-:-,:*, .--.,.:--^1:1:1\.:.-:\-. loopf0. ,.,' 11 , 5"

Greater use of media, internet &/or
database functionality

Diverse list (not just old buildings)

Integration of multiple lists

.

Listing is valued, sought after

Ust provides an archive of stories,
social history

Clarity and transparency of rules,
guidelines, standards

Greater public education

Adaptive re-use

Transparently independent listing
decisions

21

1.4

Proactive protection of places

1.00%

1.4

67%

13

Other themes which emerged from more than one group at more than one
workshop included; links from the register to geospatial systems, regular reviews
to ensure that the Register is up-to-date and/or evolving, greater use of heritage
places to promote tourism, listing accredited tradespeople and wider consultation
on heritage issues.

Themes reported by more than one group at a single workshop included :

. Greater protection of heritage places

. A register of places that have been lost

. More diverse and more professional representation in heritage governance
bodies, and

. More proactive involvement in heritage protection by Local Authorities.

13

67%

,. . ... . ,~-.-..,.,-,..., ,.,-,,. ,,.-,.,\ ~ .,,, , ~ ...

.- ,- -.- .- ....-..-...

5

1.2

62%

4

12

629'0

3

4

57%

II

10

5

4

57%

3

3

3

10

4

2

53%

48%

4

3

3

10

5

3

48%

5

4

4

3

4

48%

3

4

3

3

2

2

2

2

3

3

4

3

2

3

3

4

2

2

5

3

2

2
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These themes are expanded on in the body of the report and the original
workshop notes are reproduced in the appendices along with lists of participants.

In considering this report, please take note of the disclaimers listed at page 34 of
this report.

Sieve BIOke

Sieve BIOke Consulfing Ply Ltd

April 30 2011
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Present Stole

Positive recurring themes

Many qualities and attributes of the State Register were seen to provide value by
stakeholders in more than one of the workshop groups and in more than one
workshop. These are summarised in the table below and the comments
discussed in the following paragraphs.

I"-:. ; I '^:'I. '.,:" I, ':;'~ N!nibejot orbu^^:.;; I. '

Historical record of buildings

Recognition, preservation of heritage places

Legal protection for listed places

Listing guidelines I rules

Educational resource

On-line accessibility

Represents diverse viewpoints

,,,-, ... ,.... .. . , .,,.. ,
,- . ,.

.---,- .21. -,

Gives access to advice

Tourism resource

Access to grants

Tool for cultural identity

Provides sense of belonging

, ... . ........~.-.

.I ..,. J ..: ...... .... , .....

Historicolrecord of buildings

The most frequently raised Register attribute was its value as a historical record,
listing, predominantly, buildings of heritage value. This was raised by 1.9 of the
21 groups across the five workshops.

19

16

90%

13

76%

10

62%

9

8

5

48%

2

439'0

38%

3

19

4

5

The ways in which this was expressed included (italics indicate a direct quote
from reporting I group discussion, otherwise comments are as written by the
group's *scribe'):

. It is a Magna Carta, a baseline, checklist, stocktake

. It is a measure of society's thinking today (though it might not be for
society 20 Years hence)

3

4

3

5

24%

4

2

90%

19%

14 %

4

2

3

4

3

2

14%

3

3

2

2

3

4

109'0

2

2

5

4

1.0%

4

4

2

3

2

3

3

2

4

3

4

3

4 3
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. Rigorous basis of Register - the register is a rigorously researched
resource - encapsulation of the Statet^ history

. Social - value to society - area/precinct where you can get a reel for the
history of an area by examining the 11^ted buildings

. The only one in WA, of its kind - it^ the best central resource in WA

. Reflects the development of WA - it reflects the development of Western
Australian society and community in general- the way our community has
been developed andshaped

. The register is supposed to represent the history of our State and if we
lost it we'd lose a part of our history

. It Is the most important toolthe State has for recognlslng and protecting
places of heritage significance

. Nostalgia (identify roots) - (brings the) past into present (demonstrates
life in past and present) - gives us roots

. A material representation of the history of the State

. The register is the only place to get a good history of WA

. Administrative mechanism for'old stuff'

A need to maintain and expand the list was expressed:

. List needs to be revisited regularly (accuracy/values change)
change over time - will people in the future think the same way?

. (People think) That the Register/s complete. ..

. Information source is great, but not always easily accessible

Recognition, pieservofion otherfroge PIOces

The perception that recognition in the Register leads to preservation of heritage
places was also raised by almost every group in all"but~one workshop. The
exception was the heritage professionals workshop where only two of the five
groups raised preservation. Given other responses from this group it is likely that
this omission flowed from a sense that preservation as a value was so obvious
that it went without saying,

1.6

The ways in which this was expressed included (italics indicate a direct quote
from reporting I group discussion, otherwise comments are as written by the
group's *scribe'):

769'0

r

. Would miss a lot of buildin s - particularly the lesser buildings 'not the big
ticketitems'

Retains/conserves what is of value in our State

Without the register - no heritage
Protected - professional respect - integrity of building

2

.

.

. Why? To preserve the story forthe benefit of future generations

. Recognises places of significance on a State level

. List is a tool to help preserve heritage. Important that *listing' provides
protection for the buildings - restrictions of modifications

This was also raised many times in the sense that if the Register did riot exist,
then many valuable heritage places would have been lost:

.

3

values

4 3 4
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. Listed build^^gs which are riot valued become derelict because of/ack of
desire to restore

. Have destroyed almost allthe old buildings in Perth therefore need to be
pro^Ctive to preserve what's left

. Addressing neglected buildings - demolition by neglect

. Housing and Works are one of the worst proponents of demolition by
neglect

. (Without the Register) There'd be even bigger gaps! (it prevents loss)

. Boulder - heritage 11^ted street - relevantprol^?ssionalresources involved
promptly - would not have happened ifnotli^red places - it demonstrated
a quick response to a valued asset

. People are fihding more things theylinke to keep especially as they get
older- they form strong attachments

Legolprofecfion offisfed PIOces

The legal backing for protection of heritage places provided through registration
was recognised as a current value by all stakeholder groups except owners. In
this regard It should be noted that the owners who took part in the workshops
were universally passionate about heritage preservation. Thus legal protection
for the places they own would not be expected to be cause for concern.

13

The ways in which this was expressed included (italics indicate a direct quote
from reporting I group discussion, otherwise comments are as written by the
group's 'scribe') :

. Authority to act and possibly save

. Comfort & A^^^c!^:, - given by the Register (State/Federal). Need a body
with authority

. Legal protection - other listings arent legally protected

. Legislative protection for permanent list (but Minister can override) - see
annual report for stats - Ministerial decisions are essent!^I democratic

. Provides certainty to owners & LGAs & community at large

. Statutory (you have strength to argue what can and cant do)

. Enforcement - is necessary to make it work

. Problem of legislation - different pieces of/egis/ation

Listing guidelines I rules

The fact that the Register process provides guidelines for which places should be
preserved (and presumably, equally, those that shouldn't) was recognised as a
valuable attribute by almost half of all groups. All of these groups were in
workshops where participants are involved in heritage management by virtue of
their occupation. Within this subset, the value of such guidelines was reported by
almost every group.

62% 4 2 3 4

10

The ways in which this was expressed included (italics indicate a direct quote
from reporting I group discussion, otherwise comments are as written by the
group's 'scribe');

48% 5 2 3

Poge 10 of 58



there^ comfort that thedecision/registration. Democratic process
process is toIr

. Provides clarity about process and what Is a 'heritage place' - what you
can and can't do

. Encourages debate (andguides decision-makihg)

. Rigorous assessment - the rigorandstandardisation of process

. Publicly identified as document/process that can protect buildings

. Assessed by a Heritage Councilrecognised professional

. Adds value to the planning framework

. Valuable guide for decision-making, and identification - theret; a huge
amount of resources arranged in the same format you can find easily.

. Flags a different approach to the building (how to go about upgrades) and
additional costs

. Register gives You the primary ideas of what is required - so people are
not frightened (eg Subiaco a few years ago)

Areas for improvement in processes were also reported frequently:

. Support in principle - oppose bureaucracy - frustration of the bureaucracy
about how heritage qualities should be conserved

. Need more co-operation with government agencies

. Does not have a transparent and consistent process for registering
properties. Has lots of criteria, but very few benchmarks to assist in
determining what is of State, Regional, or local significance

. Criteria for getting on list need to be clarified

. Also need to sort which sites are 'outstanding' to the state and why

. Lack of processtransparency

Educofionolresource

Nine of the 21 groups in the three workshops attended by owners and community
groups saw value in the register as an educational resource.

9

The ways in which this was expressed included (italics Indicate a direct quote
from reporting I group discussion, otherwise comments are as written by the
group's *scribe'):

. Increased awareness of history

. Informative and educational - awareness (organised - way of knowing
where to find)

. Information resource is great (reliable), but not always easily accessible -
a fantastic information source

. A material representation of the history of the state (valuable forspecifi^
places)

. Worthwhile body of information - value as a research base, valuable as a
source of information

. Residential listing becomes a valuable resource (feeds into New History
syllabus) - 11^ting allows research into the values of places. The new
history curriculum focuses on local hi^tory

439, 'o 2 4 3
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. It^ terribly important to public perception to attach a narrative to each
place - it ra^ses the level of understanding

. Education, particularly of younger people who would otherwise lose out

. Historical - social history - It's a snapshot of social value

. Educational value - school tours - cemetery walks, tours - old court
building; stories (that go with each place), information, interpretation -
there':; a body offnformation attached to a place

A need to expand the Register's educational value was reported by several
groups:

. More education as to what the Heritage Councilis about - advertise how
people can getinibrmatibn

. Valuable resource (if known about) - more people should know about/t

. Greater dialogue & educatibn - heritage needs to be intrinsic - we just
need to 'do it'

. Public can look at places but not know what they were about/like - need
interpretation to create the vision of what it was to inform, inspire, make
sense - the Heritage Council doesn't have a lot to do with this

. No *tie in/link'to school curriculum

. Suffers from a huge amount of misinformation and misunderstanding
about its purpose and the powers it has

. Education - it needs to sellitse/I; why we have the 11^t

. Dont know it exists orits purpose

. Need to present to young people in a way they understand - can connect
to

On-line occessibilify

Groups which represent the public were likely to value the Register's accessibility,
The fact that it is available via the internet was often mentioned. At least half the

Local Authority and Government owner table groups and all the community
workshop table groups reported accessibility as one of the Register's positive
features.

B

The ways in which this was expressed included (italics indicate a direct quote
from reporting I group discussion, otherwise comments are as written by the
group's 'scribe'):

. Available online, accessible (unqualified statements of this sort were
frequent)

. The online database holds up really well when compared to other states

. Register is more context - searchable

A number of comments regarding the publically accessible form of the register
flagged potential improvements:

. Delivery of information - place forms - onI^^e Informatibn is limited

. Future - importantto include more physical evidence

. Could have spatial representation linked to Register entry

. Link Register entry to an online comments - direct community interaction

. Sensory, not archival(paper) - it^ physical

389'0 2 2 4
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. Accessibility to the register could be improved

Represents diverse viewpoints

Community and owner groups were likely to report that the Register represented
diverse viewpoints. It should be noted that a greater number of comments from
other groups overall raised a lack of diversity as an area for improvement.

5

The ways in which support for the idea that the Register represented multiple
viewpoints was expressed included (italics indicate a direct quote from reporting I
group discussion, otherwise comments are as written by the group's 'scribe'):

. 'Cultural' sites: can include indigenous (but also WA Aboriginal Heritage
Act)

. Social significance: trees (Armadale) - the Register has been broadened to
include trees butthese are perhaps of lower priority

. Lead to conservation/interpretation aim to represent diversity of places -
and people and cultures

. An assembly of places which are valued by some individuals - it doesnt'
just represent a single group. You can get a different view of a place

. Reflect diversity of peoples & cultures
Some of the ways this was reported - often during general discussion - as
needing improvement included:

. Multiple narrative stories - the problem with narratives is whose story do
you tell?

. 'Community' value can change through time, also different groups in the
community (ethnic/ages/rural/urban etc) - there are different groups in
the community so who decides whatthe community values?

. Archaeological examples? - it^ riot really clear ifit^ working in terms of
archaeology

. More recognition of vegetation (Ie destruction of reserves)

. Heritage is bigger than the list - it^: Aboriginal, cultural and natural -
there!:; a shortfalfjn the Register

Other recurring themes

Three areas in which the Register of Heritage Places delivers value presently were
raised by multiple groups only at the owners workshop. They were:

. Gives access to advice (4 tables)

. Tourism resource (3 tables), and

. Access to grants (3 tables).

The ways in which these were expressed included

. Advice - Heritage Councilneeds more staff - technical knowledge (people
to speak to)

. Have a very good Heritage Advisory Service

. Heritage signs on buildings, tours of heritage buildings, plus history

. Tourism - benefit to tourism - historic places add value to attractiveness
of State

249'0

C

2 3
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. Of value to State government - from tourism point of view, heritage trails,
etc for people to experience more of whatthere is in WA.

. Improves funding opportunities

. Grants (are sometimes) nominal rather than effective but available

. Finance for restoration -/tall comes down to money

. It can be a leveraging toolfor grants, development bonuses

In the workshop for heritage professionals, two tables expressed the view that
the Register is a tool for cultural identity and in the Government owners
workshop, two tables also reported that the Register presently provides a sense
of belonging .

. Identity - a sense of belonging- it protects places that add to your sense
of identity - yoursense of community

. Demonstration of past ways of life - every great city has a cultural
identity, a core

. Foreshore development - value area as iris - community asset -
important now and past and future. Strong community feeling coming
through

. Sense of history and belonging is important

Adoptive re-use

While it was not reported as a valuable attribute by more than one group in any
workshop, the importance of adaptive re-use of heritage structures was reported
several times and emerged frequently in general discussion.

The ways in which this was expressed included:

. Ensure heritage listing facilitates future development. Adapt environment
recycling. The 'perfect' heritage position may not support new life

heritage is one part of sustainabi7!ty but needs to be balanced with
environment and business needs

. Need a long hi^toncal view of things, when doing conservatibn - cant be
so precious thatch^^95 can't change - need guidance

. Look for private sector ownership/offer sale rather than say government
agency must retain - government departments have to reuse buildings
pingmati^ally - they need an office not a boutique hotel - 'the fit of the

. Europeans are much more positive aboutadaptive reuse - we are more
concerned about keeping buildings looking the same

. Owners argue for demolition because 'it doesn't meet 21'' century needs'
- owner expectations in AUStraffa are very different (from the UK)

. Danger in adaptive reuse - "use, rot, abuse"are the three options

. Jfthey are to be used they need to be brought up to date - buildings are
trying things and need to be used in 2011.

. Can adapt to current needs ifa buffding Is stinthere

use'

Recurring themes obouf orecisforimprovemenf
When reporting turned to areas where there is room for improvement, again
many themes were raised by more than one of the reporting groups at more than
one of the workshops. These are summarised in the table below and the
comments are discussed in the following paragraphs.
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Number. ,of groups

List perceived to be too heavily
weighted towards hid buildings

Community perception that listing
restricts rights I choices

Community perception listing adds
cost I reduces value

Potential for listing to be blocked on
grounds which appear political or
arbitrary

List perceived to be too heavily weightsd towords old buildings

The summary reports from nearly half of all groups included reference to a view
that the Register should have a higher representation of places which are not,
just, 'old buildings'. More than one group's report at every workshop except the
owner's workshop included such a reference.

It was understandable that owners did not voice a similar concern because they
were notable for their passion about preservation of the buildings they own.

21, 1.00%

10

8

489'0

5

7

389'0

3

6

3

33%

10

The ways in which this was expressed included (italics indicate a direct quote
from reporting I group discussion, otherwise comments are as written by the
group's *scribe'):

. Implication = Old; Contemporary buildings - should these be registered?

. Gaps in heritage e. g. mining

. The pubffc perceptibn is that the Register is about 'pretty, old build^^gs'

. Landscapes/trees - natural heritage - landscapes getignored

. RHP is under-represented in terms of 20'' century build^^95, General
population dont value - eg CouncilHouse - Zoos of people wanted it to
90, now they want it to stay.

. Could record a richer (more universal) history - indigenous

. Must have a physical location - what do you do about stories and natural
sites?

. More recent sites/buildings/events need consideration - what about sites
from only 20 years ago?

. Tendency to focus on the built environment - built heritage is very obvious

. Few business or private use buildings

. By focussing on the places there^ no attention to collections associated or
contained

. Biased towards the built environment (misses our trees, gardens,
curtilage, precincts, ruins, indigenous)

4

29%

2

489'0

3

4

2

2

2

S

5

2

3

3

2

4

2

4

2
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. There's such a struggle to retain structures there^ no energy leftto
conserve interiors.

. Way list put together needs to be very carefully done - should itj!!^_.t be
interiors, should trees be induded - there needs to be some
rationale/guidance

. Rail Heritage WA is most concerned that moveable heritage is not featured
in the State Register (railway rolling-stock examples provided in
submission)

Coinmunify percepfion that listing restricts righfs I choices

The perception that Registration is to be avoided was reported in two related, but
slightly different ways. Firstly, more than one group at each of the workshops for
owners of properties, and the workshop for Local Authority officers - who, of
course, deal directly with aggrieved owners - reported that listing on the register
Is seen as restricting the rights or choices of owners.

While this issue did not emerge from group reporting at the heritage professionals
workshop, it was a strong theme when the facilitator asked participants to
brainstorm current community attitudes to listing.

8

The ways in which this was expressed included (italics indicate a direct quote
from reporting I group discussion, otherwise comments are as written by the
g roup's 'scribe') :

. Restrictive - legislation restrictive and costly rather than of assistance to
retain/conserve the value of the place

. Concerns amongst others who resist going on the list

. The Heritage Actis unpopularin Hilton

. Strikes fear and terror in the hearts of heritage building owners and Local
Authority

. Community caution - reticence to 11^t because offear that it limits works

. Impediment to core function of agencies with heritage stock

. Interference in privacy

. An unnecessary imposition on private rights. .. Others are very glad it^
there (eg community groups) stop development which windestroy town

. No consultation with owners when listed (owners have no choice).

Community perception that listing odds costs Ireduces volue

The second way in which Registration was reported to be a burden was in terms
of the financial cost. This was again a strong theme in the owners workshop but
also was reported by multiple groups in the heritage professionals workshop.

Perceptions of cost and value impacts were also a strong theme when the
facilitator asked heritage professionals workshop participants to brainstorm
community perceptions about listing.

3891'o 2 2 4

7 33% 3 4
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The ways in which this was expressed included (italics indicate a direct quote
from reporting I group discussion, otherwise comments are as written by the
group's 'scribe'):

. insurance complications - there can be higher Insurance or no Insurance
available for heritage 11^ting properties

. Fearofpotenti^limpact on (financiaD values

. Impost of maintenance, lack of money

. Reduction in value for listed items so no incentive to identify heritage

. Flags a different approach to the building (how to go about upgrades) and
additional costs - as soon as you know it^ heritage the costs go up

. Often penalised for owning listed property. Banks difficult. Insurance
difficu It

. Sympathy (benefitwou/d devalue property)

. Commercial limitations of owning a heritage property

. Maintenance expenses - the burden of maintenance

This was to some extent offset by positive comments regarding enhanced
financial value flowing from listing :

. Listin enhances realestatevalue

. Counter with positive opinions - for owners there is big benefit of access
to HCWA information and support. Envy - there^ a premium on heritage
properties in Fremant/e

Porenfiolforlisfing to be blocked on grounds which uppedI political or
orbitrory

In the heritage professionals and owners workshops another recurring theme in
summary reports was a frustration that Registrations may be rejected on a basis
which appeared to be arbitrary or political.

6

The ways in which this was expressed included (italics indicate a direct quote
from reporting I group discussion, otherwise comments are as written by the
group's 'scribe'):

. Question - Should Parliament/Minister be allowed to remove buildings from
the list (eg The Cliffe) (against advice of the HCWA)?

. Can be subject to far too much political interference, e. g. the Cliffe and
others

. Should Minister decide on a site being listed (can get politicised)

. No political influence on outcomes. Relative impotence of HC. Over. riding
power of the Minister

. Jfsomeone^; elected on a political platform how democratic is it? It'sJ'ust
a person doing aj'ob

The following were raised a number of times in group reports but not by multiple
groups in any one workshop.

29% 2 2 2
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Muftiple lists - need for co-ordination

The existence of lists of heritages places at local, State and national level and the
variety of bodies involved in heritage protection in different ways was raised as
an area for improvement:

. Is there a co-ordination between registers (Ie State, Federal, Indigenous?)

. Need one State list; should correspond with Commonwealth lists - it^ very
confusing

. Local Authority lists need to fit in

. Need interaction between Local Authority and State heritage listings

. Public confusion about the role of Heritage Council 81 National Trust - What
are the roles of the HC & the NT?

. Identifies State & national significance - It^ pretty mixed up there

Perceived impolence

Concern regarding the relative lack of power and authority provided by listing in
itself and provided to the Heritage Council as the list's guardian was reported
several times and raised in general discussion.

Some of the ways this was expressed Included :

. State or Local Authority acquisition/support? - State or Local Authority
could be better empowered to supportheritage

. Whose responsibility to Identify heritage items?

. Question - Does Register have sufficient power to prevent public utilities?
(eg Main Roads/Telstra to re"route highway from heritage sites; eg
Greenough and East Perth Tunnel). Uti7ities don't talk to one another, and
don't even know that a place is on RHP

. Who pays for an assessment? (what ifthe owner is against it being listed?)

A sub-set of this concern raised frequently was the degree of protection for places
waiting to be assessed:

. Register is valuable - but can be side-stepped - there^ a gap between
registration and non-registration

. Those warting to get on the list need to be promoted

. Question of protection for 'pending' sites (if these should be made public)
the rigor and standardisatibn of. Interim list - rigorous assessment

process
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Desired Future

Recurring themes

Many elements of the unconstrained, desired future were reported in more than
one of the workshop groups and in more than one workshop. These are
summarised in the table below and the comments discussed in the following
paragraphs.

Greater funding

Number of' groups-.^:.;!'...--. -'

Greater use of media, internet 8110r
database functionality

Diverse list (riot just old buildings)

Integration of multiple lists

Listing is valued, sought after

List provides an archive of stories,
social history

Clarity and transparency of rules,
guidelines, standards

Greater public education

Adaptive re-use

.;.-. 21----..; ". to^%..;' . 5

Transparently independent listing
decisions

2I

1.4

Proactive protection of places

1009'o

List linked to Geographical
Information System I Global
Positioning System

Greater tourism promotion

1.4

I3

67%

13

67%

629'0

5

Up to date (accurate), evolving list

12

Lists accredited trades people

4

62%

"4 I I. I~.:, 4- '

I2

II

10

3

Wider consultation process

4

5

579'0

More active HCWA

Greater protection (eg interiors)

4

579'0

53%

489'0

3

3

2

A record of lost places (as well as
preserved places)

3

IO

4

4

I~

3

3

More professional representation in
heritage governance bodies

10

5

3

48%

5

More proactive, involved Local
Government

6

4

4

4

48%

4

3

2

23

3

5

3

29%

5

2

2

5

3

249'0

3

5

24%

4

4

2

4

3

3

3

3

24%

3

249'0

2

2

3

1.4%

149'0

5

3

2

2

109'0

2

2

2

10%

2

2

2

2

2

10%

3

2

3

3

3

3

2

2
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Greoterfunding

It will be little surprise that all groups in all workshops saw a higher level of
funding for heritage related activities as a feature of their desired future.

21

Some of the more explicit ideas Included (italics indicate a direct quote from
reporting I group discussion, otherwise comments are as written by the group's
'scribe') :

. More heritage incentives, funding, education and other incentives (working
with LGAs) - in Local Authorities the Councillors dont' see the Heritage
Register as a positive

. Increase funding for social history heritage consultants doing
assessments focus on physical structure and lose the stories behind
there needs to be a change of emphasis

. 81^gel} more diverse staff- not an excessive backlog

. Money for register & registration. Conservation grants of worth.
Tradeable plot ratios. Get rid of the backlog

. Better relationship with government, more support, more funding - at
times of stress and trouble you need someone to j'ust help you out. Local
Authorities need to have heritage staff

. Budget: For maintenance of sites (priority system), staff,
education/marketing

. Grants available - government commitment, lotteries, donations, public
ownership/awareness

. Funding - make architectural expertise ava7able for owners who can't
afford it. Offer fundihg to people NOT to demolish, in the same way that
farmers are paid NOTto grow crops to conserve land

. Funding to listed properties - in agreement that buildings are reused

. More information about owner's obligations and access to funding

. Funding for Heritage Week activities to support properties being involved
in somethihg which is an expense which doesn't provide revenue.

. Assistance with on-costs, eg insurance (which is very expensive - the
worst thing is partial destruction of heritage place - HC should offer
assistance with cost to bridge the gap)

. Fully funded preservation (and re-use) of alllisted buildings (sad to see
restored but unused buildings - there^ nothing sadder than a fully
restored empty build^^g. )

. The Review of the Actis a smokescreen by Government to put off the day
when they have to put funding into heritage to look after it

Greatsr use of media, internef ond I or dojobose fundionolify

The most commonly reported desired improvement to the publically accessible
representation of the list involved a desire for greater functionality. Two thirds of
all groups across four of the five workshops had this as an attribute of an ideal
future.

1.00% 5 3 4 4 5

1.4 67% 4 3 3 4
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Some of the ways this was described included (italics indicate a direct quote from
reporting I group discussion, otherwise comments are as written by the group's
'scribe') :

. Comprehensive consistent documentation & accessible (pictures and maps
for every place)

. Accessibility is enhanced - blind, impaired, hearing etc

. Better integration of information, searching capabilities. iphone
application. Visitor centres have more information on heritage places

. Different levels for different access (on11he) - fordifferent groups

. Heritage Register should be upgraded to IT best practice (unified search,
hyperlinks, multimedia)

. ThematIC approach to register (add technology, drawings, maps, photos)

. Improved interactive tools that tellthe story eg Key Us heritage websites,
iphone apps

. Interactive with newtechnology

. Full photographic record of every building on RHP

. The website should be Interactive - photos, letters, objects, living story
from users/people

. Heritage Council has electronic archive of all listings available to public
who can find it on Google - the whole thing is interlaced

. Interactive - blog~like, public input, capture comments, images, video,
Facebook, Twitter

. Linking city and country - eg convict history (can sort list on web by type
of building, history - eg gold industry). A more viable database.

Diverse list (riotjusf old buildings)

Two thirds of all groups across four of the five workshops saw a more diverse list
as an element of their desired future.

1.4

Some of the ways this was described included (italics indicate a direct quote from
reporting I group discussion, otherwise comments are as written by the group's
'scribe') :

. A balanced list - that represents Australia^ multi-cultural history

. Indigenous sites and places need to be on the register - with sensitive
information inaccessible. Major collections also listed and protected.
Natural heritage and sites eg Dog Rock, Boab Trees

. Register to Identify archaeological sites, important landscapes,
towns/precincts, sports facilities

. Protection of allimportant heritages. Interiors. Objects/furniture. Views
& vistas

. HDlisticheritage: Built, natural, maritime, indigenous, historical,
social, moveable. Tangible and intangible (ie Esplanade includes vista,
surrounding spaces; where ANZAC gatherings held - not physical). Still
bounded, based on land tenure? it needs to follow the Federal themes

. The Kimberley is listed and Dampier Archaeology and Gas port

. Fully integrated register - one stop shop, embraces: Ecology and soils -
geology. Indigenous. European (built). Local Authority Mrs.

67% 4 3 3 4
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Archaeological. Landscape (coastal plain, scarp, beyond - geological
source). Natural

. Collections of moveable heritage (eg furniture, manuscripts and says
where located - Links - eg timber towns - local library, museum, Battye,
archive records) 20'' and 21'' century

. Heritage now means: Physical site of significance (including natural)
Abori^hal, natural and cultural. Some are outstanding. Stories (eg
songlines/events). Some are sacred (and private). Some are recent/only
significant to some groups. Are artefacts kept on site? As per Maori
'Taonga' (treasures). What about people, songs, records of events or a
site? Greater modern heritage places represented - like Fremant/e
Maritime Museum - it^ about State value not age. Foster the desire of
architects to have their buildings listed - 'you wont have to wait for your
legacy to be registered'

. Need for precinct recognition (more of) streetscapes and entire towns (eg
Gastown in UK)

. Gardens - significant vegetation stands, heritage landscapes, trees

. Include indigenous places - issue of knowledge for the public

. Consideration of moveable heritage - Melbourne protects its trams

Intogruffon of multiple lists

More than half of all groups across four workshops listed integration, between
lists and between the register and related information, in their unconstrained
vision for the future.

I3

Some of the ways this was described included (italics indicate a direct quote from
reporting I group discussion, otherwise comments are as written by the group's
'scribe') :

. Incorporates/amalgamates other lists (should every building in Perth be on
RHP?

. Eliminate confusion between levels of heritage (national, State, local)

. Improved online information and integration with Landgate digital
mapping, with integration of municipal registers.

. One State list (heritage, Aboriginal, Local Authority) outstanding sites,
corresponding to Commonwealth list

. Coordinated with agencies eg Landgate, BMW (DTF)

. Coordination: One single register across all agencies. One single
authority

. There is streamlined and transparent unified listing system - one 11^t with
natibnal, regional State and local listings

. Links to (lists of) heritage specialists (registered) consultants, architects,
contractors, craftsmen

. Amalgamation of heritage listings (National Trust, National, State, Local) -
whole lottogetherin a perfect world

. Common reference for database eg with policy development (between
government departments)

629' 5 2 4 2
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. Not necessarily a need for a single register (for Aboriginal sites etc) but
need one website to bring it together - Abori^ha/ sites belong with the
Aboriginal Act

Listing is volued I sought offer

More than half of all groups across four workshops also saw a change of attitude
to the Register as desirable in the future such that current negativity towards the
register had been resolved and registration was positively sought after.

The one workshop in which this was not a feature of multiple future statements
was the owners workshop. This is probably explained by the fact that
participants in this workshop were already overwhelmingIy positive towards
registration.

1.3

Some of the ways this was described included (italics indicate a direct quote from
reporting I group discussion, otherwise comments are as. written by the group's
'scribe') :

. Increased commercial desire for heritage listings

. A more sensitive definition of 'heritage' - yes these are historic and social
values butthey need to be more personal - that places may mean a range
of things to the community

(volunteers/TAFE students/Uniinvolvementcommunity. More

students/primary students)
. People say: They recognise the value of HCWA and heritage. That it

reflects our society. That it fulfils its alms
. Public Support for'heritage'in WA is high - puts pressure on Government
. In 2021: More people aspire to heritage. Understanding of heritage as a

resource (including the financial value of heritage)
. Recognise the value of HCWA and heritage which reflects

understand^^g of society and fulms aims
. Good support by community. The Register is seen as positive/part of

community value and community ownership
. Tool for reconciliation - value of heritage
. Perceived as being valuable by the majority of the community - the value

of heritage is instilled in the community - generating a groundswe/I of
support. Reinforce a sense of place and hi^tory

. People actively seeking to get a place listed.

. There's been a huge change of community attitude - everybody *gets it'

. Registered properties are prestigious - make heritage a marketing tool

. Politicians that realise heritage Is a vote winner

List provides on orchive of stories/ social history

More than half of all groups across four workshops also saw within their desired
the Register providing an archive of stories related to the cultural and social
history of the place concerned future.

62% 3 3 4 3
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1.2

Some of the ways this was described included (italics indicate a direct quote from
reporting I group discussion, otherwise comments are as written by the group's
'scribe') :

. Stories, social historians Input

. Can also document what was there prior to development eg film record

. The story should be about discovery - Registratibn needs to reinforce what
is important and why. Registration needs to send people on a j'ourney of
of SCOvery

. Clearly define why the places are considered to be important - why it has
special protection

. More information of social and cultural story of buildings - not just the
building itself, eg on web, brochures (Ihc/ude what went on In the building
and pass that on, which brings the build^^g to 111^; and brings stronger
commitment).

. Fully documented chronology of listed buildings, including adaptive re-use
(riotj'ust phys^cal but social and cultural history in a live document)

. More publications as an outcome eg timber towns and timber industry and
how importantthey are to WA^ hi^toIy

. Encompasses all aspects of WA's story - as values shape and change and
differ

CIOrify and Ironsporency of rules, guidelines, SIGndords

Improvements in the clarity and transparency of guidelines and standards for
Registration were important to several groups in each of the heritage
professional, Local'Authority and community group workshops.

57% 4 3 2 3

12

Some of the ways this was described included (Italics indicate a direct quote from
reporting I group discussion, otherwise comments are as written by the group's
'scribe') :

. Transparency of process

. Clearresponsibi/^t^^s

. Private owners aware of obligations

. Cut down the red tape/referral process then heritage may not be feared

. Heritage listing criteria (not as loose as today - there are different

Interpretations now) - closer scrutiny of process

. Process; Pending sites are protected (interim) - the process forgetting on
the list is clarified. To get on list details of site and criteria are clarified.
As part of approvals process can assess if any important (non-indigenous)
heritage exists

. Make the process more transparent - a greater sense of knowledge about
whatto do.

. Setthe standard - simple guidelines

o

57% 5 3 4
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. Clarity: Registered or listed or pending or being assessed. Clearly
identified status - it should be very clear what is registered what is
pending or being assessed. Mandatory criteria for definition of future use

recycling, adaptive reuse, lifecycle, structural integrity, maintenance
criteria are clear and defined,

. Process of registration should recognise that a place will be significant -
proactive management approach - culture is now and into the future,
heritage is in the past.

. Transparency and consultative process of listing

. Develop guidelines around assessment to consider recycling/development
Issues

. Documented decision making - agendas/minutes

. No backlog of assessments

. All value criteria have equal weighting

. Interim and permanent registration contributes to uncertainty. If
everyone agrees one stage offegistration is enough

. Speed up approval procedures - development approvals

Greoier public educofion

More than half of reporting groups, across the professional, Local Authority and
community workshops included improved educational links from the Register in
their desired futures.

1.2

Some of the ways this was described included (italics indicate a direct quote from
reporting I group discussion, otherwise comments are as written by the group's
'scribe') :

. The value of heritage is a fundamental part of general education

. Information sharing - eg heritage sheds (networking among owners - like
men^s sheds, 'heritage sheds' so can talk through issues, and di^cuss
tradesmen and architects)

. Good (and more) publicity for listed places - website, virtual tours
(especially for places that cant be opened to public eg private residences,
or for remote sites)

. Missing link - education & promotion HCWA section: For general
promotion. To develop & implement school curriculum

. Education on the implication of listing - starting in schools

. Link to education/students' access. Exposure of what heritage is ie living
heritage - using buildings rather than 'museum' mentality

. Much improved information delivery - we dont value things untilit^; too
late - laid back Australia doesn't do enough

. Educational - holistic approach across schools and community at large

. Better marketing - awareness - positively put heritage into the hands of
the people

. Education for all - notjust an ivory tower - usergenerated websites

. Member groups of people with heritage sites - share expertise and
knowledge

. A broader community awareness of what heritage is (social significance)

57%

e
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Adoptive re-use

Almost half of all groups, across all the workshops except the community group
workshop, had adaptive re-use of buildings as an element of their unconstrained
ideal future .

10

Some of the ways this was described included (italics indicate a direct quote from
reporting I group discussion, otherwise comments are as written by the group's
*scribe, ) ,

. Greater use of heritage buildings as 'living buildings' integrated into
vibrant developments 'living heritage'.

. Clearly identifies opportunities for better uses of heritage buildings.
Registration provides a recommendatibn for opportunities (eg adaptive
reuse)

. Architecture driven by design

. Ato01forsustainability/reuse/development

. Better training for architects (esp adaptive reuse) - people need to be
trained and educated how to do it right(development)

. More flexibility in how the list impacts on development - more flexibility in
reuse, how buildngs can be given value into the future. Flexibi7ity is very
Importantin how we think and what we do

. Use of buildings listed but riot used - HCWA needs to seriously address the
requirement where buildings restored but no adequate thought given to
what use - if empty become derelict - listed buildings need to be used,
Time and effortis wasted

. Buildings in use eg lived in, businesses - adaptive re-use (it^ expensive to
have empty buildings)

. Heritage preservation is development - riotsomething separate

. Support for sophisticated design which values and re-interprets heritage
buildings - reinterprets the old

Transporen*Iy independentlisfing decisions

More than one group in every workshop except the heritage professionals
workshop, saw a transparent!y independent listing process in their desired future.

48% 3 2 2 3

10

Some of the ways this was described included (italics indicate a direct quote from
reporting I group discussion, otherwise comments are as written by the group's
'scribe') :

. **Tribunal" to rule on disputes as final arbiter

. Less politically influenced (eg Esplanade and Foreshore development)
more professional obj'ectivity

. No political interference - Ministers shouldn't decide they 'dont'like' a
place

. Review or appeal process is well known - third party appeal rights

. Heritageombudsman

48% 3 3 2 2
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. Apoliticallist - a more robust assessment - including economic and
environmental issues - 'to take the political steam out of registration'

. Heritage is a portfoffo tacked onto a Minister^ other responsihi/in^s

. Ministerial decisions need to be: Within a set time frame (for Minister).
Transparency/accountable. Can be appealed (including by third parties)

. Keep decision making with HCWA not with the Minister. Remove Minister
from process - the Mim^tershou/d be grateful notto be involved

. Complete independence from political parties and a position to make
expert recommendations and decisions - HCWA separate itself from the
poiti^a/ process - setthemselves up as experts

ProqCfive protection of places

More than one group in every workshop except the community workshop would,
in an unconstrained future, like to see authority and funding for proactive
protection of heritage places.

10

Some of the ways this was described included (italics indicate a direct quote from
reporting I group discussion, otherwise comments are as written by the group's
'scribe') :

. Proactive heritage involvement - rather than rely on nominations go and
capture every important place

. Opt out method in Perth City - You can take things off if they?'e not
significant

. Will be a pro^Ctive and not a reactive process - community L^s, p^. gL will
follow

. HCWA to acquire properties on list - have funds - need to have the power
($) to compulsorily purchase property - "the 10 year moratorium only
penalI^es the community" who have to live with an ugly vacant site

. Mandatory registration of Heritage property with full conversation (so
owners are not left out) and LGA rating benefit for restoration work on
heritage build^^95

. Greater authority by Heritage Council action by Localon

Authorities/planning authorities (and for proximity of buildings and spaces
around registered buildings - eg in a town a heritage build^^g with a
vacant block next door)

. Enforced public purchase of listed buildings not valued by their owners

Listlinked to Geogrophicollnformofion System I Global Positioning System

The concept of a Register linked to global positioning technology to allow a
traveller to be shown the location of heritage properties appeared in the desired
futures of multiple groups at both the heritage professionals and community
workshops, as well as in isolated groups at other workshops.

It was several times listed as part of increased database I information technology
functionality but also as a separate element.

4891' 3 3 2 2
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Some of the ways this was described included (Italics indicate a direct quote from
reporting I group discussion, otherwise comments are as written by the group's
'scribe') :

. Would contain graphics, drawings, GIS, GPS, site plans

. Heritage Register should be upgraded to IT best practice (GIS)

. Needs spati^Idata and locations. The website needs to interact with new
technologies

Up to dote (occurofe), evolving list

Multiple groups at both the heritage professionals and community group
workshops felt that the register being up-to-date, frequently reviewed and or
evolving was sufficiently important to be specified in their desired futures.

It was also included by individual groups at other workshops.

5

Some of the ways this was described included (italics indicate a direct quote from
reporting I group discussion, otherwise comments are as written by the group's
Is cribe') ,

. There has been a review of RHP to ensure everything is correctly
documented, up to date

. RHP is flexible, up to date - visually dynamic - when you get onto it you
know it's up-to-date

. Needs to be updated - filling in information gaps

. Need to 90 to groups on a regular basis to check if they are happy with
what^ on the RHPorMfs

. Toolfortracking changes overtime

. Revision of list (periodic) - criteria for it and money for this

. Heritage is an evolving concept ~ is heritage the wrong word or is it
misunderstood? It^ portrayed as a dirty word. So things built now can
stillbe significant, There needs to be scope for changing values

. Register: Is constantly renewed (living document) - review content and
update

Greoferfourism promofion

At the community group and owners workshops, multiple groups included greater
heritage tourism in their desired future.

It was several times listed as part of increased database I Information technology
functionality (see above) but also as a separate element.

249'0 3 2

5

Some of the ways this was described included (italics indicate a direct quote from
reporting I group discussion, otherwise comments are as written by the group's
Is cribe') ,

. Promote opportunities for the public to better appreciate heritage buildings

24 2 3
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. Heritage map for alllocalities - ^;!,^cj, Municipal Inventory to provide map
with 11^t - benefit to tourism and source of hi^toIy and learning for children

. PIaques on properties on the Register

. Photos & publicity in long distance buses, etc, where locals and visitors can
see them

. Technology used to document heritage sites/listings and interpretive label
(di^CS or Apps so person/tourist can stand in front of building and it tells
you informatibn aboutthat building)

. More work in heritage tourism - WA Tourism promote Heritage Trails

. Open days once peryear

Lists occredifed trodes people

The two workshops for owners of registered properties both had multiple groups
which see an ideal future register facilitating access to trades people accredited in
the special skills required for work on heritage properties.

S

Some of the ways this was described included (italics indicate a direct quote from
reporting I group discussion, otherwise comments are as written by the group's
'scribe') :

. A good knowledge and training of skills, tools, materials available -trade
training - experts can be hugely expensive

. Shortage of tradesmen with heritage skills - to be on appropriate register
- recommendation (could provide link - de-briefing on completion)

. Better training in heritage elements of trades (eg apprenticeship courses -
must do one unit related to heritage aspect of trade - so all learn
something)

. Training of skills required for preservation

Wider consulfofion process

The two workshops for Local Authority officers and Government owners of
registered properties also both had multiple groups which saw an ideal future
register process involving wider consultation.

249' 2

5

Some of the ways this was described included (italics indicate a direct quote from
reporting I group discussion, otherwise comments are as written by the group's
'scribe') :

. More involvement in the listing process - property owners need to feel
theyt"e consulted - HCWA needs to be more customer focussed

. Valuecommunityinput

. Greater consultancy from HC to community groups, eg Immigrant groups
etc - ongoing consultstibn with coinmunit!^s. Communities need to be
fistened to - MIS will reflect what a inunici^ality wants

. Much broader regional advisory process available

249'0
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Other comments

A number of themes emerged from multiple groups at only one workshop.

More octive HCWA

Three groups at the private owners workshop saw a more active and more
responsive Heritage Council as being desirable. The ways this was expressed
included :

. Obligation of HCWA consultants (private) better communication and
consultancy (transparency)

. Greater involvement of HCWA in management and processes
minor voice (a major voice)

. (Heritage staff) More collaborative/flexible in dealings with owners and
occupants (current battle)

. HCWA has responsibility to be advocate for listed property owners (if in
argument with LGA) and has skills and knowledge to light for owners -
theyt"e on yourside

. Flexible and co-operative and available (to regions as well) technical
support and advice

. Self management within set criteria (if an organisation can demonstrate
capadty to manage heritage buildings and site competent/y and
successfully and have the resources to do so, should be able to sign an
agreement, which is checked every five years or so, which will take a load
offHCWA)

. Real Estate Agency dealing with heritage properties - Heritage Councilto
establish an agency

Greater protection

A number of groups at various workshops, and three groups at the Community
group workshop sought greater authority and legislative backing to protect
properties. The ways this was expressed Included:

. Penalties for developers doing the wrong thing, violated heritage (no
demolition by neglect) rules need to be set out at the start for

developers
. Seriouslegalramifications
. Incentives & stricter enforcement of heritage
. Levels of protections for sites need to be adequate
. Supportive legislation behind the State Register. Maintain the list, review,

incentives for owners, more precincts. Prevention of demolition by neglect
. Ability (for HCWA) to intervene if demolition by neglect, deliberate

damage, etc - the Min^ster doesn't have enough power

Community group representatives were also more likely than participants at other
workshops to include greater, more diverse professional representation on the
Heritage Council and greater involvement by Local Authorities in heritage
protection in their ideal futures.

The ways this was expressed included:

More professionolrepresenfofion in heritage governance bodies
. ProfessionalIy diverse Council. More public. More awareness of role of

HCWA. More groups involved

. Private enterprise too much involvement (developers) there are too

many developers and real estate representatives on the Heritage Council

not a
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. Heritage Council sitting members in - town planning, social historians,
indigenous representatives, landscape architecture/history, museum

associations, architects - Need to get away from the built form to the
stories

. Members of HCWA on SAT committee

. Heritage Council - professionalIy diverse and evenly balanced (historical,
archaeological, SOCiotogical, architects, planner, landscape)

More proactive, involved toCGIAufhority
. Be included in Australian Building regulations
. Normal part of planning, design and building process every time (so

normal it shouldn't need to exist) - heritage is a normal part of planning
and development issues

. Local Authority more responsible

. Is In Community ownership - not a separate entity - public and
government (LGA) planning - much more integrated into community

A record of lostploces

Heritage professionals were more likely than other groups to seek representation
in the register for'lost places'. The ways this was expressed included:

. Archive of lost places, buildings - comprehensive

. A physical display or commemoration of heritage places from the past that
are no longer there - Local Authority involvement More sensitive

heritage, not focussed on brick and mortar, could memorialise '10st places'
- places no one knows about any more
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The workshop methodology was developed in consultation with staff from the
Office of Heritage.

The identified need was to draw out rich discussion, from the widest possible
range of views, focused on the State Register of Heritage Places which would aid
the Heritage Council Board to re-set the Council's strategic direction.

Some of constraints identified were the desire to:

. Cover diverse stakeholder groups which were anticipated to have quite
different views on key issues

. Offer a format suitable to participants ranging from articulate professionals
with extensive experience in group process to volunteers with little or no
workshop experience

. Cover a wide variety of topics in a short time with relatively large groups

. Strike a balance between drawing rich input through discussion while
ensuring that all voices were heard.

Workshop format

Key elements of the format selected were:

. Workshop per stakeholder group. To minimise the potential for
divergent views to constrain the depth of discussion, it was decided that
separate workshops would be held for each stakeholder group. Workshops
for participants involved by their employment were held during working
hours, for volunteer groups and owners they were scheduled outside
business hours'

. Table discussion and report back. To achieve the desired balance in
discussion in the time allowed, it was decided to set up tables with a
maximum of six seats at each. Participants were asked to discuss topics
with the group at their table, have a 'scribe' make notes on butcher's
paper and report back to the group as a whole. The facllltator
summarised each discussion by noting common themes. Where the
facilitator felt that participants had been constrained by the format, or that
report-back had not fully represented discussion at the tables, he was
given licence to open the discussion.

. A strategic planning approach. The many approaches to strategic
workshops allinvolve discussion about the present state, desired future
state, and actions to close gaps. It was decided to focus on the first two
elements given time constraints and the essential purpose, providing input
to the Board's formulation of actions to close gaps.

. A positive approach to present state. A risk in consultation of this
type is that discussion is drawn towards problems with present practice
such that positive attributes of the current state may be lost or discarded
accidentally in visions and plans. The approach selected was to direct
discussion towards the value presently represented by the Register in
terms of the attributes considered when assessing a place for registration:
aesthetic value, rarity value, scientific value, social value, historical value
and value as representation of a type.

. An expansive vision. To steer discussion away from incremental change
towards step change improvement, a Customer Vision approach was
selected. This involves challenging participants to put aside all present
day legal, technological and bureaucratic constraints to describe an ideal
outcome.

0.0 00
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Staff from the Office of Heritage attended the workshops and noted many
verbatim comments. As part of the introduction to the workshops, participants
were informed that notes of this sort would be taken with a view to using direct
quotations in future publications.

The workshop notes, reproduced In the appendices, were sent to all participants
from each workshop.

FOMcipofion

A workshop invitation was mailed to every relevant group or individual on the
Heritage Council's mailing list. This amounted to almost 1,800 invitations.

A workshop was scheduled for Bunbury to encourage more non-metropolitan
involvement. Unfortunately this drew little response and the workshop was
cancelled.

To widen the pool for input, the Heritage Council also invited stakeholders to
write a submission to the review. Written submissions were received from

Railway Heritage WA, the Office of the Government Architect and Historic Victoria
Park. An survey has also been set up on the Heritage Council web page but on-
line submissions do not form part of this report.

Discloimers

In considering this report, readers should be aware that:

. The sample from which responses were collected is not statisticalIy valid.
The pool from which respondents were drawn was relatively small. Only
those available and willing to attend were able to provide input. This
naturally biased the data towards those with strongest opinions. At the
same time, it is not unreasonable to give weight to those most committed.

. No two workshops were the same and no two comments were the same.
The author has compared and contrasted comments between groups and
workshops to help readers draw themes from the discussions, but such
comparisons should be treated with some caution.

. One workshop participant noted that 'the participants are all WASPS'. It
was a fair point. Non-metropolitan and non-European people are
represented among heritage stakeholders. Although they were invited,
they were not well-represented in the workshops,

. The nature of the workshop format introduces biases into the data. The
table-and-report-back approach while allowing more to be covered in less
time, does allow a single, strident participant to dominate discussion at a
table. Equally what gets reported back is what the scribe notes and may
not reflect the discussion accurately.

. This report was compiled by the facilitator, using the Council Officer's
It thus overwhelmingIy reflectsworkshop notes, person'sone

interpretations of the discussions.
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Herifoge RegisferWorkshop Agenda

Welcome

A Heritage Council spokesperson will welcome the participants and explain the
purpose of the workshop, what the councills seeking from the workshops and
how the input will be used.

Workshop pion

The focilitator will outline the format for the workshop.

Step I - Whof's special abouffhe Register?

Facilitated discussion of what is important and valuable in the State Register of
Heritage Places as it presently operates. The discussion will be framed in terms
of heritage value:

. Aestheticvalue

. Historical value

. Social value

. Scientificvalue

. Rarity

. Representation and so on.

Questions will include: What does it do? Why does it do it? What is the
Register's reason for being? What does it do that no-one else does? And what
makes it special today?

Comments about what the Register should be doing but isn't and where its
performance could improve will also be collected.

The facilitator will lead an exercise to summarise the comments made into 5-7

key points I focus areas.

SIep 2 -The perfectfufure

Facilitated discussion of an ideal future state, ten years from now, for the
Register. The premise will be that there have been no constraints whatsoever
and that everything possible has been done, perfectly.

The participants will be asked to describe the State Register of Heritage Places In
this perfect future. What does it look like in 2021? Why is it there? What has it
achieved and how, where, and when has it achieved this? How is it different from
2011? What do people say about the 2021 State Register? What is it going to
achieve by 2031 for future generations?

The responses will again be summarised into 5-to-7 key points I focus areas.

Step 3 - De-brief

The workshop will wind-up with a brief discussion of the participants' experience
and what will happen next.
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Sumple invitofion letter

Dear< ,

INVITATION To STAKEHOLDERCONsuLTATiON WORKSHOP

After 20 years of working towards a comprehensive State Register of Heritage
Places, the Heritage Council has been considering what the Register now
represents, and what it should look like in the future.

As a < >, the Heritage Council would welcome your views on what you believe is
important about the State Register, what it represents to the people of Western
Australia, and what you think a comprehensive Register should look like in 2021.

To achieve this objective, stakeholder views on the State Register will be gathered
and collated through a series offacilitated workshops coordinated by the Office of
Heritage. The Office of Heritage would like to take this opportunity to invite you to
come along to a two-and-a-half-hour workshop at < > on < > at < >. Light
refreshments/A finger buffet will be served at < >.

If you would like to attend, please complete, sign and return the attached form (for
OWNERS in the enclosed reply paid envelope); or via emailto
herita e@hc. wa

The feedback from the workshops will be reported to the Heritage Council board
and will be a key consideration in the review of the Council's strategic direction.

If you have any queries, please do not hesitate to contact Jenni Williams, AISenior
(Assessments) 9220 4/13Conservation Officer emailoron

enni. williams@hc. wa

ov. au

We look forward to your help to shape the future of the State Register of Heritage
Places.

Yours sincerely

Graeme Gainmie

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

ov. au
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Local Authority

Monday 28 February, 201.19.30 am - 12.00 noon

Geographe Room, State Library of Western Australia, 25 Francis Street, Perth

STEP I.

What does the Register do? Why does it do it? What is the Register's reason for being?
What makes it special today?

^EQ^^.

Value - where could more be added?

. Greater dialogue & education - heritage needs to be intrinsic - wei'ust need to 'do it'

. Greater education (c/f UK - clarification by John - classes I, 2 & 3)
Aboriginal heritage?

What does it provide?
, Security - local listings areatthe discretion of councils
. Magna Carta (baseline, checklist, stocktake)
. Checklist

, Measure by society - now contemporary in 2011 AD - representative of societyt; thinkihg
today (not 20 years hence)

What would we miss ifit wasn't there?

Security - state level

.. .

.

,

Confidence that buildings are protected
Accessible records

Authority to act and possibly save
Would miss a lot of buildin s - particularly the lesser buildings 'not the big ticket items'

,

!^EQ!^2.

What it does?

Current document is accessible and exists
. Retains/conserves whatls of value in ourstate
. Publicly identified as document/process that can protect buildings

What could be done better?

Needs to be a community register
. No'tie in/link'to schoolcurriculum
. Benchmarksrequired
. Gapsin heritagee. g. mining
Content of reports - questionable

Richard Offen's Comments

. Is the most important tool the State has for recognising and protecting places of heritage
significance

. Is part of the most complicated and confusing heritage listing system in the world
Strikes fear and terror in the hearts of heritage building owners and local government
. Suffers from a huge amount of misinformation and misunderstanding aboutits purpose and

the powers it has
. Does not represent good value for money in terms of how much each assessment costs to

carry out
Does not have a transparent and consistent process for registering properties
. Is driven by an organisational KPl which measures how many properties go on to the register

each Year - a very inappropriate driver for such a list
. Seems to be obsessed with reaching a target of 3,000 properties on the register - again

should not be driven by such targets
. Can be subject to fartoo much political interference, e. g. the Cliff and others
Is populated with many places that simply shouldn't be on the register e. g. St George's Hall

fagade, F10rence Hummerston Gardens, etc.
. Has lots of criteria, but very few benchmarks to assist in determining what is of State,

Regional, or local significance

.

Plain text has been copied from the papers compiled by each group of participants arthe workshop. Textin tones is
based on how they elaborated those poinLs when they presented them to the entire workshop.
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9.9^a.

What does it provide?
List is legal weighting
Provides a framework for built heritage (aesthetic, historic)
Raises awareness (not always positive)
. Saved buildings that may have otherwise been demolished
, Provides a good historic record
It can be a leveraging tool for grants, development bonuses
Consistency in definitions
. Preserve the honourable intent of the list

What could be added:

. Education - it needs to sellitsell; why we have the list
Delivery of information - place forms - online information is limited
Transparency of decision making - minutes and agendas
. Supporting policies - to be made more available to public
. Addressing neglected buildings - demolition by neglect
Lead by example (state & local) - more cash

Further Discussion

The register is supposed to representthe history of ourstote and ifwe lostit web loose a part of our
history

The public perception is that the Register is about 'pretty, old bundlings'

The rarity of outer metropolitan places needs to be assessed in theiroriginalcontext of rural riot
metropolitan development

The economic costs need to be included - cost of recyding old buildngs and cost benefits of heritage
tourism are 'pretty crucial'

The whole issue of embodied energy

Europeans are much more positive about adaptive reuse - we are more concerned about keeping
buffdings looking the same

Owners argue for demolition because it doesnt meet 21" century needs' - owner expectations in
Australia are very different

Names of places can also be important - Princess Margaret Children^ Hospital, King Edward Memorial
HDspyta/ for Women

STEP 2

Describe the State Register of Heritage Places in the future; What does it look like in 2021?
Why is it there? What has it achieved and how, where, and when has it achieved this? How
is it different from 201.1. ? What do people say about the 202, . State Register? What is it
going to achieve by 2031 for future generations?

^^. P-^.
HCWA is appropriateIy funded
. The register adequately represents the State's history and development - it^ not focussed on

individual buildngs and includes precincts
People actively seeking to get a place listed
. Supportive legislation behind the state register

o Maintain the list, review, incentives for owners, more precincts
Apoliticallist - a more robust assessment - including economic and environmental issues -

'to take the political steam out offegistration'
Education on the implication of listing - starting in schools
. Promotion of places
A register that is highly valued by the community
More diverse places listed - infrastructure & environment
. Greater modern heritage places represented - like Fremantle Maritime Museum - it^ about

State value not age. Foster the desire of architects to have their buildings listed - 'you won't
have to waitfor your legacy to be registered'

Architecture driven by design
, Transparency and consultative process of listing
Include indigenous places - issue of knowledge for the public - dont exclude these from the

Register
, Consolidate alithedifferentlists

A tool for sustainability/reuse/development
Develop guidelines around assessment to consider recycling/development issues
. HCWA to acquire properties on list - have funds - need to have the power ($) to compulsory

purchase property - "the 10 year moratorium only penalI^es the community" who have to
live with an ugly vacant site
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. More precinctson theregiscer

Missing link - education & promotion HCWA section
o Forgeneralpromotion
o To development& implementschoolcurriculum
o To develop a holistic interpretation of the list as a whole and individual places

(signage etc, iconic) - the Register is notj'ust a 'holding station'
Heritage ombudsman
, Funding - make architectural expertise available for owners who cantafi'ord it. Offer funding

to people NOT to demolish, in the same way that formers are paid NOT to grow crops to
conserve land.

Well developed online resource - more backroom information and clearer information on
WHYa place is important

. Documented decision making - agendas/minutes
Moveable heritage - associated with registered places
, Types of places - subsuifaceheritage

There's been a huge change of community attitude - everybody 'gets it'
. Registered properties are prestigious - makeheritage a marketing tool
There is streamlined and transparent unified listing system - one list wi'th national, regional,

state and local/1stings
, Prevention of demolition by neglect
Adequately resourced HCWA (money and people) so can compulsorily acquire places (e. g.

revolving fund)
The Review of the Actis a smokescreen by Government to put off the day when they have to

put fundihg into heritage to look after it
No political interference - Ministers shouldnt decide they 'dont like'a place
No backlog of assessments
. Consideration of moveable heritage - Melbourne protects its trains
. Politicians that realise heritage Is a vote winner
All value criteria have equal weighting
. Move involvement in the listing process" property owners need to foeltheyt'e consulted -

HCWA needs to be more customer focussed

. More flexibility in how the list impacts on development - more flexibMty in reuse, how
buildings can be given value into the future,

Further Discussion

^EQ^2.

^EQ^^.

FlexibMty is very importantin how we think and what we do

Interim andpermanentregistratibn contributes to uncertainty - will the place be permanently listed,
wontit be. Some also 1:3110fi'because they run out of time, Ifevery, one agrees one stage of
registration is enough.

Stole grid Commonweolih Deportments
Wednesday 9 March 201.1, 9.30 am - 12.00 noon

Geographe Room, State Library of Western Australia, 25 Francis Street, Perth
STEP ,.

What does the Register do? Why does it do it? What is the Register's reason for being?
What makes it special today?

^P_L.
. Reference for future renovations - a guideline'
. Awareness for presence of heritage issues - anthe issues inside and out
. Historical record - the Register is the onlyplace to get a good history ofWA
Is there a co. ordination between registers (Ie State, Federal, Indigenous?)
. Flags a different approach to the building (how to go about upgrades) and additional costs -

as soon as you know it^ heritage the costs 90 up
. Withoutthe register- no heritage

Cultural - context can follow - be explained later to public
^EQ^2.

2
Plain text has been copied groin the papers compiled by each group of participants allhe workshop. Textin italics

is based on the elaboration of those points when each group presented to the workshop as a whole.
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. Comfort & ^,!!:!19nL:, - given by the Register (State/Federal). Need a body with authority -
the comfort of registration - it builds community comfort. There needs to be the authority of
registration

. Protected - professional respect - integrity of building
Democratic process - decision/registration - there^ comfort that the process is foir
. Future - importantto include more physical evidence
Registrations encapsulate values for the future
Heritage versus City Invasive ness - planning
Landscapes/trees - natural heritage - landscapes getignored
. Legal
Community value
. Register is valuable - but can be side-stepped - there^ a gap between registratibn andnon-

registration
Interpretation of the Register
. Future registrations - foresight - connection with town planning

::EQ^a.
, The story of the past
, Protection - management tool - it^ a statutory process
, Restrictions~ management tool
. Statutory - management tool
Reflects the development of WA - it reflects the development of Western Australian society

and community in general- the way our community has been developed endshaped
. Why? To preserve the story for the benefit of future generations
. Could record a richer (more universal) history - indigenous
Could have spatial representation linked to Register entry
More pictures online
. Link Register entry to an online comments - direct community interaction

What is important?
. Identity - a sense of belonging- it protects places that add to your sense of Identity - your

sense of community
. It promotes tourism
. Provides clarity about process and what is a heritage place' - what you can and cant do

^P. ,^

What is covered by the State List?
*Cultural' sites: can include indigenous (but also WA Aboriginal Heritage Act)
Must have a physical location ~ what do you do about stories and naturalsites?
. Vagueaboutnaturalsltes
. Need one State list; should correspond with Commonwealth lists - it^ veryconfusing
Local government lists need to fit in
, Those waiting to get on the listneed to be promoted

Larger purpose of the State List?
. Criteria for getting on list need to be clarified
* Also need to sort which sites are 'outstanding' to the state and why
. List needs to be revisited regularly (accuracy/values change) - values change overtime - will

people in the future thing the same way?
, More recent sites/buildings/events need consideration - what about sites from only 20 years

ago?
, Needs marketing/education for public/tourists on value of list and outstanding sites
'Cost' of a site being listed (to preserve it/not develop it)
. Should Minister decide on a site being listed (can get politicised)
, Question of protection for'pending' sites (ifthese should be made public)
Who pays for an assessment? (what if the owners is against it being listed?)
, 'Community' value can change through time, also different groups in the community

(ethnic/ages/rurayurban etc) - there are different groups in the community so who decides
whatthe community values?

^Q^5
.

.

Lack of familiarity with the Register (except own perspective)
Public can look at places but riot know what they were about/'like - need interpretation to
create the vision of what it was to inform, inspire, make sense - the Heritage Council doesn't
have a lotto do with this
Administrative mechanism for 'old stuff'

Impediment to core function of agencies with heritage stock
Impost of maintenance, lack of money
Perception that can be fanatical about heritage eg Fremantle Council

.

.

.

.
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.

Balancing managing built heritage and biodiversity (core business) and no extra money
Need to fund heritage protection
Need interaction between local government and State heritage listings
Whose responsibility to identify heritage items?
Reduction in value for listed items so no incentive to identify heritage - a list of places can
decrease in monetary value
Ensure heritage listing facilitates future development. Adapt environment - recycling. The
'perfect' heritage position may not support new life - heritage eis one part of sustainabi7ity
but needs to be balanced with environment and business needs

Look for private sector ownership/offer sale rather than say government agency must retain
- government departments have to reuse buildings pregmatitally - they need an office not a
boutique hotel- 'the fit of the use'

.

.

.

.

.

STEP 2

Describe the State Register of Heritage Places in the future: What does it look like in 2022?
Why is it there? What has it achieved and how, where, and when has It achieved thls? How
is it different from 20, .,.? What do people say about the 202, . State Register? What is it
going to achieve by 2031 for future generations?

^P_I.
. Improved online information and integration with Landgate digital mapping, with integration

of municipal registers.
Link to commonwealth/Shire etc databases. One front end
. Inclusion of detailed historical information about listed buildings
. Needs to be updated - filling in information gaps
. Using the website to tellthe whole story
Much improved information delivery - we dont value things untilit^ too late - laid back

Australia doesn't do enough
More information about owner's obligations and access to funding
. FAQs
, Improved interactive tools that tellthe story eg Key Us heritage websites, IPhone aps
Link between status on the register and access to funds
. Recognition in Government of need for funding of heritage maintenance
. Need for precinct recognition (more of) streetscapes and entire towns (eg Gastown in UK)
. Greater use of heritage buildings as 'living buildings'integrated into vibrant developments

"living heritage'. Will have greater relevance to people - make heritage buildings living
buildings - getthe used so they can understand the stories

. Link to education/students' access. Exposure of what heritage is re living heritage - using
buildings rather than 'museum' mentality - use buffdings to educate people about the past

, Need to be able to use heritage buildings - more flexibility
* Cut down the red repelreferral process then heritage may riot be feared
. Greater use of planning mechanisms for heritage protection eg precinct plan, heritage

strategy, interpretation plan & design guidelines. Would involved input from Heritage Council
, Not necessarily a need for a single register (for Aboriginal sites etc) but need one website to

bring it together - Aboriginal sites belong with the Aboriginal Act

^EQ^2.
One State list (heritage, aboriginal local government) outstanding sites, corresponding to
Commonwealth 11st

Budget for maintenance of sites (priority system), staff, education/marketing
Pending sites are protected (interim) - the process for getting on the list is clarifiedProcess

To get on list details of site and criteria are clarified
As parr of approvals process can assess if any important (nori-indigenous) heritage
exists

Can also document what was there prior to development eg film record
Revision of list (periodic) - criteria for it and money for this
Ministerial decisions need to be

Within a set time frame (for Minister)
. Transparency/accountable
Can be appealed (including by third parties)

Public Support for'heritage'in WA is high - puts pressure on Government
Heritage now means:

Physical site of significance (including natural) - aboriginal, natural and cultural
. Someareoutstanding
. Stories(egsonglines/events)
Some are sacred (and private)
. Some are recent/onlysignificanttosome groups
. Are artefacts' kept on site? As per Maori'Taonga' (treasures)
What about people, songs, records of events or a site?
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.

.

Set the standard - simple guidelines
Positive tool - accessible by all at different levels (identity, ownership)
Would contain graphics, drawings, GIS, GPS, site plans
Interactive - blog-like, public input, capture comments, images, video, Facebook, Twitter
Be included in Australian Building regulations
Archive of lost places, buildings - comprehensive
Used by business and tourism
Tool for tracking changes over time
Seamless connectivity between lists
Grants available government commitment, lotteries, donations, public
ownership/awareness
Tool for recondliation - value of heritage
"twice trodden ground" Barb York Maine
Difficult to appreciate today what will be tomorrow^ heritage which is being knocked down
before people can appreciate reas heritage

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

SL^,,
SpatialIy enabled GIS system fully detailed

Coordinated with agencies eg Landgate, BMW (DTF)
GPS cords - Nearmaps etc
the website should be Interactive - photos, letters, objects, living story
from users/people
Living history/record
One single register across all agencies
One single authority
Registered or listed or pending or being assessed
Clearly identified status - it should be very clear what is registered what I^
pending orbeing assessed
Formatting of registration - formatting of website improved
Mandatory criteria for definition of future use - recycling, adaptive reuse,
lifecycle, structural integrity, maintenance - criteria are clear and defined.
OPPortuniti^s for future use/adaptive reuse, Ihc/uding structural integrity.
Sufficient to sustain heritage and incentives to maintain - an appropriate
commitment to sustain heritage and incentives to conserve (zoriing
densities). Certalhty for fundng for State Government agencies
Owneddeveloped agency certainty
Links to heritage specialists (registered) consultants, architects,
contractors, craftsmen

Story told

Coordination

Clarity

Funding

^.!:Q^^
.

.

A comprehensive list of ALL heritage places, regardless of the reason for listing
Encompasses all aspects of WA's story - as values shape and change and differ
Clearly define why the places are considered to be important - why it has special protection
Perceived as being valuable by the majority of the community - the value of heritage is
instilled in the community - generating a groundswell of support. Relhforce a sense of place
andhistoiy
Holistic and integrated with other planning and development activities - a sense of place and
identity
Process of registration should recognise that a place will be significant - proactive
management approach - culture is now and into the future, heritage is in the past. So things
built now can still be significant. There needs to be scope for changing values
Recognise cultural considerations (now and into the future - not stuck in the past;)
Heritage is an evolving concept - is heritage the wrong word or is it misunderstood? It^
portrayed as a dirty word
The story should be about discovery - Registration needs to reinforce whatis important and
why. Registratibn needs to sendpeople on ajoumey of discovery
Clearly identifies opportunities for better uses of heritage buildings
Promote opportunities for the public to better appreciate heritage buildings
Better funding mechanisms - looking at alternative funding sources

u Corporate sponsorship
o Development contributionsfromTPS

More highly recognised at State and political level
Improve website - useability and interactive - People need to be able to interact with places
on the Register. The website needs to be more useab/elmteractive. Needs spatial data and
locations. The website needs to interact with new technologies
Interactive with new technology
Registratibn provides a recommendation for opportunities (eg adaptive reuse)
Heritage is a portfolio tacked onto a Mim:stert; other responsibilities

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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Community Groups

Monday 14 March 2011, 18.00 pin - 20.30 pm

Bryant Room, WACA, Nelson Crescent, East Perth

STEP I

What does the Register do? Why does it do it? What is the Register's reason for being?
What makes it special today?

^P-^.
Good

.

.

Information Is provided
Historical detail - to be added to

Groups of places (enough to make a precinct - particularly in rural towns)
Demonstration of past ways of life - Every great city has a cultural identity, a core'
Cultural importance
Quality of environment

Not enough cash
No political influence on outcomes
Relative impotence of HC
Over-riding power of the Minister
Lack of process transparency
Public confusion aboutthe role of HC &NT - What are the roles of the HC & the NT?

No follow-up on these workshops
Accessibility to the register could be improved

.

.

.

Bad

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

91r^
.

.

Legal protection - other 11^tings arerillegal/y protected
Recognises places of significance on a State level
Assessed by a Heritage Council recognised professional
Tendency to focus on the built environment - built heritage is very obvious
Available online, accessible
Improves funding opportunities
Conservation is largely un-enforced
Title notification

Insurance complications - there can be higher insurance or no insurance ava7able for
heritage listihg properties
Community caution - reticence to 11^t because offear that it/jinits works

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

^EQ^^;
.

,

Heritage register to list buildings places: interest local - state
People's interest starts local
Increased awareness of history
List is a tool to help preserve heritage - the list is a tool to protect heritage, buildings as we"
as areas

List has old buildings (especially government) few new ones - continuity??
Few business or private use buildings
Insufficient attention to heritage places - the emphasis tends to be on buildings instead of
places - it lacks continuity
Have little knowledge of heritage list
Important that 'listing' provides protection for the buildings - restrictions of modifications
Forced labour/convictlabour

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

9.9^,.
. The 1990 Act

Legislative protection for permanent list (but Minister can override) - see annual report for
SLats - Ministerial decisions are essenCi^Idemocratic

Interim list - rigorous assessment - the rigor and standardisation of process (they also
seemed to have the view that we don't progressp/aces to permanent/1sting because of a lack
offunding, and this should be a priori'ty)

.

.

3
Plain text has been copied from the papers compiled by each group of participants arche workshop. Text in italics

is based on me elaboration of those points when each group presented to the workshop as a whole.
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. PIaque system now inactive - piaques didrift'focus on people, places and uses

. Listing enhances realestatevalue
Residential listing becomes a valuable resource (feeds into New History syllabus) - 11^tihg

allows research into the values of places. The new history curriculum focuses on local history
. Examples of precincts? (RD: 1.0 blogs)
. Social significance: trees (Armadale) - the Register has been broadened to include trees but

these are perhaps offowerpriority
. Archaeological examples? - it^ notreally clearifit^ working in terms of archaeology
. The register is a useful research Coolfor comparative purposes

Discussion

By focussing on the places there^ no attention to collections associated or contained
. Ifsomeone^ elected on a poitita! platform how democratic is it - it^J'ust a person doing a

job
The unpopularity of the Heritage Actin Hilton
. Housing and Works are one of the worstproponents of demolition by neglect
. Only WASPS wereatthe workshop?

STEP 2

Describe the State Register of Heritage Places in the future, What does it look like in 2021?
Why is it there? What has it achieved and how, where, and when has it achieved this? How
is it different from 20, .,.? What do people say about the 202L State Register? What is it
going to achieve by 2031 for future generations?

^EQ^L.
. A more sensitive definition of 'heritage' - yes these are historic and social values but they

need to be more personal~ that places may mean a range of things to the community
Every listing is maintained by the state or a range of grant options
. Many more heritage listings (notjust buildings)
, Pro^CtiveHeritageCouncil
Moveable items and collections (clear guidance on what happens to these items -so we dont

lose them)
. Penalties for developers doing the wrong thing, violated heritage (no demolition by neglect) -

rules need to be set out at the start fordevelopers
. A broader community awareness of what heritage is (social significance)
Increased commercial desire for heritage listings
, A good knowledge and training of skills, tools, materials available -trade training - experts

can be hugely expensive
A greater awareness of heritage across all of the community (esp. education) a shared

community experience - make the process more transparent - a greater sense of knowledge
about whatto do.

. Much broader regional advisory process available

. More community involvement(volunteers/TAFE students/UniStudents/primary students)

. Better relationship with government, more support, more funding - at times of stress and
trouble you need someone to just help you out. Local governments need to have heritage
staff

. A physical display or commemoration of heritage places from the past that are no longer
there - local government involvement - More sensitive heritage, not focussed on brick and
mortal7 could memorialise '10stp/aces'- places no one knows aboutanymore

State sponsoring
Better training for architects (esp adaptive reuse) - people need to be trained and educated

how to do it right(development)

^9!^2.
.

.

A balanced list - that represents Australiat; multi-cultural history
Education for all - notjust an ivory tower - usergenerated websites
People want to be listed
Sympathetic developers - sites shouldnt be ignored andallowed to fo" down
Serious legal ramifications
Innovative reuse/adaptation
Comprehensive consistent documentation & accessible (pictures and maps for every place)
Well resourced

Proactive heritage involvement - rather than rdy on nominations 90 and capture every
important place
Member groups of people with heritage sites - share expertise and knowledge
Everyone knows aboutthe Heritage Counc"

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

I^c^

.

. Accessibility is enhanced - blind, impaired, hearing etc
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.

.

Better integration of information
Better searching capabilities
iphone application
Visitor centres have more information on heritage places
Open days once per year
Indigenous sites and places need to be on the register
inaccessible

Different levels for different access (online) - for difforent groups
More pictures and maps
Links from state list to local lists and to national lists

Major collections also listed and protected
More money for heritage
Natural heritage and sites eg Dog Rock, Boab Trees
Review or appeal process is well known - third party appeal rights
Broad community positive and attitude to heritage register
State register become part of national register - integration of register and lists
Good integration of municipal inventories and state heritage register

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

^P. ^.

.

. Complete independence from political parties and a position to make expert
recommendations and decisions - HCWA separate itself from the political process - set
themselves up as experts.
Heritage Council sitting members in - town planning, social historians, indigenous
representatives, landscape architecture/history, museum associations, architects " Need to
getaway from the builtibrm to the stories
Members of HCWA on SAT committee - SATshou/d have heritage representatives
Register to identify archaeological sites, important landscapes, towns/precincts, sports
facilities - the Reg^ster tends to have emphasis on the built form as architects have been a
driving force. Jt^ most important that the Heritage Council take into account sporting
facilities - majoramenities are lostandalso the heritage
More heritage incentives, funding, education and other incentives (working with LGAs) - in
local governments the Councillors dont see the Heritage Register as a positive
Incentives & stricter enforcement of heritage
Private enterprise too much involvement (developers) - there are too many developers and
real estate representatives on the Heritage Counc"
Museums representative or collectors
Obligation of HCWA consultants (private) better communication and consultancy
(transparency)
Increase funding for social history - heritage consultants doing assessments focus on
physicalstructure and lose the stories behind - there needs to be a change of emphasis
Greater consultancy from HC to community groups, eg immigrant groups etc - ongoing
consultation with communities, Communities need to be listened to - MIS will reflect what a

municipality wants. There^ a need for the Heritage Councilto go to community groups and
ask ryou*.'e happy - what^ going we"?
Stories, social historians input
Need to go to groups on a regular basis to check itchey are happy with what^ on the RHP or
MIS

Sporting I^cilities important

.

.

,

.

.

,

with sensitive information

,

.

,

,

.

.

,

Heatoge Professionols

Friday 18 March, 2011, 2.00 pin - 4.30 pin

Geographe Room, State Library of Western Australia, 25 Francis Street, Perth

STEP I.

What does the Register do? Why does it do it? What is the Register's reason for being?
What makes it special today?

^up. L.

Value - where could more be added?

. The factthere is a listls a 999^^
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. An assembly of places which are valued by some individuals - it doesntj'ustrepresent a
single group. you can get a different view of a place'

. Adds valuetothe planning framework
Biased towards the built environment (misses our trees, gardens, curtilage, precincts, ruins,

indigenous)

What does it provide?
. It's special becauseofits statutory backing
A material representation of the history of the state (valuable for specific places)
. Sensory, riotarchival(paper) - itt;physical

What would we miss if it wasn't there?

. There'd be even bigger gaps! (It prevents loss)

^P_2.

What does it provide (value)?
. Legal protection

o Lead to conservation/interpretation aim to represent diversity of places - andpeople
and cultures

o Reflect diversity of peoples & cultures
, Identify places that are unique & rare
. Attractsfunding
u Provides certainty to owners & LGAs & community at large

a Worthwhile body of Information - value as a research base, valuable as a source of
information

Value - where could more be added {why is it special)?
Legislative protection
. Identifies state & national significance - I't^ pretty mixed up - there'
Very good example compared with other states
. The online database holds up really wellwhen compared to otherstates

What would we miss If it wasn't there?

. Loss or potential loss of cultural heritage - in 1991/92 there hadpreviously been community
support to stop loss of heritage places. Ifit wasn't there theretibe a loss of a lot of cultural
heritage - the Register has stopped/reduced the loss

. Research

^R_3.

Value - where could more be added?

. The only one in WA, of its kind - it^ the best central resource in WA
Statutory (you have strength to argue what can and cant do)
. Valuable guide for decision-making, and identification - there^ a huge amount offesources

arranged in a the same formatyou can find easily.

What does it provide?
. Identifies what we value in society
. Builtenvironmentmainly
. Informative and educational - awareness (organised - way of knowing where to find)
. (Sane) A lot of protection (to buildihgsandplaces)
. Onlinerecords-central

Encourages debate (andguides decision-makihg)

^P. a;

What does it provide?
. Information resource is great (reliable), but not always easily accessible - a I^ntastic

information source

Value - where could more be added?

Register is more context - searchable
. linage recognition (for publicaccess)
. Better landscape/natural heritage(?)
Moveable heritage (7)

" Plain text has been copied from the papers compiled by each group of participants arthe workshop. Text in italics is
based on the elaboration of those points when each group presented to the workshop as a whole.
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Rigorous basis of Register - the register is a rigorouslyresearched resource - encapsulation
of the State^ history

What would we miss if it wasn't there?
Information

. Enforcement - are necessary to make it work
State or LA acquisition/support? - State or/orelgovernment could be better empowered to

support heritage eg more compulsory purchase

Discussion

Can you tell us what people in community say about the Register from your experience:
Entirely negative
. Dontknow itexists or/ts purpose
Confusion

. ThatcheRegisteriscomplete

. Impotent

. Overwhelming indifference - untilitimpacts on them
Residenti^Ivs public - whataffects them
. Fearofpotentia/impacton (financiaD values
Interference in privacy
. An unnecessary Imposition on private rights
Others are very glad it^ there (eg community groups) stop development which windestroy

town

. Has riot been around long enough in scheme of things, for community to understand whatit
Is about - the listisnt long enough

Boulder - heritage listed street - relevantprofessionalresources involved promptly - would
not have happened ifnotlistedp/aces - it demonstrated a quick response to a valued asset

. An95t about whathadgone on in late 70s

. People are findihg more thihgs theytillke to keep especially as they get older - they form
strong attachments

Sense of/OSs when places/trees go
. Foreshore development - value area as it I^ - community asset - important now andpast

and future. Strong community reeling coming through
Heritage value of 19th century buildings easily understood; post warlyoungerbuildings natto

same extent- have to live longer to appreciate landmarks - Communities are easily roused
by oldplaces under threat but arerites interested in the more recentpast

, RHPprotecting our history and record of social history for our
Need to present to youngpeople in a way they understand - can connectto
, There^noeducationalelement

, RHPis under. represented in terms of 20'' century buildings. General population dont value
- eg CouncilHouse - Zoos of people wanted it to go, now they wanti'tto stay.

, re^ terribly important to publicperception to attach a narrative to each place to raise -It
raises the levelofunderstandihg

NB CouncilHouse interiors - theyt'e doing whatthey want.
Multfy?Ie narrative stories - the problem with narratives is whose story to you tell?
. Heritage is broader than what Heritage Councildoes - it^ bigger than the current/1st.
. Heritage is bi^ger than the list - its aborigina4 cultural and natural - there^ a shortibllin the

Regi^rer
. Problem offegis/atton - differentpi'ecesof/egislation
There^ such a struggle to retain structures there^ no energy left to conserve interiors. Is

that where RHPshouldbe going - perception is exterior only - should it include the
paintwork and fixtures?

. Danger in adaptive reuse - "use, rot, abuse"are the three options

. Surviving buildngs in 2011 - update (andaft'ectinteriors)
Leave to rot

, Museum

Ifthey are to be used they need to be brought up to date - buildings are living things and
need to be used in 2011.

. Can adapt to current needs I'fa building is stinthere.
A way of overcoming dilemma is to adaptto new technologies
. Record^^g and interpreting are also ways of overcoming the needs of adaptive reuse
, Dimcult^^s - CouncilHouse doesnt work on the ground floor (or ConcertHalD - they are not

rightfor the Terrace. The bentoweri's a maquette
. What do you do ifparts of the place are wrong from the start? London Court was builttoo

smallbecause of a mistake in the plans
. Precinct - outside 1219ade or interior or whole - chose whatis preserved
. Facade is onlyrecognition of things done over 200 years
Way listput together needs to be very carefully done - should it^!s_tbe interiors, should

trees be included - there needs to be some rationale/guidance
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. Eg UK conservation area plans - eg North Cotswold (in Saxon vMages - mediaeval elements
were removed. And in 18'' century precincts, 15'' & 26'' century fogades were removed.
Need longer (deeper) historical view.
Need a long historical view of things, when doing conservation - cant be so precious that
things cant change - needguidance
Difference between hi^toIy and heritage - history is about change over time.

.

.

STEP 2

Describe the State Register of Heritage Places in the future; What does it look like in 202, .?
Why is it there? What has it achieved and how, where, and when has it achieved this? How
is it different from 20.17 What do people say about the 2021 State Register? What is it
going to achieve by 203, . for future generations?

^u. LL.
.

.

Refinement of approach
Incorporates/amalgamates other lists (should every buildng in Perch be on RHP? Ifyou
know something aboutthe building you can know what to do - have alithe information In
one place)
Opt out method in Perth City - You can take things off iftheyf'e not significant
Protection of allimportant heritages_(protect allparts of buildings; more information about
whatis/has happened inside - opt out - say whyshouldn't be on RHP; include privacy
clause but try to get everything)

u Interiors

o Objects/furniture
o Views&vistas

Ease of public use - but it^ a realprob/em as there libe so much information
" Source of public pride - but people have to be educated.
a Informative&simple
o Wellresourced

o ConstitutionalIy integrated (like a Bible in every hotelroom - central to
understanding who we are, iridispensible)

, Linksto other resources - consultants/services/suppliers
. Clarity of responsibilities

.

.

.

^P_Z
. HDlistic heritage: built, natural, maritime, Indigenous, historical, social, moveable

tangible and intangible (Ie Esplanade indudes vista, surrounding spaces; where ANZAC
gatherings held - not physicaO

still bounded, based on land tenure? It needs to follow the Federal themes

There has been a review of RHP to ensure everything Is correctly documented, up to date

ProfessionalIy diverse Council
a More public
. More awarenessofrole ofHCWA

o More groupsinvolved
. Bigger budget, bigger staff, greater diversity
Reasonable backlog
. More work in heritage tourism - WA Tourism promote Heritage Trails
. Stronger/better marketing for greater publicawareness

People say;
They recognise the value of HCWA and heritage
. That it reflects oursociety
. That it fulfils its aims

In 2021: more people aspire to heritage
understanding of heritage as a resource (including the financial value of heritage)

. Keep decision making with HCWA not with the Minister. Remove Minister from process - the
Ministershould be grateful notto be involved

It has preserved our important heritage for the future
. The Kiinberley is listed and Dampier Archaeology andGasport
. Transparency of process
Greater Involvement of HCWA in management and processes - not a minor voice (a major

voice)
. Bigger, more diverse staff- noten excessive backlog
Tourism - Promotion of heritage trays, more marketing
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. Recognise the value ofHCWA and heritage which reflects our understandihg of society and
fulmsaims

Clearresponsibil^t^^s - profossionaldiversity on HCWA,

^P-^

What does the Register look like?
. Inclusion&enforcement of:

o Landscapes
o Moveable heritage
e SOCioculturalheritage (indigenous and multicultural)
o Archaeological values

Stories behind sites

o Aboriginal heritage
e Vistas

o Internal considerations

o Acknowledgelostheritage
o An holt^ticapproach to the Register

Levels of protections for sites need to be adequate
. Heritage Council - professionalIy diverse and evenly balanced (historical, archaeological,

SOCiological, architects, planner, landscape)
o Political independence(apolitical)
. Protected/wellfunded

. Funding to private owners - better incentives to private owners

. Improved enforcement

. Acquisition

. Community education
. Stronger link between HCWA and NTWA
. RHP is flexible, up to date - visually dynamic - when you get onto it you know it^ up-to-date

What does it do?

. Community education
Improved access of database
. Greater protection
. Better marketing - awareness - positively put heritage into the hands of the people
. Local Government more responsible
. Private ownersawareofobligations

What do people say about it?
Public recognition
. Professional-administration

Good support by community
Heritage Register should be upgraded to IT best practice (unified search, hyperlinks,

multimedia, GIS)
. The Register I^ seen as positive/part of community value and community ownership

o

GE^P_a.
. Government commitment to a realistic heritage budget (10"fold increase in 3 years; 100-fold

increase in 10 years):
o Moneyforregister&registration
c Conservation grantsofworth
o Tradeableplotratios
o Getrid of the backlog

Fully integrated register - one stop shop, embraces:
o Ecology and soils . geology
o Indigenous
o European(built)
o Local Government MIS

o Archaeological
o Landscape (coastal plain, scarp, beyond - geology^alsource)

Natural

o Collections of moveable heritage (eg furniture, manuscripts and says where located
~ Links - eg timber towns - local/Ibrary, museum, Battye, archive records)
20th and 21st century

Normal part of planning, design and building process every time (so normal it shouldn't need
to exist) - heritage is a normal part of planning and development issues
Educational - holistic approach across schools and community at large
More publications as an outcome eg timber towns and timber industry and how important
they are to WA^ history
Eliminate confusion between levels of heritage (national, state, local)

.

o

.

.

o

.

.
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.

Thematic approach to register (add technology, drawings, maps, photos)
Will be a pro^Ctive and riot a reactive process - community r^5999^ will follow
Value community input,

Registered Owners

Wednesday 23 March, 201.1, 6.30 pin - 8.30 pm

Bryant Room, Western Australian Cricket Association, Nelson Crescent, East Perth

STEP ,.

What does the Register do? Why does it do it? What is the Register's reason for being?
What makes it special today?

^^.^P_I.

Value of Heritage:

. (Noted the range of properties owned by those on the table, some iconic - eg London Court)
Restrictive - legislation restrictive and costly rather than of assistance to retain/conserve the

value of the place
No consultation with owners when listed cowriers have no choice) - when properties are

fistsd there wasnta lot of consultation

Commercial limitations of owning a heritage property
. Maintenance expenses - the burden of maintenance
Support in principle - oppose bureaucracy - frustration of the bureaucracy about how

heritage qualities should be conserved
. Grants (are sometimes) nominal rather than effective but available (and owner inputis

needed and 15nt enough to bridge the gap)
. Li^red buildings which are not valued become derelictbecause of/ack of desire to restore
More consultation required on how HCWA can assist
. On this table there was no desire to bowlover the heritage places owned

^P. 2.

Value of Heritage:

. Advice - Heritage Councilneeds more staff - technical knowledge (people to speak to)

. More education as to whatthe Heritage Councilis about - advertise howpeople can get
information

. Heritage signs on buildings, tours of heritage buildings, plus history (buildings restored with
fundihg had signs indicating where the funding came from)

Register gives you the primary ideas of what is required - so people are not frightened (eg
Subiaco a rew years ago)

. Finance for restoration - italicomes down to money

^P-^.

Value of Heritage:

Valuable resource (if known about) - more people should know aboutit
. Protection of all buildings - desirable community effect
. Awareness to general public of existence of history/places
Education, particularly of younger people who would otherwise lose out
. Interest of younger generation
Concerns amongst others (not on the list) who resist going on the list - about the limitations

of being on the list
Limitations to work on buildings
Social - value to society - area/precinct where you can geta feelforthe history of an area

by examining the listed buildings
Provides feel for the area - what went on in the past
Old North Road (route on which cattle taken from York to Herdsman Lake to Greenough -

between Old Coast Road and BrandHighway) - a unique place on the listbut note building

^.^23,

Value of Heritage:

. Noted variety of registered properties owned by those on the table: leased, custodial,
owners in country and city

Historical - social history . It^ a snapshot of social value
. Aestheticvalue- rarity
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Preserving places - Register can help (to recognise value of property)- identified (therefore
more significant, therefore easier to preserve) - records and photographs

Educational value - school tours - cemetery walks, tours - old court building; stories (that go
with each place), information, interpretation - there^ a body of information attached to a
place

Tourism - benefitto tourism - historicplaces add value to attractiveness of State
. Implication = Old; Contemporary buildings - should these be registered? The importance of

being on the Register I'S it^ official - but

What type of reaction does it bring :

Sympathy (benefit would devalue property) - counter with positive opinions - for owners
there is big benefit of access to HCWA information and support

Envy - there^ a premium on heritage properties in Fremantle

9.9^

Value of Heritage:

, Nostalgia (identify roots) - (brings the) past into present (demonstrates life in past and
present) - gives us roots

, Conscience -to preserve notdestroy
, Senseofhistory and belonging is important
, Often penalised for owning listed property

. Banksdifficult
o Insurancedifficult

. Need more co-operation with government agencies

. Of value to State government - from tourism point of view, heritage trails, etc for people to
experience more of whatthere is in WA.

* Have destroyed almost allthe old buildings in Perth therefore need to be pro^Ctive to
preserve what^ left

Have a very good Heritage Advisory Service

What type of reaction does it bring :

Scientific - demonstrating progress, methods, etc
. More recognition of vegetation (Ie destruction of reserves)
Should ensure that properties should retain value - HCWA should take some responsibility -

we need more heto
. Question . Should parliament!'minister be allowed to remove buildings from the list (eg The

Cliffe) (against advice of the HCWA)?
Questions - Does Register have sufficient power to prevent public utilities? (eg Main

Roads/Telstra to re-route highway from heritage sites; eg Greenough and East Perth
Tunnel). Util^ties don't talk to one another, and don't even know that a place is on RHP

STEP 2

Describe the State Register of Heritage Places in the future; What does it look like in 2021?
Why Is it there? What has it achieved and how, where, and when has It achieved this? How
is it different from 201. ,.? What do people say aboutthe 2021. State Register? What is it
going to achieve by 2031 for future generations?

^P-^.
.

,

Full photographic record of every building on RHP
Mandatory registration of Heritage property with full conversation (so owners are not left Quo
and LGA rating benefit for restoration work on heritage buildings
Use of buildings listed but riot used - HCWA needs to seriously address the requirement
where build^^gs restored but no adequate thought given to what use - reinpty become
derel^^t - listed bui7dings need to be used - eg of building unused for seven years). Time and
effort is wasted

Shortage of tradesmen with heritage skills - to be on appropriate register - recommendation
(could provide link - de-briefing on completion) (reedback from owners on their work then
competent ones get work). Notsure how good traimhg is now for use in heritage.
Real Estate Agency dealing with heritage properties - Heritage Councilto establish an agency
Heritage map for alllocalities - ^!, 30< Municfy?aimventory to provide map with list - benefit
to tourism andsource of history and learning for children
Amalgamation of heritage listings (National Trust, National, State, Local) - whole lot together
in a perfect world
Greater authority by Heritage Council on action by local governments/planning authorities
(and for proximity of build^^95 endspaces aroundregisteredbui/dings - eg Ih a town a

.

.

.

.

.

.
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heritage buildng with a vacant block next door - LGA responsible for planning approval, but
HCWA should have authority)

^r^2.

.

.

Funding to listed properties - in agreement that buildings are reused
Buildings in use eg lived in, businesses - adaptive re-use (it^ expensive to have empty
build^^gs)
Less politically influenced (eg Esplanade and Foreshore development) ~ more professional
obyect^^icy
Good (and more) publicity for listed places - website, virtual tours (especially for places that
cant be opened to public eg private residences, orfbr remote sites)
HCWA is probably underunded therefore need capadty to scan for new listings by region
Piaques on properties on the Register
Photos & publicity in long di^tance buses, etc, where locals and visitors can see them
(Heritage staff) More collaborative/flexible in dealings with owners and occupants (current
battle)
"Tribunal" to rule on disputes as fihal arbiter
Better training in heritage elements of trades (eg apprenticeship courses - must do one unit
related to heritage aspect of trade - or two or three units - so alllearn something)
Information sharing - eg heritage sheds (networking among owners - like men^ sheds,
'heritage sheds'so can talk through issues, and discuss tradesmen andarchitects)
Funding for Heritage Week activities to supportproperties being involved in something which
is an expense which doesntprovide revenue
Speed up approval procedures - development approvals
Ability (for HCWA) to intervene if demolition by neglect, deliberate damage, etc - the Minister
doesn't have enough power
Assistance with on-costs, eg insurance (which is very expensive - the worstthing is partial
destruction of heritage place - HC should of for assistance with costto bridge the gap)
Self management within set criteria (Iran organisation can demonstrate capacity to manage
heritage buildihgs andsite competentlyandsuccessftillyand have the resources to do sq
should be able to sign an agreemen^. which is checked every five years orso, which will take
a load offHCWA)
More information of social and cultural story of buildings - riot just the building itself, eg on
web, brochures (Ihclude what went on Ih the building andpass that on, which brings the
building to life and brings stronger commitment). HCWA keeps focussing on buildings
because that^ the visible bit butsometimes its what when on inside that was important -
stories bring places to life.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

!^^a.
. Heritage listing criteria (not as loose as today - there are different interpretations now) -

closer scrutiny of process
Realistic funding for HCWA and properties
Objectives achieved
Register:

o Widely representative of Australian, State and community history; of built, natural
and social (including Aboriginal and immigrant)

o Is constantly renewed (living document) - review content and update
o Is in Community ownership - not a separate entity - public and government(LGA)

planning - much more integrated into community
Heritage preservation is development - not something separate
Owners have no financial burden

HCWA has responsibility to be advocate for listed property owners (fin argument with LGA)
and has skills and knowledge to fightfor owners - theyt'e on yourside
Linking city and country - eg convict history (can sort 11st on web by type of building, history
- eg gold industry). A more viable database.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

^EQ^29:

, Fully funded preservation (and re. use) of alllisted buildings (sad to see restored but unused
buildings - there^ nothing sadder than a fully restored empty building, )
Training of skills required for preservation
Fully documented chronology of listed buildings, including adaptive re-use (notjust physical
butsocia/and cultural history in a live document)
Enforced public purchase of listed buildings riot valued by their owners
Flexible and co-operative and available (to regions as we") technical support and advice
Support for sophisticated design which values and re-interprets heritage buildings -
Feinterprets the old

.

.

.

.

.
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^EQ^

The value of heritage Is a fundamental part of general education and ongoing history

. Technology used to document heritage sites/listings and interpretive label (discs or Aps so
person/tourist can stand in front of building anditte/Is you information aboutthat building)
Heritage Council has electronic archive of alllistlngs available to public who can find it on
Google - the whole thing is interlaced
Common reference for database eg with policy development(between government
departments)
Funding - privately listed places should have access to Lottery Commission funds
Cash concessions - land tax, rates, insurances, building approvals/applications all subject to
rebates

Gardens - flora ? - significant vegetation stands, heritage landscapes, trees - heritage list
these as well

.

.

.

.

.
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IOCol Authority

NAME

PHILIPPA ROGERS

LETGH BARRErr

SAMUEL MCNEZLLY

ALETHEA DU BOULAY

FroNA MULLEN

NICOLE MITCHELL

GRAEME MACKENZIE

LOGAN HOWLETT

POSITION

SUSANNAH KENDALL

RICHARD OFFEN

Plannin Officer Herita e

sopHZE GATTER

Co-ordinator Scatutor Plannin

JO HARRIS

MosswiLsoN

DAN HO

JON SNELGROVE

Chief Executive Officer

HERITAGE COUNCILLORS AND OFFICE OF HERITAGE STAFF:

Ma or

COUNCILLOR HENRY ZELONES

SeniorP!annin Officer Strate IC

LOCALGOVERNMENT

COUNCILLOR NOEL ROBERTSON

Executive Director

Cit of Warineroo

PENNY O'CONNOR

Cit

aENNIWTLLIAMS

Cit

of Bunbu

Cit of Gosnells

of Bunbu

Cit of Mandurah

Stole Grid Commonweollh Deportments

Cit of Stirlin

Cit

NAME

Cit

of Fremantle

MARKWEBB

Town of Vincent

of Cockbum

Introduced worksho

DEB MICKLE

Heata e Perth

Observer

DUNCAN GoRDON

Shire of Northam

Maria er Assessments and Re 1stration

BRETr PYE

Cit of Perth

Senior Conservation Officer Assessments

RON HALL

Shire of Tood a

TERRYCRAIG

Cit of Cannin

Cit of Cannin

ANNELTSE SAFSTROM

POSITION

TRACYSHEA

GRAEME RUNDLE

HANNAH EAMES

PATSYVIZENTS

Director Plannin

A1Assistant Director Policy &
Plannin PVS

DEPARTMENT/AGENCY

Board Member

Botanic Gardens & Parks Authorit

Cultural Herita e Maria er

Perch Theatre Trust

Bunbur PortAuthorit

Fremantle Ports

Fire & Emergency Services
Authorit

Universit of Notre Darne

Midland Redevelo merit Authorit

Department of Environment &
Conservation

Conservaton Commission

Rottnest Island Authorit

Rottnest Island Authori
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NAME

RZCKY BESTER

CARLY PIDCO

PAULGAYTON

MICHAEL coopER

CYNTHIA HD

BARRY HARFIELD

SCOrrFrTZPATRicK

DEREK HILL

POSITION

DAVZD MCLOUGHLIN

SIMON KEENAN

ROD COUSINS

SANDRA CROKER

KAREN BARNES

BOB HAY

JAMESTAYLOR

HELEN SMART

DEPARTMENT/AGENCY

HERITAGE COUNCILLORAND OFFICE OF HERZTAGE STAFF:

De artmentfor Child Protection

COUNCILLOR PHILIP GRZFFTTHS

Manager Land & Property
Services

Metro o11tan Cemeteries Board

PENNYO'CONNOR

W A Police

JENNI WILLIAMS

De artment of Education

JOEL GILMAN

De artment of Culture & the Arts

Senior Planner

De artment of Culture & the Arts

De

Community Groups

artment of Premier & Cabinet

Main Roads

De artment of Housin

NAME

De artment of Indi enous Affairs

DAVTDCMNN

Public Transport Authority

ROSS KENDALL

De artment of Housin

Introduced worksho

DONAGH UZGLEY

Land ate Interest En ui

Maria er Assessments and Re 1stration

JULTAN BURT

De artment of Plannin

Senior Conservation Officer Assessments

MELTSSATWNCER

Office of Government Architect

Le al Officer

HANNAH LYLES

TAFE Colle e

JOHN PARK

POSITION

BETH FRAYNE

ANNE CHAPPLE

ACcom anied David Crann

LEIGH O'BRIEN

VERATOLJ

President

MosswiLSON

SHIRLEY BABIS

ROBERT MITCHELL

ORGANISATION

Historic Victoria Park Inc

Secretary

Subiaco Museum

Heritage Society of Peppermint
Grove

Kobeelya School Museum & State
Libra Foundation

State Librar Foundation

Aviation Herita e Museum

Tood a Historical SOCiet

Boyanup Museum & Anzac
Cotta e Mt Hawthorn

Western Australian Museum

May lands Historical & Peninsula
Association Inc

Tood a Museum

Ba swater Historical SOCle

Arm Museum ofWA
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NAME

YOHANNA KELLY

MR KELLY

BRUCE Bon

WONNEGENEVE

RON FACIUS

RON DAVIDSON

BOB REECE

30N STRACHAN

POSITION

DON WHZTTZNGTON

ACcom anied Yohanna Kell

LAURETTA DAVIES

BARBARA DUNDAS

JANE KING

HERITAGE COUNCILLOR AND OFFICE OF HERITAGE STAFFS

COUNCILLORNERZDA MOREDOUNT

PENNYO'CONNOR

JENNIWZLLZAMS

ORGANISATION

Roebourne Old Gaol Museum

Museum Curator

Herifoge Professionols

Northam & Districts Historical

SOCiet

Exective Officer

Art Deco SOCiet ofWA

NAME

Art Deco SOCiet

IAN MALTLAND

FremantleHlsto SOCiet

PETER FARR

FremantleHisto SOCiet

JONATHAN STRAUSS

Fremantle SOCiet

Introduced worksho

JENNIFER HARRIS

Fremantle SOCiet

of WA

Maria er Assessments and Re 1stration

JONATHAN EPPS

Bunbur

Senior Conservation Officer Assessments

Swan Guildford Hishacal Society
& Guildford Assn

BRUCE CALLOW

JENNYGREGORY

Museums Australia

CAROLLNE GRANT

STEPHEN CARRICK

POSITION

KEN ADAM

KATRZNACHISHOLM

PATRICKTRWIN

ALTSTALR PATERSON

ROBIN CHINNERY

ANNIE HDAR

BARBARA DUNDAS

GAYE NAYrON (represented by
SUE CARTER

LOCAL GOVERNMENT

Maidand Consulting Structural
En ineerin

ROBYNTAYLOR

Peter Farr Consultants
AUStralasia PIL

KRIS KEEN

Bernard Seeber PIL Architects

Curtin Universit

Jonathan E S Arboriculturist

Bruce Callow & Associates PIL

Universit of Western Australia

Landsca e Architect

Ste hen Carrick Architects

K A Adam & Associates & City
Vision

Architect

Patrick ITwin Architect

Universit of Western Australia

Historian

Central Institute of Technolo

Social & Historical Researcher

Historical Archaeologist

Historian

KTA Partnershi
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NAME

LUCY SINCLAIR

RENEE GARDINER

HERITAGE COUNCILLOR COMMITTEE MEMBERAND OFFICE OF HERITAGE STAFF;

COUNCILLORANNEARNOLD

COMMITTEE MEMBERTONYEDNTE-BROWN

PENNYO'CONNOR

,ENNIWZLLIAMS

JOEL GTLMAN

POSITION

Owners

NAME

MARTIN CDLGAN

DOTCOLGAN

RICHARD DIGGINS

Introduced worksho

LOCALGOVERNMENT

CARMEL ROSS (Benedictine
Coinmunit of New Norcia

Observer

Earth Tin rints Consultin

Maria er Assessments and Re istration

Earth Jin rints Consultin

DrANE POPE

Senior Conservation Officer Assessments

PETER GTANGUILZO

CremorneBuildin Pt Ltd

Le al Officer

JON ALDRIDGE

REGISTERED PLACE S OWNED

ROBERTACOWAN

SISters of StJohn of God

P8728 Mackay's Aerated Waters Factory (finr), Perth

PIi. 509 Aberdeen Street Precinct, Northbridge

P3854 Two Attached Houses & Separate House, Northbridge

BOBWHLTNEY

Lions Dr andra Villa e

P2454 Re

CHERYL BUTLER

PI221 Dr Bamett's Residence (finr) & Surrounds, Port
Denison

MARK BUTLER

alTheatre Subiaco

AMY BLICK

London Court Nominees

P3569 Enderslea Chitterin

PI988 Cremorne Arcade, Perth

PETERTHOMSON

Unitin Church in Australia

P2489 Gu

RUTH MACPHERSON

Cha man's Mill Inlet Park

P5307 StJohn of God Convent (finr) Broome

CHRZS LAZARIDIS

P3856 Dryandra Woodland Settlement via Congelin
(Cuballing)

's House Guildford

ELTZABETH BARCLAY

JOHN RowLAND

P3992 Brookman Moir Streets Precinct, Perth

GRAHAM GRUNDY

BRUCE Bon

PI998 London Court

KEN BETJEMAN

ROBIN BETJEMAN

Many Uniting Church owned places, etc.

P421 Chapmans Hill(Inlet Park Farm), Reinscourt (Busselton)

P3992 Brookman & Moir Streets Precinct Perth

P3452 Belvedere Cottesloe

P217 Old East End, Dongara

PIO881 Curdnatta Northam

P2830 - Warisbrough House, York
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NAME

MARYCONNOR

SUE, OUBERT

ANNTE MEDLEY

PETER LEFROY

D/ANE LEFROY

BILL GAYNOR (President, RSL
Australia WA Branch

JOAN GAYNOR

SYLVIA FOULKES

London Court Nominees

REGISTERED PLACE S OWNED

P924i. FCther

HERITAGE COUNCILLORAND OFFICE OF HERITAGE STAFF;

P4645 House 26 Kin Street East Fremantle

COUNCILLOR PHILIP GRTFFITHS

P8709 St Brigid's Group, Perch

P2030 Aranmore Catholic Colle e Grou Leederville

PENNYO'CONNOR

ill Street Precinct Fremanlte

JENNIWTLLIAMS

P3268 Waleblng, Moore

PI8402, RSL Building, ESPerance

PI998 London Court

Introduced worksho

Maria er Assessments and Re 1stration

Senior Conservation Officer Assessments
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